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This is a day of new interest in ~eligious Education. The 
churches want to solve the Boy and Girl Problem. Many leaders 
have been puzzled about the vacation days. The boys and girls 
seem to drift from one thing to another unless carefully super-
vised. 
It is evident now that the ordinary vacation time of the 
summer is not profitably spent. It allows the boys and girls to 
let their physical, mental and religious li~es deteriorate. 
How will we make this vacation time profitable? How will we take 
care of the child so that he will be better fitted to take up the 
work of the school in the fall? 
I was associated with a church last summer that tried to 
solve the problem by means of a camp vacation school . 
It was my task to plan the 3eligious Education pro?ram . I 
searched many books to see what had been done along that line. 
I found very little . 
I am writing this treatise not with the thought that it pre -
sents a solution to all problems along this line . I do hope it 
will aid the many churches that are clamouring for some solution 
to their problems. I hope some material will be suggested that 
will facilitate the workcr the leaders of Religious Education. 
OUTLINE FO] THESIS 
A Camp vacation School of ~eligious Education for Primary 
and Junior Children of a Polyglot Community. 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE 
The General Characteristics of a Polyglot Community. 
A. The Home. 
1. Physical conditions. 
a. Crowded conditions 
b. Sanitary conditions 
c. The food problem 
d. Lack of home playgrounds. 
2. Social conditions. 
a. Parent's lack of interest in the chi~ren. 
b. Working parents 
c. Immoral parents 
d. Ignorant parents 
e. General effect of home environment. 
3. Religious conditions. 
a. Lack of religious training 
b. Failure of c ontact with the church 
B. The Community. 
1. Physical conditions 
a. The street- the child's play ground 
(l) Impossibility of constructive play 
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(2) Dangers of accidents 
b. Unsanitary conditions of community 
2. Social conditions 
a. Dives 
b. Cheap candy 
c . Loafers 
d. Cursing 
e. Drunkards 
f. Quarreling and fighting among themselves 
3. aeligious conditions 
a. Failure of traditional church program to prop-
erly influence the children, because of: 
(1) Lack of contact 
(2) General psychological background 
(a) Lack of respect for e\erybody 
(b) Lack of respect for church 
(3) Need of discipline 




The Need of a Camp vacation School of Religious 3ducation 
for Primary and Junior Children of a Polyglot Community . 





4. Rapid growth 
5. Love of adventure 
6. Desire to do things 
B. The Need of the Children for a Camp Vacation School of leli -
gious Education. 
1. Physical needs 
a. Fresh air 
b. Wholesome food 
o. =tegular sleep 
d. Regular meals 
e. 3egul.ar exercise 
f. Free and directed play 
g. Health habits 
h. Habits of cleanliness 
2. Social needs 
a. Respect for others 
b. Cooperation 
( 1} With elders 
(2} With other children 
3. Religious needs 
a. Children's lack of previous religious training 
b. Capitalizing the characteristics of the child-




(3) Idealism --Hero-worship 
(4) Imitation 
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(5) Ability to memorize 
c. Need of intenstive religious instruction 
( 1) Learning standard songs 
( 2) Memorizing scripture 
( 3) Getting attitudes of worship 
(a) Toward the Di-vine 
(b) In the House of God 
( 4) Instilling religious ideals 
c. The Need of the Community for a Camp vacation School of 
3eligious Education 
1. The social need 
a. Social value of the child to the co~unity 
(1) If not trained 
(2) If well trained 
b. Social responsibility of the community for the 
child 
2. The Economic need 
a. Care of the children releases the parents for 
industry 
b. Limiting the costs of accidents 
c. Better citizens a paying proposition 
D. The Need of the Ch1.1.rch for a Camp vacation School of Reli-
gious Education 
1. To properly care for the children 
2. To meet the challenge of i t s constituency 
a. The college talent offers service 
b. The business man offers money 
c. The children offer lives 
3. To give intensive r ligious instruction to the child-
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ren under favorable conditions 
BIBLIOG~APHY 
CHAPTE-:1 THRE~ 
The Establishment of a Camp ·acation School of 1eligious 
Education for Primary and Junior Children of a Polyglot Commun-
ity. 
A. Establishing the Camp 
1. Starting the project 
2. Financing the proposition 
a. By the local church 
b. By subscriptions 
c. By children paying in part 
3. Selecting the site 
a. In regard to health 
b. In regard to bathing facilities 
c. In regard to garden possibilities 
B. Planning for the buildings 
c. Planning for the equipment 
BIBLIOG:-tAPHY 
CHAP TE~ .FOUR 
The Organization and .Administration of a Camp Vacation 
School of Religious Education for the Junior and Primary Child-
ren of a Polyglot Community. 
A. The plan of the organization 
1. In relation to the local church 








tion Bible School in the church in 
Conserving the summer's program in 
program of the church. 
relation to the camp itself. 
Workers and their d ut iea 
( 1) Administrator 
( 2) Director of ~eligious ,Cjducation 
( 3) Leader for each camp 
( 4) Helpers in each camp 
( 5) Nurse 
( 6) Special teachers 
(a) Manual training teacher 
(b) Gardner 
(c) Music teacher 
(d) Nature study teacher 
( 7) Laundryman 
( 8) Ice man 
( 9) Farmer 
Choosing the workers 
Selecting the ahild ren 
Duration of the camp 
BIBLIOGJ./I"PHY 




The Program of a Camp ,.s.cation School of ~eligious Education 
for Primary and Junior Children of a Polyglot Community. 
Christian Ideals 
A. Christian patriotism 
1. Patriotism to our country 
B. 
2. Independence Day 
3. Patriotism to our fathers 
4. Abraham Lincolm and his Christian principles 
5. Patriotism of our missionaries 
6. Oppo:ltunities for patriotism aside from war . 
Honesty 
1. Honesty -- the best policy 
2. The all-knowing power of God. 
3. Biblical references concerning honesty 
4. Honesty to self, pl&ymates, teachers, parents 
and God 
5. The truth shall make you free 
6. The effect of honesty on a person 
C. Courage 
1. Real courage and how it strengthens one's character 
2. Things that demand courage today 
3. Courage manifested in the Biblical heroes --
Elijah, Moses, Daniel 
4. Strength that David found in : aith in God 
5. Courage as shown in the life of Jesus. 
6 . ''Over the Top" -- personal experiences in the service. 
D. Service . 
1. Service through the daily tasks · 
2. The peril of uselessness 
3. New forms of service 
4. The joy of unselfish ser.-ice 
5. Doing one's duty 
6. Seizing opportunities for serving our fello s 
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E. Gratitude 
1. Developing the habit of gratitude 
2. Our dependence upon others 
3. Things ~e have to be grateful for 
4. Modern conveniences, educationl systems , national 
security 
5. Our debt to nature 
6. Gratitude to Christ 
F. Kindness 
1. Kindness to animals and birds 
2. Kindness to each other in camp and in school 
3. Kindness to our parents, teachers and elders 
4. The effect of kindness upon us . 
5. How things of nature are kind to each other and to us . 
6 . Jesus and His kindness 
G. Love 
1. Developing a love for the best in play , nature 
song and art . 
2 . How man of the Bible lo~ed Jesus 
3. A love for others 
4. Our mother's love 
5 . The love of Jesus for us 
6. Our lovefor Jesus 
H. What it Means to be a Christian 
1. A Christian life -- a purposeful life 
2 . A Christian life a helpful life 
3. A Christian life -- a reliance upon God 
4. A Christian life full of faith 
5. A Christian life triumphs over death 
6. The necessity of Uhristian Ideals 
CHAP T .&.-=t 0 NE 
G.&NERAL CHA3.ACTE~ISTIC OF A POLYGLOT COl'vUUNITY 
A. THE HOME 
The home in the average American polyglot community presents 
some very striking characteristics. Sometimes there is a tenden-
cy for us to run a way in horror and let the problem solve itself 
but we cannot honestly do that. Our good judgment will tell us 
to examine the conditions there and then see if some remedy can be 
obtained. Let us notice the physical conditions . 
1. Physical conditions . 
The first thing that impresses us is the cro~ded c ond itions 
in the homes. Usually the f amilies are ls rge, and they ba e small 
quarters . In very many cases two or three f amilies will be cro ded 
together in close appartments and attempt to live that ·ay . 
It is not a strange thing to see three or four children couped 
up in a small room at night. Owing to the leek of space they do 
not feel it is possible to make much distinction between the sexes 
C30WDED 
CONDITIONS 
and they are in many cases crowded together in 
an uncomfortable way . 
Stelzle suggests "There are thousands of 
boys in our cities whose homes consist of only 
one or two small rooms in a tenement home, sometimes back of a dark 
1 dingy alley. These conditions in our crowded tenements have more 
to do with crime and immorality then will e~ er be kno n this side 
of the judgment day. Eighteen p ersons living in three rooms, 
1 "Boys of the Street" pp 13 
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twleve of them being adults, are not calculated to high ideals in 
the mind of the average boy." 
In one case that tlB. ·writer has in mind the boy about ele en 
Wb.S forced to sleep on the fire escape for there v:as not a~ ail-
able space inside. Then at meal t ime ther e was scarcely room for 
them all to get seated around one table in the small rooms they 
had. It is not uncommon to .see each of them take their pa t of 
the meal and go to a corner to eat as they -c lease. In cases ··here 
two or three families are crowded together in sm&llapartments any-
thing but natural, normal conditions can be expected to exist. 
Nearly all of these families feel that they are poor, and so 
try to make as many savings as possible. Dur ing these days when 
coal is so high and hard to obtain there is a tendency to ec onom-
ise and keep the windows shut, and so keep the fresh air out. If 
we go from the fresh air into some of the homes, we at once are 
aware of the unwholesome conditions. We notice 
SANITARY odors. These people do not seem to be conscious 
CONDITIONS of them. But nature •ill not allov.· the boys 
and girls to continue to live und er these 
conditions, to pay no penalty under such crowded conditDns: of 
course, it is hard to keep things olean and nell fiYed up and 
soon the habit of neglect and "don't care" de · elops. The 
danger is imminent. 
A trip through the streets into these homes in the spring 
or summer time soon reveals ; ery unsanitary cond itions. The 
toilet is usually a dark, poorly kept place; the flies roam 
freely from the s treat into the homes. Ho·.r· they escape ·:·i th as 
few diseases, and maladies as they do, I am unable to unde~stand • 
.&'. en though they seemingly escape from immediate death e can be 
- g -
sure it is having a depressing influence upon their li\es, and 
limiting the future of the boys and firls found there . 
The writer lived in the midst of a polyglot community in 
South ~oston while doing work there. He was prsonally acquainted 
with a number of the boys and girls and knew the children in gen-
eral. Some of them seemed to be fairly r ell dressed as they ap-
peared on the street , but as he followed them u.p a dark , dirty 
stairway to the room where they lived he saw they .ere e~en poorer 
than the dress seemed to indicate. 
It's quite common to note the floors ···i thou t carpets, the 
delapidated furniture, the bare walls, the dingy beds, and the crowd-
ed conditions. 
I often contrasted the faces and expressions and actions of 
these boys and girls with the children from the suburb or f rom 
rural districts of which I am more familiar. That a differenc~! 
We cannot help but realize that the home has a decided effect upon 
the character of the children. 
What foods do they buy and how do they prepare them? In the 
majority of cases the very cheapest foods are bought and in as 
much as the women have h6.d little , if any , training in thecorrect 
use and preparation of foods they form the habit of fixing a few 
foods in about the same way day after day. It is almost necessary 
TH~ FOOD 
PROBLEM 
that they use lots of canned foods . They must 
buy the supply from day to day , f or in the f irst 
place, they do not ha,·e the ready money to 
get a supply in stock, and then , would have no sanitary place to 
keep it if they did get a supply on hand . 
A normal child demands more attention than this . If the 
-'i-
homes cannot give it, some other means should be introduced for it 
presents serious difficulties . The child suffers , soon the commun-
ity weakens , and the nation deteriorates . 
The boys and~rls in these homes have very little place to 
play in the house . The large family , and the small rooms make 
play there almost impossible. Then the majority of the people 
live over some place of business or on the first , second, third , 
fourth, or fifth floori. There's no place for them to ha e any 
kind of a playground in connection with the home. This is much 
different than in the rural districts or in the residental sections 
of the city for there the children can get out in the yard and play .. 
LACK OF HOME 
PLAYG.ttOUNDS 
The first thing we know the children of the 
polyglot communities are out of the home the 
major part of the time. They are out looking 
for other places to exercise their freedom . 
Out of the home and the influences there , these children are 
likely to find all kinds of influences that will tear do .n . 
2. Social Conditions . 
Often the parents li ving under the conditions as described 
above seem to think of their cb ildren as more or ~ ss things ; 
they are jerked and cuffed about and are gi - en less respect than 
the dog in a great many homes. Very often the child has to 
scramle around and get whatever he can. 
The children are sent to school because the 
PARENT ' S LACK law compells them to go. Then they are not 
OF INT~~~ST put to work at an earlier age because the 
law will not permit it . 
Indeed it is a wonder that the children living under such 
unfavorable circumstances come out as well as they do . 
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The parents have to work to earn the li ~ing and they come 
home tired in the evening. Then they neglect the chihlren. In 
many cases the mother or the father has to take care of a whole 
fa ~ily of children by themsel , es . This may either r esult from 
separation , desertion , death , or di, orce . 
WO~KING Often it falls upon an older brother or 
PA.:t.&NTS sister to assume care of the home , and of course 
this kind of a situation does not present a 
very fa,. arable chance . 
Very often too , in communities of this kind there are i m-
moral parents who set a \ ery bad example in the home . From the 
IMM0 .. 1AL 
PA:t,tt;NPS 
very beginning the' children learn bad lan-
guage and practices. So a ery deteriorating 
influence upon the life of the child is 
exerted. This is a -... ery parthetic situation 
and ~ 8ry muoh to be decried. These children are not ha,ing a 
fair chance at purity and freedom of soul . Our better sel• es 
cry out for them to be given a chance . 
In many instances the parents are plainly ignorant. They 
think they were able to "get by" and can see no reason ·hy their 
children can not . 
IG! ORANT 
PARENTS 
These p1rents do not a ppreciate the changed 
condition of things. The child must have 
better education now than it was neceEsary 
in the early days of our parents. There are 
more enticing allurements for the child 
today and so extra care must be gi en him. 
What a depressing humiliating influence these home conditions 
will have upon the indi \ idual child ~ It is not fair either that 
some children of a demaracy should enjoy such 
EFF..t!JCT OF HOME 
EUV IR ONM.&NT 
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wonderful opportunities in their homes and the 
poorer classes get little or no attention. 
The state is compelled to educate the child 
along secular lines, but the social conditions of the homes may 
be so bad and so far below the normal le·vel thst the child 
really grows up in ignorance as far as the ' alid thinrs are 
cone erne d. ~. e muet let ring in our ears this truth "as our 
children are trained so will our Democracy of tomorrow become." 
3 R~ligious Conditions. 
Then as we look at the religious conditions of the homes i n 
the polyglot communities of the average city, and really get do n 
to the actual facts we are appalled. We do realize the vital i~-
LACK OF ~.&LIGIOUS 
T~AINING 
portanoe of religious training in the home, 
but see it lacking in these homes. Her e the 
father and mother ha e a very close contact 
with the children and could be the means of 
leading the children into rights ideals. We cannot doubt that they 
give ideals, but too often of a negati·e value as far as any 
influence for good is concerned. The ordinary home in these 
communities does not see the necessity of giving r eligious in-
struction, and if in a hazy way they do see the need they ~no : 
very little about how to do it. E'ven then the inf luences are so 
bad in the community that the e l forts do not show up very much. 
If the parents do not have religious ideals themsel ves how 
is the home to gi\e any? It can •t. 
Then the homes really do not come in contact with the church. 
There seems to be a strangeness between the 
t ·o. The parents often think the church is 
to do all of the training along the 




religious side, and some of them will send 
their children to Sunday School for a time 
at least. Then the children, seeing their 
leaveway, will just naturally drift a ay. 
Often the church does not understand the youth and the homes 
and so makes a mistake in policy , but there are also false 
notions on the part of the home. They fail to me the home 
to the ~dvantage that they might. They don't understand and 
they have very little inclination to 1-'l"ant to find out. This 
is really a very serious situation and one to be deplored. It 
will take some all around education to bring these factors to 
better terms. When the home fails in giving the children some 
Christian ideals there is a great loss, but · e cannot rest 
there. The problem must be solved some 1 ·ay. Stelz le sizes up 
the proposition quite fairly when he says, uThe home no longer 
influences the average boy as it did in the days when s oc iety had 
fewer claims upon us, and the problem of what is to become of 
the boys wi thout parental oyer-sight and training is serious 
enough in the refined home. But what can we say for the boy 
who has no place that is a real home, but simply a lodge where 
he spends the night." 1 
We have counted much on the home, but when it so 
evidently fails , we need to take the matter rather seriously. 
We cannot calm ourselves by saying,"Oh, it will come out all 
right some day," and then not do anything. The facts show 
that these children go on to maturity and have a scarcity of 
religious ideals. 
B. THE COW~UNITY 
1 "~oy's of the ~treat" P- -13 
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l. Physical Conditions 
Let us look at the physical conditions of the community . 
Even though the home were ideal and should present many fa orable 
helps still in the aver age polyglot community there are other 
influences with which we need to reckon. The child goes from 
the home into the street. He is in search 
of a place in which to play. 
ST~EET I would like to introduce here a 
description of the physical conditions of a 
section of a community as I could see it from my windo·" · . The 
streets were narrow and were made of the roughest kind of paving 
stones. They were covered with refuse of various descriptions 
Her e and there a puddle of water could be seen. 
Down the middle of the street there was a street ca r track 
and every few minutes the cars would go one way o~ the other. 
Automobiles, trucks, and other vehicles would dart past on either 
side of the car track. The children could be seen darting across 
the street ~rying to dodge the wheels of one and trying to steal 
a ride from the next one. 
Beside the street the stores are located. These are usually 
the cheaper kind of stores. They cater to the people of the com-
munity with cheaper neats, groceries and canned goods. Usually 
they have a cheap candy and the boys and girls hand around these 
places and spend their pennies as they get them. 
As Professor Charles R. Henderson says, 1 "It was dis-
covered by careful observers that children are exposed especially 
in cities, to peculiar dangers during the summer vhen public 
schools ure closed. They seek enjoyment in the streets and are 
1 "Pre \ entive Agencies and Methods".(lJlO) 
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injured by vehicles; idleness opens the way to acts of mischief; 
exposure to heat and dirt injures the health; if confined at 
home there are domestic conflicts and occasions of irritation. 
When the schoo~open in the autumn the children have forgotten 
must they have learned and have acquired habits of rudeness 
and disorder. which hinder the school and disturb the discipine." 
Gates states that, "a study of ten different sur-veys made 
by various organizations in as many cities east and west , the 
cities ranging in population from fifty or sixty thousand to over 
two hundred thousand, and coyering as many thousands of child r en, 
and essentially the same facts , some of hich are highly suggest i ve 
as to the problem which confronts the church and the community . 
At least one half of the children observed during their leisure 
hours were idling or walking aimlessly. More than one half of 
these children were seen to be upon the street from ten to twenty 
percent in backyards , .a smaller percent in va_oant lots and still 
smaller averaging about five percent in play grounds. The obvious 
unfitness of the public streets, with their physical and moral 
UNSANITARY 
CONDITIONS 
01!1 COl UNITY 
perils as playgrounds for our children makes 
this significant. Still another fact, he says, 
to command attention is the limited number of 
games that are valuable for their physical and 
moral qualities are unknown or neglected by the 
majority of the children . Any child will tire of one or t ·o games 
in time and undoubtedly the large percent of time is spent in idl-
ing or loafing with its attendant dangers. These could be reduced 
by a leadership which could enlarge the repertoire of games , 1 
"proviling they had some real place to play. 
1 
"Recreation and Church''. P- -29 
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Athearn shows that there are at ls ast "1 , 500 , 000 city child-
ren in this country who spend sixty-two vacation days exposed to 
the dangers of the street . "1 
Besides the accidents and the limitations of play there is 
still the very unsanitary condition of the streets as a playground . 
The refuse , the odors , the untidy condition of the streets all 
testify to the unsanitary condition~ . 
Of course the sweeper goes down the streets every once in a 
while, but the streets are so rough that they are hard to clean , 
and no particu:Lar attempt is made to do so. Just to ~~a.lk do ·n 
these streets some nice spring day soon con ~ inces even the skeptic 
of the unsanitary conti itions. How the people bear the odors and 
dirt is a question. How a Christian city will allow the same thing 
is hard to figure out . 
2. Social Conditions 
We cannot deal lightly with the social conditions of the com-
munity. The boys and girls .ranging from six to sixteen take in 
everything , and these influences soon go to determining the char-
acters of the boys and girls . Educators say if they can deter-
mints the picture , the entertainments, and other thinP-s seen dur-
ing these ages ( 6-ll) and can influence the spare time they can to 
a great extent shape the character that is to be made. Let's 
note some of the social influences of the polyglot community . 
Ordinarily there are a number of older boys nd orrten firls 
as well as men who are just loafing and trifling around . They take 
pride in making silly jests at the women as they pass. Many times 
there are drunkards who stagger down the street . These influences 
cannot help but tear down the moral iib~e oi the youth . 
ln~eligious ~ducation b.nd American Democracy." P--54 
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There's always the bad boy who has enticing rem&rks. He 
leads the other children he meets to in\e stiEate all the places of 
interest along the line. At once the other children get cheap 
DIVES 
and unwholesome ideas about decency. It may 
be a shock to them at first , but sight after 
sight of it soon makes it a common place. 
They go from one bad thine · to another. 
They get to begging money, and then spending it for cheap candy 
and eating it at any time and al l the time. If mona ic not forth 
coming in l egal manner there is a strong temptation to get hold 
of it some other way. Often they are caught stealing. Needless 
CHEAP 
CANDY 
to say the cheap, highly colored candy iF not 
in the least wise condusi~e to good health . 
Even though the child does not seem to suffer 
from the eff ects immediately, they are ·there , 
nevertheless, and will soon show up. 
Then these children get to slipping around and picking up 
ends of cigarettes and smoking, and soon the National habit is 
formed. He need only mention this habit . "'e are agreed that when 
the child smokes he has committed serious offense against his 
body as 'iVell as against his moral fineness. 
There are so many old men standing around , and many of them 
have anything but a wholesome story to tell. Many even delight in 
getting the child to smoke or to using bad language, or to 
exposing him to various evils. 
LOlu'.&~S 
Older boys and Eir ls who are idle so many 
times take delight in getting their surplus 
information into the minds of tbe younger 
children and as a result the younger are soon no purer than 
the older. 
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The influence drunken men ha 1e on a child is not fOOd • 
The child gets to thinking th&t it looks smart, an0 there's 
something that tells him to do it too • It seems no child 
can come in contact ... ith these inf luences 
D. UNKAiDS 
without degredine his very moral status. Once 
. 
these influences come into a child's life he 
is never quite the same. The lack of supervised olay for the 
children soon leads to quarreling and fighting. Their enthusiasm 
will burst out some . ·ay. The average youth has spare time on his 
hands for as Ikenberry said "The average American boy is a .ake 
5500 hours during the year. He is in the public school about 
900 hours. He is either at home or away from home, undirected and 
without a program for 3000 hours. 1 During 
QUA_R~LING this time he is seeking other influences on 
0_ .I! IGHTING the street. He can't just sit still. ve 
need to be concerned about •hat he is 
doing during his waking hours. 
3 . ieligious conditions . 
Need we also be concerned about the religious conditions? 
Indeed the serious situation is not limited to the phyEical snd 
social , but we need l ook at the religious conditions in these 
communities. 
TH~ CHU.:tCH 
There has been a church for these many years . 
It has had q uite a traditional program but it 
has failed to properly influence the children. 
The nusualn services-- preaching and Sunday School-- ha'e not 
solved the problem. We still have the children growing up in 
religious ignorance . They need attention. 
Too oiten, we are sorry to note the children have been treat-
1 The Daily Vacation Oh t~ch ~chool 
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ad as an extra burden, and t hey are not made to feel very , elcome 
at the church services. They are policed out oidoors. Then at 
the Sunday School hour there is very of ten found a loosely cr gan-
ized affair. Lack of order pre ails and quite a scarcity of real 
material is offered Often chilaren come for they think they will 
have a chance to have a good time and tease the t eachers. ','hen 
the hour is over then the superintendent breathes easier and feels 
that he has done his duty 
We realize as Ikenberry points out, "There are out of one 
hundred and three million people, 58 million, not members of any 
church, Protestant, Ca tholic or Jewish. Fo .·ty-t ;o percent of these 
gave a church preference which sho ; they ha e some Protestant be-
liefs and are reachable. Of the tumty-nin millions of the i ifty-
eight millions of the non-membe s are under t VI· enty-five ytBars of 
age. There are sixteen hundred thousand Jewish children in week 
day religious schools. Eirht th o u~and CEtholics in parochial 
schools and sixteen million in protestant Sunday schools .hile 
twenty-seven millions under twenty-fi \ e years 0 1 age are not in 
1 
any Sunday School. " These are awakening facts and need to be 
solemnly considered The traditional church program has failed 
to influence the children on account of a lack of contact. 
The needs and interests of the children ha e been one thing 
and the church, .seemingly, h~ s seen things 'in different lip-ht. 
The result has not been satisfactory. 
Then, seemingly, so many people have l ooked upon the church 
with more or less of scorn. They ha'e not thought of the church 
as a real strong affair, but rather as a weak, humble institution 
which has nothing vital of offer This feeling has gotten into the 
1 
"n .v.c. s." p __ 68 
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people's mind. That fact may help to account for the statistics 
as Cope brings out in the "Week-Day Church School.n 
He made a regular study of religious instruction as gi~ en in 
the city of Chicago and visited nearly one thoueand church schools 
of practically all religious faiths and presents these facts. "Of 
the total number of children between the ages 
NEED OF 
INSTRUCTION 
of five to eighteen in Chicago only one out of 
every five was recei, ing any regular instruction 
in religion in any kind of church or school 
whether protestant, Catholic, Hebrew or any other kind . 
Four fifths of the children were without "eligious instruct-
tion. Taking round numbers this meant: 
Two hundred thousand under religious instruction in SQDday 
School • ~ight hundred thousand without religious instruction of 
any kind . Taking the total population and including all faiths: 
Population under twenty-five years of age is , 53 , 575, 040. 
Enrolled for any kind of religious instruction: l6,3ld, 900. Not 
enrolled; 37,245,140." 1 
This sho ws that the church has a lack of contact ?"ith the 
people. 
The chiluren, however, hav·e a lack of respect for e\'ery-
body. Even their fathere and teachers are not trQly respected. 
So, very naturally the church f ell in for its share of censure. 
Many have thought that if any discipline was ins .isted upon 
in church or Sunday School surely something was going wrong . To 
correct a child was considered almost a sin against the spirit. 
Parents would rise up at once if a Sunday School teacher did correct 
1 Week-Day Church School , p. 15 
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ing while they would scarcely think about it if the same thing 
occured in the secular schools. So, as a result , some very poor 
excuses of Sunday School were de,eloped . 
Besides, the church has had very little chance to really 
make a wholesome impression upon the child. Just a fe·· minutes 
on Sunday, and many of those minutes interrupted , never bas spell-
ed very much efficiency. It's hard to make real constructi,·e im-
pressions in such a short time . 
There has been a great need for longer periods of imtruct-
tion. The church needs to get in some good licks , and make some 
wholesome impressions on the youth. The ordinary church has felt 
that this is a very hard task. 
How will we handle the children? How will we get the teache~ 
and where will we carry out the proposed program? These have been 
very much discussed . The problem is still before us , and we must 
strive to solve it . 
To take these children out of this depressing environment for 
a time and to put them under an influence that would inspire them 
to do better things, would be a great service. It may be that only 
a few week's training in a more k1 ealized community wQil.d help to 
transform the thinking of the children and their of the community . 
11 The children shall lead them"mi .oht be -r.: ery ell apulied in this 
case . 
The ~emaining chapters of this paper ill c onsider the need , 
the establishment , the organization , the &dmihistration and the 
program of a Ca np vacation School of ~eligious Education for 
Primary and Junior Children of a Polyglot Community. 
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CHAPTr;. TWO 
The Need of a Camp Vacation School of Religious Sduc~tion 
for Primary bnd Junior Children 01 a Polyglot Community. 
Note. I h~v e combined the children of these two gcoups . 
This will be more practicable for the ordinary community. The 
ages (6-7-8) and (9-10-11) are vital ages. More real good can be 
done with children of these ages than any other age . Thes 
children can be combined for a camp vacation program,and much of 
the same ma~erial can be given to both. ~e will need to take 
special pains to be sure we are not making our program too mature . 
Of course we could just ~ke the one group and specialize on them 
but ordinarily there will be a greater ser1 ice to the community 
if there is a combination here. Let the children be sleeted 
who need the help and adapt the camp to their needs . 
A. General Characteristics of the Junior and Primary Children. 
These children as a rule are full of energy. They are not 
satisfied to be idle , but want to be doing something . There is 
now a dawning independence , and the average child of this age 
wants to show that independence , and assert himself . It is hard 
for them to be still; they are often calla d "wigglers" . We see 
ENE:tGY 
them running , jumping , kicking , turning 
somersaults, and doing various plays which 
demand strength of muscle rather than skill . 
They are imaginative, too , and live largely in a world of 
make believe . Especially is this true of the primary group . Many 
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times they say they see things as a bear , or tiger and 
IMAGINATION 
really think they do but when •e fO to look 
it is not ther e . Even ith this aspect as , 
William Irving Lawrence says "They wish to 
be met in a sort of grown up fashion . These chiMren are 
harder to und erstand than any other , but the teacher must make an 
extra effort to do so . Mrs . Cabot is right in saying that child-
ren should be loved-- at least be shown a lo ving intere s t -- in 
proportion as they are unlo \ ely." 1 
e all imitate especially do children of these ages . 
They see everything and interpret every move . During this age they 
form the basis for new habits , and begin to 
IMITATION 
follow the one whom they admire . If th 
children can get hold of cigarette they are 
likely to smoke for they have seen somebody 
else do it . They pick up all kinds of 70rds , and e\ en de elop 
type of walk , and mannerisms that cling ery closely all through 
life . 
They grow rapi dly . We scarcely know them if "e are a, ·ay 
from them for a time. They are likely to be clumsy and fee l 
out of place and a little bashful . This latter phase is not so 
characteristic of children of the o ~ dinary 
RAPID polyglot community. Most of them are too 
bold and lack modesty . E\en this bold 
spirit , if directed aright , may be a very 
valuable asset . Ordinarily they have good 
health . It seems nature has taken care of them in this 
particular , for during the formation stage it has provided them 
with good health . 
1 The 
They do tire rather easily und need rest but 




ready. 11uch of their adventurous spirits are not 
very far developed but it pleased them nevertheless 
to make ventures. They may even do "ma.t.:e believe'' 
ventur&s. We will have to reckon with this phase.of the child's 
life, and arrange our program to the need-of the child. Miss A. 
Munkres sums up the primary child very nicely when she says, "The 
primary child with wide awake senses and muscles, keen, mental 
faculties and a tendency toward and capacity for religious experi-
ence stands as a challenge to one who is to minister to his reli-
1 ious needs." 
Gates points out that "The group (9-10-11) is the time when 
the power to resist disease see T.s to be at its height, also a time 
of ceaseless acti vity, both of body and mind. It is a favorable 
opportunity for the formation of ha uits. The child is decidedly in-
dividualistic. This tendency is made ~ore apparent by the fact that 
2 growing strength and ability lead to greater self assertiveness." 
3 Lawrence points out that of the (~-10-11) group "The mother 
cannot understand the sad change that has come over her affection-
ate obedient child who now disputes her statements and perhaps de-
fies her authority. The teacher is equally at a loss to understand 
why the children who but yesterday seemed so glad to meet and even 
anticipate her wishes and took pride in getting good lessons now 
~ust be persuaded or coaxed. The meaning of it is not far to seek. 
The sense of power, of individuality has sufficient degree t intro-
duce into c onduct a new element and with that element we must ttence-
f orth reckon. 
l 
"Primary Method in Church School."- - P--1~ 
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The boy has hie hero, his king who does no wrong • . This may be 
one of his own associates or some world figure, but is certainly a 
~an. Every girl has some one to worship usually, but not always 
some other girl or woman whose ideals, even whose personal habits 
are imited. (La ·renee 77). ~mma A. Robinson shows the following 
charactistics of the junior; "Energetic, acti,ity, growth, curios-
D.&SitE TO 
DO THINGS 
ity, delight in reading, the ability ti memorize, 
1 imaeination and reasoning." 
So it is e ' ident that the children of the prim-
ary and junior group ha e many charactistics "ith 
which we need t o conjure. 
B. The Need of the Children for a Camp f~ cat ion School of ~eli-
ious Education. 
1. Physical needs . 
Do children of the polyglot community really need a camp vaca-
tion school? e will discuss this under his physical needs, social 
needs, and religious needs. 
Let us first notioe the pJ ysical needs. 'l e say the child is 
strong, his body is act ive. Yes, but this does not pro e that 
there are not some real \ital physical needs. 
While he seemingly has good health, still there is a need of 
strengthening of the body. The boy or girl of these co~munities 
that appear very well, if examined physically will often present a 
very needy case. ~e can resist disease germs, bad air, poor f 0 ods 
and irregular diet a1.d s leap so long, and then e'en an iron body 
would have to gi\e up. The majority of these children at the end 
of a school year are pretty well run down. 
1
"The Junior ·· orker ~nd His ork." 
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Now, take them out to a camp vacation school where they can get out 
of their crowded environments and unwholesome conditions, and we 
will in due season see a changed individual. ~ven one or two or 
three summers at a vital time such as this will mean lots for the 
future physical development of the child. If he can have a more or 
less normal body there will be more chances of a normal and social 
and religious life to follow. 
Price Belden says, "The first step in controlling children is 
to make the ~ as healthy as possible through proper feeding and plen-
ty of sleep. Everyone is familiar with the bilious, disagreea ule 
child who is very e · idently over fed and suffering more from auto-
1 intoxication than from a nasty disposition." Likewise does this 
apply to the underfed and poorly cared for child. ~e need t o ?ive 
them attention. 
What, then, are some of the physical needs these children hs'e 
who live in the a ' erage polyglot community? 
He needs fresh air. We might say, air is air, and there is 
no particular need there. It is evident there is a difference be-
tween the hot city air, especially in a polyglot commun-
FR~SH ity a r d, the clean fresh air in the c ountry. It is \ery 
AIR necessary that some children get to the country where they 
can enjoy more freedom and get filled with Some real fresh 
air. The child on the street &nd in the crowded homes can not help 
but get poisonous germs in their system, The children should 
have some time when they might get away from the contaminating in-
fluences. They need a c t ance at the fresh air of the country. 
Then the child needs wholesome food. Many of the parents 
1
"In Training of Children." 
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would be insulted if they were told they were not g i • ing their 
family wholesome food but it is too often the casi. 
hOL~uO~ They are doing as well as it is possible for them to 
~ uOD do under the circumstances. They know no better. 
Some children decide t hey do not like vegetables and 
would ha1e only meats. So, it is meats and cakes and pies they 
get even though it may often be of very cheap v&riety. Then later 
it is no wonder there is a doctor bill or thct the child does not 
develop as he should . So here is a real need th~t can not under 
the circumstances be supplied whi.le the child is li1 ing at home. 
There would be a better chance in a camp where capable s uper, ision 
and interest is exercised. 
Regular hours--the thing a child so often h~tes, anc can't 
under s tand . is a vital need . The body. i f it is reclly to develop 
must ha e regular food. sleep and exercise. Just any 
old time is not satisfactory . Nature wants more pre-
c i s ion. 
;be child of this age is often seen on the street 
l~te at night. This is true especially where the city has s uch 
little interest in the children that they even refuse to enforce 
a curfew law and get the children off the street at a certain hour. 
If the body can get food at a certa in time e&ch day the digest-
ive system will work better. and marked impro1ement will soon be 
noted. The piecing that so many children indulge in, as for in-
st&nce cheap candy and peanuts or anything else of similar nature 
does not in the least add to his better health. This needs to be 
eliminated and no better place could be fo und th~ n the country 
where t t ere is no chea p candy and where proper supervision might 
be had. 
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How few children in these communities really exercise! They 
fiddle around, and put in the time but only a fe~· muscles are 
brought into play and then it is so spasmotic and ·ln-
favorable . They need to have developed a taste for ~EG .uLArt 
EXE CISE real exercise. Tbey need to Know what and how to plEy 
and they need a place to play. They can't get this 
very s~tisfactorily on the streets. 1iuch could be done there but so 
very much more if the child could be transplanted to the camp vaca-
tion school for a time. 
Along with the regular exercise the children need free and 
directed play. There are no trees to climb in the city , no real 
streams to wade, no swimmin' hole , no real green grass 
DI.:t~CTED 
PLAY 
to romp and play on--no place except where everything 
is so crowded to have any directed play. There is a 
tendency to drop any consideration of this kind as long 
as the child is at home. We suppose that the parents of the child-
ren are so interested that they won't neglect their own children 
but ever so ms.ny do that very thing and don't retlize it. 
Directed play will help the children to get hold oi worthy 
games and to carry the sa,·~e games along in a more v hole some manner. 
They have to be taught how to play the games and ho~ to get along 
with the neighbor boys. 
Children need to know about their bodies and in as muuh as 
father and mother so often fail to do this, the church will have 
to assume this office some way. There is no better 
HEALTH 
HABITS 
way nor time than when these children are separated 
from the influences in the city and are taken to the 
country at a camp vacation school. 
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They need to develop regular habits of going to the toilet 
and feeling alarmed if they are not responding regul~rly. 
Children need to develop habits of cleanliness. o many of 
them are dirty, even filthy and don't think anything about it. 
They never clean their teeth except when inspected in school. 
-~They neglect to really wash up properly, to keep their necks and 
ears clean, and to comb their hair. They need to know something 
about a cleaned up home and that they needn't exist in terrible 
messy , dirty, untidy, crude conditions all the time. Waste mat-
HABITS OF 
CLEANLINESS 
erials can be eliminsted . The dirt in the corners 
can be cleaned up and things can be put in order. 
Unless the child is inspired to look up beyond 
himself sometimes he will neTer know different. 
Tte child may think he is doing his best. It is very e\ident, 
however, that he is limiting his station in life, and will ne~er 
be able to assume the peace he otherwise might ha e been able to 
assume. 
He needs to know that uncleanliness breeds dlsease and in-
efficiency. How are we going to enforce these things in the lives 
of the great majority unless we get a ch~nce for a longer period 
of time and under more favorable circumstances than we ordinary 
do? These physical needs could better be taken care of at a camp 
vacation school. 
In the second place, there are social needs. The children 
have been cuffed about and neglected for so long that they don't 
realize wh~t the home should mean to them. They need a kind hand. 
They need sympathy, They need to have s ome one who believes in 
2. Social needs. 
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them. This neglect, and mistreatment has caused them to lose 
faith in their parents and they begin to think th&.t all the -'Orld 
is against the:rp. 
These children need to learn co-operation. Too often, they 
cannot play even for a little h ile without '.._ar-
CO-OP .&RATION reling. They ha~e not learned to respect the 
other fellow. 
Teachers, too, often come to be thought of as some one who 
opposes children. VAry seldom is there a real spirit of co-oper-
ation shown between the two. At camp these children may be brought 
to see the humanity of the teachers. All will play 
R.&SP.&CT together, and here they can learn to co-operate. 
3. ~eligious needs. 
Now as to the religious needs of the children for a camp 
vacation of religious education, 
Sneath, Hodges, and Tweedy states that "All pro?ress in morals 
and religion depends chiefly llpon the training of the children." 
In morals and religion we are dealing with humanities Sllp~eme and 
most intensely practical values. The child ought to and may easily 
be educated along these lines. The gr-eat thing in all education is 
to make our nervous system our ally instead of our enemy. 
It is to tllfld and capitalize our acqllisitions and to live at 
ease upon the interest of the funds. For thus we must make auto-
atic and habitual as early as possible, as many useful actions as 
we can and guard against the growing into w~ys th~t are likely to 
l be disadvantageous to us." 
l 
11Religious Training in the School and Home.'' -P--4. 
Afuer we ha •e seen these homes and the me&gern9ss of the 
training of the ~rents and their lack of interest in the develop -
ment of their children, ~nd the en ironment the children ha e, e 
cannot doubt but that there is a great religious 
LACK OF 
TRAINING 
need. The home has not been c vndusive to it; the 
church has not gotten ade r uate hold of the situat-
ion. 
Cope, in summari ~ ing the causes of the move-
ment for week day religious instruction in religion gives the 
following basic needs: "The imperative need of adeauate religious 
instruction if we are to have a religiously minded society, 
(2) Plans to bring under religious instruction the no uninstruct-
ed child population. 
(3) Plans which permit more time for instruction. 
(4) Plans which permit more children for more hours per week to 
have fully competent teachers. 
(5) Plans which will economize effort thro u~h church co-operation 
1 
and afford children and experience of a common religious life." 
Cope recognizes very well the need of the ohildren for some 
definite religious instruction, and no do ~bt sees the imminent risk 
we are running if we allow things t o continue at the present rate 
Just to read about certain rortions of our children not getting a 
fundamental body of religious ideals may not move us but hen we 
come in actual contact with these children and see the ac Lual 
dearth of Knowledge and at the same time realize they are our broth-
ers and our sisters then we begin to look serio sly about it. 
Cope--"Te&ching religion to children once was the duty o 
~ 
every family, the task of every school and every church. Here 
1
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were duties as clearlY recognized as any other. Today the family 
has lost consciousness of responsibility for them; the church has 
nearly forgotten them; the public school has relinquished them. 
Duties essential to social well being how have no place in our 
social program. The teaching of religion has been lost in the 
process of social development and especially in the development 
of a civilization of materialism."1 "rs it necessary to make special 
provision for its reinstatement? 
I Kenberry--"The denominati ,;nal agencies in America are com-
ing to recognize fruitful fields in metropolitan centers. The 
late J. W. Bashford said, "New York is the greatest mission field 
in the world. Not withstanding the fact that our church is in 
some respects a rural church. We must recognize the wonderful 
possibilities of church extension in our cities . Here are the 
masses; here we find the millions of unchurched and multiplied mil-
lions of children without religious tr~ining. When ~ e add to this 
the fact that the children are reachable and open to Christian 
teaching, we have great possibilities for church extension in the 
opportunity of the church school to reach the children . " 2 
This school has a gre&ter advantage because of its being 
especially inviting by an attractive program. 
Thousands of children ha ·e been reached and enrolled in 
regular Sunday School by projecting a daily Vacation Church School 
in the center of the thickly pmpulated districts of the cities . 
It seems very necessary that there should be something done 
Why cannot the Camp, vacation school do much toward aiding here? 
2 The D.U . C. S. - P--71. 
1
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There is a lack in the child£en 1s religious training. We need to 
recognize that that lack is tellinE upon our ci·Yilization and will 
show up even more as the days go by. 
There are certain charactistics that the children have 
which very nicely lend themselves to ~dvancement along the right 




now we lose out for a long time. 
~obinson brings out the significance of 
charactistics in the child's development as 
follows: "Activity, if undirected brings , 
roughness, hoodlumism, vandalism, brutality, crime; if directed 
brings: strength, health, athletics, invention, manliness, char-
acter. 
Hero-worship, unguided: Admiration of brute force, lawlessness 
disrespect , of parents, irreverence for things holy, formation of 
evil habits, low ambitions, ideals that degrade, taste for nerni-
cious literature, cigarette-smoking. Hero-worship. guided: High 
ideals, emul~:~tion of noble character, form~. tion of right habits 
through emulation, pure thoughts, the formetion ~ f a taste for good 
literature, a spirit of reverence and the development of a strong 
l 
character." 
So let's capitalize the characteristics of the chil r ren that 
lend themselves toward religious deTelopment. In the first place, 
the child is quite impressionable. The child of this age does not 
have any well set habits, but has an open mind , and will tsk& what 
ever is set before them. It seems that practically everything 
they do or anybody else does that they see makes an impressi -n. 
1 nThe Junior Worker and His Hark. n P-- 4.3. 
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upon their sensitive sel,es. These impressi ons may either be for 
good and as an inspiration or they may be degrading. This presents 
a very serious challenge from the very first. Acco ding as the child 
is impressed at these ages, s o will he tend to become hen he gro s 
older. If the bad habits get started now it will be the do uble 
hard job of trying to eradicate tbem s ooner or later and then try-
ing to give the necessary ideals. In the meantime some of the 
work of deterioration of character shall have had its effect. 
How idealistic they are! Each one has some kind of an ideal 
that it holds dearly. They may at first think of the parent , or 
as their world develops, the teacher, the preacher, some uncle, 
some friend, some athlete or big brother as their ideal. 
A~ything these particular ones do they deal is all right. Let 
that one swear or smoke and that wull be all right. The child can 
be led to have the cleaner ideals , and so de,elop a purer character 
At this stage in life the child needs to get the stories of great 
heros in their mind so there will be some real source for him to 
base his ideal of life on. As Lawrence says , "The s OL"trce of hero 
worship may be found in biography , Let them learn a bo·<.t doers of 
great things Pro ... ide heroes a pleLty , the more the better , In 
this way the first s tep is taken toward a rea l ly worthy admiration•• 
Let him know inventors , discoverer~ writers . "From a perception 
of the common and spiritual moth e animating her oes in various fields 
the elements of heroism may be made to appear . It may be made to 
seem that patience is as fine as daring , th~t deliberation may be 
as courageous as ins tant decision , tha t to suffer and not complain 
thus in Lowell's phrase "burning yo ur own smoke" is as heroic in 
the invalid's bed chamber as on the battle field . Tbere are then 1 
1 
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M re heroes than one thinks of at first sight." Indeed the child 
may be led to see how even he may be heroic, and be worthy of a 
very fine contribution. 
Heroism may be made to seem one with religion and religion 
become heroic and this way the child come to hoping for and really 
living the ideal kind of life. If he gets to admiring the right 
kind of ideals he will tend to become something worthy, So child-
ren really need this phase developed. We.need to set up some 
st~ndard ideals for the child who hungers for something. 
We can't help but note that children of this age afe very imi-
tative. They try to do and even very unconsciously do as some one 
else does. Before they knov it they are imitatin~. They can't help 
themselves #e can't help ourselves. It's just in human nat-
ure to imitate. If the preacher has mannerisms, we tend to imitste 
him. This can be made a very valuable aspect of the child's 1igor 
but it is rather hard unless more favorable circ amstances are set 
up. They must have something worthy to imit£te if they are to 
take on worthy actions. 
A camp vacation school of religious education presents a good 
chance here. The children of this age have a marked ability to 
memorize. They can learn songs, poems, or anything else more easily 
now than they can later. They need to have this quality directed 
in the right way. With what will we fill the mind? What things 
shall the boys and girls memorize that will influence their fut-
ure days? 
Evidently the child needs intensive religious instrnctiJn. 
What songs do tte children come in contact 'ith on the street, 
in the school, or in the homes of the community? They learn jazz, 
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and the catchy songs, and as they go to Sunday School occasionally 
they come to know a few church s ongs, but the latter are vary 
scarce. They don't pay enough attention to really gat anything 
from them and they for that reason do not enjoy the services they 
attend. There needs to be some special time when there will be 
LEARNING 
given special training in substantial songs. Tte c .ildren 
need to come to realize that the songs 0 1 the church 
STAlffiA..-qD 
SONGS 
are really fine; that the words and the music mean 
something. 
know: 
Such standard songs as these the youth needs to 
Holy, Holy, Holy,--Heber 
Doxology,--Ken 
Nearer My God To lhee, Adams 
Faith of our Fathers, Li , ing siill,--Faber 
The Church's One Foundati on,--Stone 
Abide vii th Me, --Lyte 
,.., 
The Son of God goes fort L to War ,--Heber 
Come Thou Almighty King,--Wesley 
My Faith Looks Up to Thee,--Palmer 
Jesus shall Reign wherever the Sun,--Watts 
e've a Story to tell to the Nations,--Sterne 
Saviour. like a Shepherd Lead us ,--Thrupp 
Jesus Lo~er of my Soul,--Wesley 
Blest Be the Tie that Binds ,--Fawcett 
How Firm a Foundation,--Kuth 
What a Friend we ha ' e in Jesus,--Seri,en. 
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0nward Christian Soldier s,--Baring Go uld 
All Faith the Power of Jesus Name --Peronnet 
Think what a differsnce whether ur not these songs are in 
eluded in the training of the children! WhaL a difference to hear 
a child humming or whistling these songs than silly jazzy songs! 
These songs ringing through t air minds help ' ery materially to 
determine their character. 
',7e are neglecting the Bible today. There are too many who are 
not acquainted with the fundamental truths contained in tbe Bible 
What a help it was in the life of Abraham Lincoln! He knew the 
Bible; the passages has soaked into hi s consciousness. and as he 
spoke and propounded his ideals we were c..ware th~:.t he was a Christ-
ian. 
By having longer periods of time that you can work with the 
children some of the scripture can be gotten into their mind. Coe 
warns us that "The memorizing of scripture is most 
MEM03IZING 
SC:i. _:: PTU_:{E 
useful when it obeys the principle, first the Aeal-
ity, then the symbol. F orcin~ upon the child the 
memorizing of passages that lack the tang" of 
reality to him may easily create prejudice &f ainst the whole Bible. 
The only safe plan, and the oly one that is really ed ucative, is 
to see to ti that the passage to be memoraized con eys to the child 
a genuine meaning in Which he has an interest of his own. One of 
thebest things about t e form in Which the Bible presents truth 
to us is that itis so concrete. It is full of mo , ement, and much 
of it has imperishable value sim ly as literary art. It a rpesls 
at once to the imagination of a child and the taste of a man, The 
twenty-third Psalm has a real and natural anplication to child-
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hood r s interests, vut the a pplication grows. more and more profo~md 
with the moving years. The same is true of a large proportion of 
the scripture passages t hat h~ve endeared themsel es to the hearts 
of men thr oughout the ages. They oan be understood by a child. 
t hough the y cannot be fully understood until the measure of life 
has been filled to the brim. Happy the many whose memory is f illed 
with truth in the forms of Biblical Phraseology, for he has constant 
1 
means of self- expression and therefore self-understanding." 
know: 
Here are a few of the passages in the 3i ole the child sho uld 
The twenty-third Psal, 
The fi r st Psalm 
The one hundredth Psalm 
The twenty-fo Jrth Psalm 
The nineteenth Ps~lm 
The one h~dred and seventeenth Psalm 
The ninety-fifth Psalm 
Mathew 6:9-13. The Lord's Prayer 
Exodus 20:1-17. The Ten C ommandments 
Mathew 22:35-40. The Great Commandments 
Mathew 5:3-12/ The Beatitudes 
Mathew 5:1-17. Extract from Sermon on the Mo tmt 
Parables, especially the Sower, the Good Shepherd, the Ten 
Virgins, and the Talents. Mathew 13: 3-8; John lO: 1-11; Mathew 
25: 1-13; Mathew 25: 14-29. 
Also, Mathew 11: 28-30; Mathew 7: 7-12; Mathew 6: 25034; John 
15: 1-17 
These are only a few of the may por tions of the Bible the 
1 
~duoation in Religion and Mcra1s 
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child should know. He will be interested in most of the stories 
and will take and interest in them if they are given to him in an 
interesting way. 
Children have to learn to worship. The y have to get .e r i ght 
attitudes before they can rea lly worship. The House of God, and 
the Master whom we worship have different meanings than any old 
buildings or any person. A ho lse dedicated t o t he , or-
WO.:tSHIP shi1 f God must really ha ' e a special significance. 
We ~ay feel that already, but the children ~ay n~t f eel 
all we feel. Gradually they have to be ta .ght the meaning of God. 
His r elations to each of us and to the Universe. The y must learn 
of His nearness, His greatnessm His Love ior us all. This can not 
be done in a day but if the children can be separated for a time 
and given intensive religious training along these lines it v ill 
help very much. 
Lots of trouble comes too, · because the children ~o not respect 
the house of God. It t oo often becomes a place whece children can 
have a good time and "cut up" all they please. When we learn what 
the Bible teaches about the thoughts men have had in regard to the 
Divine and the Divin 's tho ught for man then we get a better att-
itude toward Him. e~ori~ing scr ipture will help in this. 
Children also have to be taught to be re~erent. The r e must 
be order before t here can be any reverence. Some child~en really 
don't know how to a ~ t, and when one cuts loose the other wants to 
do the same. If we allow this to continue the children wi 11 gror,. up 
in ignorance and the child of tomorrow v· ill suffer; he will not ant 
to worship. 
Then, there is a need of the child ~etting tntensive religious 
instruction along the line of religious ideals. Bo•- else are they 
going to have drilled into their system s uch ideals as: modesty 
courtesy, cheerfulness, kindness, obedience , Xian pat r iotism , alt-
ruism, honesty , courage , service, gratitude, kindness , lo, e and 
meaning of a Christian. 
A special time is needed for this. 
A. Holmes says "The idea l ism of youth is as bro~d as the 
earth and as nebulous as the milky way. If he is going to be a 
physician he will be the best in the world bu. t he •ill de,-o ., e his 
energies to the alleviation of suf fering among man-
R~LIGIOUS kind. Jus t now nothing will content him but s ome high 
ID~aLS and holy purpose which he is endea , oring with the new 
found powers of his growing imagination to make as 
real as possible."1 
If the chill gets this need fulfilled and som e worth while 
ideals find their way into the child's system it may mean all the 
difference between a worth while character and one which is not 
wor t h anything. It may mean one will go on to college and be a 
thorough Christian all his college days and come out a strong 
worker, while the other may go with the gang from worse to orse 
Then later we will wonder why the child acts as he does, Unless 
he is given higher ideals we cannot ex ~ect him to do different. 
c. The Need of the Co muni ty for a Cam·o Vacation School 
of Religious Education. 
The Community, as well as the child , needs a Camp Vacation 
School. It's plain t o see there are certain children that cannot 
be qdequately cared for in the community Some need a new environ-
1
"Principle of Character Making." 
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ment, an absolute change, a closer s up ervision. For the sake of 
the child, the community needs a place to gi e the child what it 
needs. 
1. Social Need 
Let us notice the social needs in the first place. 
hat real social value h&s the child for the community if 
la ver · on and will he be of an honor o his community as he starts on 
his career if he continues as he ha s in so many cases? There are 
ever so many who jus·t run wild d ".l.r ing the summer 
SOCIAL VALUE 
OF CHILD TO 
CO_,:MU ITY 
months , and who are far inferior when the idea of 
worth is ~rought forth? They exert their influence 
the wrong way and are a ruination to others • . 
If not trained, they are a menace This kind 
of a menace is even worse than a malady in the c ommunith for the 
malady can be cleaned out but we can't do that to the untrained 
individual. we ha \ e to suffer from their misfortune all through 
life. It is these people that fill the jails and reformatories. 
After ruining their strength, both physically and morally , They 
become dependents to the state and the community has to su~port 
them with the taxes. 
If the children are as well-trained in religious things as 
they are in secular matters the children soon are able to take care 
of themselves. They would assume positions of honor and of construc-
tive value in the community They wo~ld be able to influence the 
younger boys and girls that they ought to be in school. They 
would ha\e a attar influence over them. They would better be able 
to set up good homes and to elevate the morale of the community to 
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rtJ!.;SP01 SIBILITY the normal standard . 
The community is responsible for its child-
ren. The citizen of a community should insist 
on all the children getting the best of advant-
ages. Let's take stock of the children of our community and see 
OF COMMUNITY 
FQj CHILD 
what is ahead of us. 
2. The ~oonomic Need. 
A. camp vacation school may present an initial cost, and to 
some may seem like a foolish expenditure of money. The idea of 
sending children to a camp may appear useless but there are many 
advantages and we need to note them. We are always interested in 
the economic phase of the proposition. 
There are many parents who find it necessary to do or: to 
support the family. They have to v·ork d ring the 
RELEASES summer to get a little ahead for the next winter . In 
P.AR.t£NTS many cases there are doctor bills to pay. · A.t: times 
there is a house full of children and both parents 
want to work. Now, if the children could be taken cere of at some 
real decent place a d at the same time be given some religious ideals 
and a better body it would be a good piece of service rendered. 
Then at the same time the parents could be released for ind~stry, 
and could be making support for the family. 
If the children were taken from the streets during the s mmer 
the number of accidents would be very greatly reduced, The mother 
would not need to fear that the child would be run over 
LIMITING 
ACCIDENTS 
by a machine. Neither would t here be the great fear of 
the child stealing and getting into forbidden things. 
The relief of this fear wou.ld mean much to the welfare 
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of the parents. 
I might say I ha d charge of the 3eligious ~d acation of a f resh 
air camp at South Athol, M&.s sachusetts, 1£.-st s ummer. There were 
thirty-five boys, thirty girls, fifty ·nursery children and d 1ring 
the two months there we had neither accidents nor sickness worth 
mentioning. On the contrary practically everyone ga ined cons i der-
able i n weight and we~e better fit physically than they were early 
in the summer. 
It will also pay the community if it can create better citizens. 
CITIZ.I£NS 
Any tendency along this line is a pa yine proposition. 
A good citizen will be interested in his co~m inity a nd 
will ehlp to build it up but the c i tizen without any 
ideals will help to tear down the community. 
D. The Need of the Church for a Camp Vacation School of 
3elipio us Education. 
1. To Properly care f or t t e chil ren. 
The church needs to do some thing special to care f or the child-
ren under its care. It's not enough to provide Sunday School for 
a fe w minutes a week and then to let them go all the rest of the 
time. This is not what we would call properly caring f or t 1 e child-
ren. The ordinary church cannot care for the children at the church 
services, and must depend on the Sunday School to do the ork. Un-
less the Sunday ,School ddles different than it has it cannot carefor 
the children. Let the church assemble the children from the s treats 
and accomodate them in a camp vaca tion sc_ool. Here let t hem de~el-
op physica Lly; here give them real religious instr uctions. ~e will 
then see a partial smlution t o the problem. 




means a whole life pr cess in which knowledge plays an important 
but essential subsidiary part. The educational program in the 
church means, first, th~t she is organized as a social institution 
which accepts the purpose of developing persons to the fullness of 
their lives as its prime responsibility. The special function of 
the church grows out of her rec ognition of persons as religious 
persons and her loyalty to the purpose to develop in them the ful -
ness of life as religious persons. The educaticnal program simply 
means that whatever the church does , in all things is determined 
by the one controlling purpose to bring men toward God in character, 
likeness and conscious rel~tioBhip. The church is an educctor in 
the degree that because of her existence and work, men actually do 
grow in the spiritual life, the kind of life th&t is sriritu~l in 
character and reach and in the degree that society come~ nearer to 
1 
the will of God in the spiritual interpretation of all life. 11 
' Cope holds that 11 R ligious Education regcrds the child not simp-
o 
ly as having a mind nor alone as a potential citizen, hose~eefer 
and · age earner ; it regards him as a pos sessed of God-like qu&lities, 
as ~estined to larger life in a society which holds in one life , 
-
, God and all mankind. To Religious Education he is more than an 
P. 
intelligence to be developed. he is a person to come to the fullneEs 
of life in a universe explicable only on the basis of the suprem-
2 
acy of personality. " 
2 . To meet the challenge of its constituency . 
Then , too , t:r~e church needs the camp vacation school to meer 
the challenge of the constituency. There are many oeople, young as 
well as old who really need something definite to do. Some need a· ~ 
/ -
real job for their lives. 
1
" Religious ~duoation in t he Church P 40-41~ 
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In t he f ir s t place, there is t he college student wb. o cones 
offerin g his service to t.he community dll.ring the sumn:er time. Oh 
he doesn't go the pastor and say, "Give me a job," but silently 
he speaks, an d v.i.th encoura gem nt he would be glad to invest his 
t a lents. Athearn states that an association in investigation 
s howed "1 , 500 , 000 city children in t h is country who spent sixty-
two exposed to t he danger of the street , while at the s ame time it 
finds 100 , 000 churches idle most of the tim and 400 ,000 college 
students with the vacation time to invest. 11 
Ikenberry, in giving reasons for a va ca tion s hcocl, states, 
"It is the logic a l time during the vacation when we ba ve ma.ny teach-
ers in our colleges and public schools who are well prepare i for 
this task and msny men V\h.o v.-ould hail tbe opportunity to impart 
Religious Education . These teachers have no specisl task during 
COLLEGE TALENT 
OFFERS SERVICE • 
the vacation months an d are rea dy for such em-
ployment for all or p:1rt of t .h..eir vac a tion. 
Many of them have specialized on child Psychology 
and would be particularly fitte d to apply these 
principles of teac hing to a religious curriculum. 
Besides these college and public s ohool teachers we have 
hundreds of students in our colleges and Bible schools who are in 
preparation for miss ionar ie s, ministers and Religious Education 
directors wh o would welcome the opportun ity of going into our churches 
and giving their services by mak ing practica l ap-plication of rmtter 
2 
an d method they .have received during the school year . " We whould 
help them and t he church and the children too and so elevate the 
tones of our communities . 
Then t h ere is t he busines s man . He wants to do servioe,too . 
111Religious Education and Americ an Democracy . u P--54 
2 The Daily Vac a tion Church School 
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BUSINESS MAN' Be knows very v.ell t hat La cannot go out and do 
D'!'FERS MONEY service, actually co nduct classes or do vrork of 
that nature but he oan help finance propositions . 
If he is approached in the r~ight manner and if he is given a vis-
ion of possibl• service along this line, he will gladly respond. 
Many \\"ill give to a 'tiDrk of this kind in case t J'-:ey oan see 
wba t is actually happening rather than to F'oreign Missions or to 
an institution they know is going along so ~ell. The business men 
are interested in the welfare of the children of the community and 
will help if given a chance. 
I t is a challenge the children offer to the church. 
come v;ith their lives and we cannot help but notice the~~ 
the ahuroh do to mold their lives? 
Here they 
What will 
3. To give intensive religious instruction to t he child~en 
under favorable conditions. 
The c hurch needs the church vaca tion school to give intensive 
religious instructi.on to the children. It's bard to get this across 
in the city and espeoiallyha.rd to reach children. This is true 
!:"Uite un iversal ly of the chil dren of the p olyglot communities. 
Let the camp be established in fue c cm.ntry, among the trees, 
hills, lakes, rivers , and the natural influences that V~e all love. 
Let it be far enought from home so the children will not be homesick. 
In this atmosphere so condusive to medi ta.tion, study and pleasure 
you can pour in the religious truths that ~ill help move the char-
acters of the oh ildren. 
We are not \h.inking simply about the present day even though 
we do need leaaers n ow , but of the future da y . There must be lead-
ers trained. Can we expect any of these to be available for lead 
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ers if they do not have some fundamental teachings during their 
youth? 
W. Forbush says, "The acquaintanceship 1roduced by \1\eeks of 
camping seems to resemble the close bonds of college fraternit.y . 
Even after , such boys pull together as a group and many a church 
club, or Sunday School class has gro~n out of strong attachments 
made at camp. The leader finds a spiritual opportunity not so 
muc h in fonnal expression of religion as in his own \1\illingness to 
s ba re hardsh ips and play ~ith his young friends and also by peculiar 
o n~ ortunities that come to him in rambling alone with individual 
boys to talk to t h em concerning their l ife's purposes and ideals. 
These boys a.:te likely to become members of the church and strong 
helpers in church work . 
There a !'e many opportunities, as I found in the camp at South 
Athol this summer, to talk privately to the boys concerning their 
desires. hopes and plans . It \\"ill be surprising at times to find 
there are those who have the hope to be missionaries, doctors or 
electricians. If we let these desires die out and do not open up 
the real meaning of these places of service they may drift away 
from t heir higher motive and take up something much less \rorthy. 
This is a crucial time in the life of the youth and so a very ring-
ing challenge comes to the church. 
Will we give these children the necessary training so they 
may become the teachers of tomorrow and at the same time beoome 
citizens of v.nic h v.-e \\""ill be proud? 
1 
"Encyo laue ia. of Sunday School and Religious Ea ucation." P--195. 
CRAP TER T BREE 
Establishment of a Camp Vacation School of Religious Educ -
tion for Primary and Junior Children of Polyglot Community. 
We recognize the need of t t e camp vacation sc hool for the 
c hildren, or the community and fo_ the church. No\· ho' about the 
establishment of the cwnp? Who v.i.ll start it, hov.: 'hill we maintain 
it? Vlhat kind of buildings and how 'i 11 we get the e 'lUipment that 
Vlill be necess ~r y? 
A. Est8.blishing t he Camp. 
1. Starting the Project. 
Anyone may start a project of this kind that has t he vision 
and wants to do a real piece of service to t he commun ity. The 
project will start by some one person getting the idea. Pe in turn 
may get a cl ass or a sooiety or some institution interested to take 
up the project and spread it. A project of this kind is not best 
when it is merely put over on the community, but it must see what 
opportunities there are., the needs and what c a really be done. 
This can be done by litera ture telling about proposed plans, by 
introducing the venture at mass meetings, and by personal interviews 
with men v.-hom \\"e know ought to be interested. Give parents an idea 
of ho~ the c~mp vac ,t ion scho ol "ould benefit them economically, 
and at t te same time gi~3 t ~ e children s ome valuable training, 
hys ica lly and mentally and morally Then get the oh ildren togeth-
er, talk a few Plans with t hem. St ow t hem w.b..a t might be done at a 
oamp, and t hen t hey will be good oamp'3. igners in your favor with t he 
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pa.rents; they may touch the puree strings of s orne one v;h o would 
like to hal~ in ~ork of t hat kind . 
2. F inancing t he Proposition. 
Of course, it will ta1ce money to start and carry on a pr ojeot 
of tl~ is kind. We may either interest the ch urch board, and get 
t hem to add it to t heir budget when they realize t.ha t 
BY LOCAL it's an essential Ptart of the church program. Then 
t e entire constituency of t he church would he lp finan-
ce it. 
As I mentioned before there are people in the community and 
outside of the oommunitu you might be serving who are or can be 
interested in work of t his k ind, and will give substant ially to 
this kind of work wh en otherwise t h ey ~ould give but very little. 
These men need to be interested for their o~ sake, and f or t~e 
sake of the Kingdom. 
There are other churches who have nu particular finan c ial 
problem, that ~ould gladly give to aid the 
BY SUB CRI'PT ION work. All they need is the invitation. 
Morgan Memorial followed t he plan of present-
ing the mrk o these churches during the summer time. i rom time 
to time they muld take t he children on the truck to the ohm:· ches. 
Then t be children would sing for t hem. Tl is interested many and 
counted muo h to ~rd t he support of the project. 
T ben t he c h ildren c an be inter ested. to save soi!le money for the 
p r i -vilege of going, and t he pa rents of the c h ildren 
CHILDFEN Is 
SAVIHGS 
will be g lad to give some toward defraying expenses. 
It's always best if t hey do ba ve to sm re the finan-
cial expense for t hen t hey will s h ow more interest, and will get 
more good from t he help t hat is offered. If ·e, as lea ders, are 
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interested enough in t he proposition ~e can sell it, and get 
this opportunity, for the children. 
V:'here will v;e establish the oamp? 
3 . Se leoting t he S 1te. 
In as muoh as we are establishing t he camp for t he benefit of 
t he children v;e must be sure e select a site th'1 t L oondusive to 
the health of t h e children. 
It should be far enough from the city (fr m whence 
the children come) to eliminate t he hopes of the ch ild-
ren runn ing b ack and forth every so often. If any real 
work is to be done v:ith the ahildren t here must be a continuous 
stretch for six or eight weeks . It always takes a bout a ·eek to 
get thin c:) s ready and then another week before you return for t he 
children to begin to think of going home. 
The site should be free from the dangers of disease . If t here 
are hills to climb, and good scenes it v:ill be all the p le asanter. 
Children ·ill like those things and if they like it they v:ill get 
all t h e more out of t h e camp. 
It's n G. ture, the open country, nth hills , fresh air and free-
dom t' at the c h: ildren nee d . They need t o get away from the dust 
and noise and t r qff ic of t h e city. 
Eve n th~ugh we find a very oleasant spot for the oamp, still 
t ~ ere will be some tha t will get l onesome for t he ~ irst few days. 
They won 't ap-preciate t he O'"lp ortunities t hey 'lre having and will 
want to go home . 
After t hey get acquainted .it h t he rest ot the campers, and 
ge t a ttac hed to t he camp and the community t hi s feeling v:ill pass a-




Tr..e c ' ildren lik e to 1-J. ike, and to go sv.-irnming, /e will be able 
to loc~te near a l a: e or stream . This will be especially e'3.sy in 
New England for suitable places can b e found in any section . Be 
sure the lake is sui table for t he use of t he ch ild.-
ren. B\THING 
_!..CILITIES Aside from t hese t h ings we also would like for 
the camp to sup port itself as much as possible. So , 
if enough money can be gotten together to make this a permanent 
thing it v;ill pay to locate .!his camp so t here \till be a p ossibil-
i ty of starting a gar den even before t he c h ildren come. In tl: is 
vmy co r n, lettuce, carrots, apples, spinach, 
GLRTIEI1 
l'OSS IBILITIES 
beets , onions, tomatoes, potatoes, berries, and 
ma:r:y otJ-er t. ings can be r a ised and use d in t h e 
camp. 
Th is need. not be such an expensive propos i-
tion. Ther8 are many localities in Ne,\· England, Nev.- York, and 
o t her secti ons t hat a re for sale, th2t are not so very t h ickly 
settled, t l a ' c an be purchased fairly reasonabl e, and t tat y.;ill 
"roduce good enough g~rden spot v·'·. er e vegeta bles can be r a ise d. . 
This v:·ill g ive t t he s e c hildren from t h e city some real help and 
will ma 1:e the proposition more permanent . Cows might be kept on 
the farm Then milk ·h ich will be r uite an articl e c nn be sup-
plied . There can be chickens. They v.-ill a1 pply e ggs , a nd some 
of t he me a t for t h e camp. It will mean very much if t hese t ·_ings 
can be supplied . There is such a good demand around New En gl and , 
at le ast, f or vegeta bles, or fowl, and anyt hing else t hat a 
small farm can produce. It ca nnot help bnt be a paying proposi-
ti on, and "l."iill be t he means of hel,Jing some children thqt nee d help • 
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B. Planning for t J· e Buildings. 
There will be a neei for several buildings if we a re to have 
a real camp. The boys will need a camp, t f.e girls also ~-ill need 
one, and t .l-.e re should be a room large enough for t h e m to put on 
entertainments and to have sings together, and t he n a manual tre.in-
ing buj.lding , and a hospital .• 
Unless there is some project in connection ith the v.urk that 
·wi 11 use the buildings through the winter it ~ill not be so ne cess-
ary th a t they be of the very best construction. 
The size, and construction of the camps will depend upon how 
large a number of children you intend to accomodate. and the fu :tds 
you have on hand, I' l l just roontion some essential things th at need 
to be stressed in connection witt the camps. 
Each camp will need sleep ing quarters. These may be either 
one large dormitory or t ~ ey may be arrange d so tte Juniors and 
Primaries can be sepn.rate 1. or separate rooms could be arranged so 
tf,ut there co uld be a room or every t11:o or t h ree children. The 
c am:JS ·i l 1 also need play rooms. There a. re In9.ny rainy days and 
cool e enings -r;hen it is best for the children to have an inside 
p l ace to play, A dining room and assembly room v·Ul have to be 
arranged. 
An open fire place wher e a fire can be had for.the chilly, 
rainy days and for the story hour ·will add milch to the ho . ..1e touches 
of t he c amp . 
The building should be nee.tly fi~ed u p . Then the c hildren wil l 
respect it and the work you1~ aTe doing all the more. If the building 
is a tumble down shack, the children will have very little respect 
for it and there you will be severely handicapped in your work. 
I 
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Of course, it v.ill be necess <?.ry to ha·e a. kitc.h.en , and a. w-ash 
room , and a reception ro cm as v;ell as oua1·ters for t he v;orkers to 
sleep. 
The girls could have s imila.r quarters. They may take more 
interest in private rooms ~here three or four can stay . 
In t1,is case there can be a la.r ge open space before the open 
fire. Here t he t ables can be set for t he meal time. Here t r e story 
hour c2n be held . Here tnside games can be played during stormy 
days. 
The kitchen and a v;ash room could be fixed at t he back and 
t he ro oms for t he irls to have t t eir be ' s around the open space. 
Th s building should be v;ell dixed up. The girls nee d to 
res':lect it even as muc h as t heir ov.n homes and tal:e 'Jride to see 
t ha t aJl is kent in order . 
Each of t hese buildings sh ould be loca ted so t here -ill be a 
good play gr ound in connection v.it h it. This v.ill be a very im-
port~nt part in connection "~Aith their development. 
Then the entertainment hall ~ill be ruite valuable. Let this 
be large enoueh to sea t all t hat are in camp. If possible make 
r oom for the people 'Of the commun ity. Tr ey will be interested to 
knov.- what the children are doing in camp . Se that the stage is 
commodious enough for t he different camps to 1ut on plays and so 
they v;ill not be hampered too much in their entertainments. 
The hospital will come in very valuable. Here arrangements 
should be made to accommodate those wbo happen to get sick, or in-
jure~ in any way, This v.ill be used very much especially in case 
a contagious disease should get started some way. Someone is a.l-
v;ays getting hurt a little. 
I v.ilJ not attempt to give specific ntions for the hospital, 
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here but urge f or as modern a place as possib l e. 
Then, a s to t he manual tra ining room, quite a bit of ro om ~ill 
be nee ded her~ . The various classes, as ·eaving, basketry, ~ood-
·ork, picture framing, and embr oidering, ~ill be held here. If a 
number of compa rtments can be arranged for this building it will 
be all t he better . Mor e real ~ork oan be accomplished this ~~Y. 
Ho~eve_· , if one instructor jas to have general supervision over all 
then one l s rger room "Will be better than so many separa te ones. 
In all events, plan f or t h is to be an integral part of the oamp*s 
vro rk. Here t he hands can be tra ine d to useful t hings . 
C. Planning for t he Equi pment . 
Quite a bit of e~u ipment ~ill be needed aside from the build-
ings. 
There ~~11 be kitchen utensils: gas stoves as ell as ranges , 
dishes for serving the meal , as , bo"Wls, plates, cups, saucers, 
glasses, desert dishes, knives, forks ; large kettles and pans and 
skillets, etc . v\i.ll be needed in preparation for the :rpeals. Th is 
was worked out quite satisfactorily at South Athol for t here a cent-
ral kitchen prepared t : e deserts. t he IOO "'. ts , t he ice cream eta, for 
all t he camps. Then t he kitchen in t he individual camps only had 
to make provision for the other necessary things and to t ake care 
of t he dishes, and arrange for the se r ving of t~ e meals . 
Then it's always best , to have camp clothes for the children to 
wear r·!o en t hey get t here. Plan for more c. r less uniform clothes so 
t here wi;I.l be no inclination to rivalry along t hat line . 
Tr ere sh ould be provision made for every day clothes, for 
Sunday clot l es. for night clothes . Beds and covers Vl.i.ll neea. to be 
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provided too. 
Canvass shoes should be supplied for all. I t hink it best to 
request t he children to bring t t ese along as t hey come to camp . 
This ~ill give t tem some responsibility, and ~ill insure t h em 
getting t t eir size. 
The boys and girls will need baseballs , volley balls, and nets, 
h a ts and other out door e nuipment. Also provision should be made 
f or indo or s orts for .there will be ru ite a number of rainy days 
and if -provisions are not made, 1; ·e '!.\ill have so much energy on our 
bands we ill not know how to t ake care of it •. So there s hould be 9 
books and indoor games to tak e up the minds of t te ctildren. 
Then t r e hospital, a nd enterta inment ball, 'lild t r..e manu..al 
training buildings \\"ill need va rious e uipments . The he ads of t l:e se 
departments \Vill be able to give suggestions as t Le t he needs. 
C RA.PTER FOUR 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF A CAMP VAC AT I ON SCHOOL 
OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION FOJ PR IM~ill Y AND JUNIOR CHILDREN OF A 
POLYGLOT COMMUNITY. 
A. THE PLAN OF THE ORGANIZATION . 
1. In Relation to the Local Church. 
This project %~11 tend to be more stable if it is tied to the 
year's program of the church. If some one outside of the church 
of the community does the work the organization \till not last very 
long. So if some one in the church can make the proposition and 
t hen nroceed to get the community interested , it will be all the 
more val uabl9 . 
Let the church board get behind the proposition and see tr~ t 
this work is adequately and permanently connected to t h e program 
of t he c hurch. The program should be planned by someone who un-
derstands the situation in the polyglot community. He should know 
t he needs of the commur:. ity, and \\""ha t tne church should do in connect-
ion with the c h ildren. 
No doubt there could be no more valuable purpose taken up 
than tba t of insta l ling in the children's mind s ome fundamental 
religious ideals. 
We have seen howthere is ascarcityo:fthese ideals in the 
lives of the children in these communities and tbey need to get 
t hem in their system. They need to learn ho~- to live and to get 
along with their fellow men. The:;y ne d some h i gh standards of 
conduct. It seems there could be no more ideal place than at a 
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cam "" in t .l:e co nntry to do t hese things. 
H rever, it seems ob~ious that a ll o ~ t he c hildren of a polyglot 
community could not be taken c8re of at the camp. Some may be r.ork-
ing and find it necessary t o remain at home : others ·ill have to 
remain w-ith t heir parents or f or ot t.er reasons 
IH T '::E CITY 
could not go. The plan s hould be to give the 
children t hat remain at home the s ~me songs, 
stories, and scriptures so t hat both those t l:at go to camp and those 
that remain in the city might get the same ideals. There would not 
be the opportunity to make as good an impression upon t hose who re-
main in t he city. Some strides could be made ho~ever. 
The church scho ol plan in the city would be able to carry out 
this plan very w-ell . 
~"/e should also -plan to use the results from t he work of the 
summer in the year's program of t he church . These children will 
-have learne d much about Christ. Some of them 
may make resolutions to be Christians, and to 
f ollow Him as b l3 s t they know. The Vlriter was 
very haupy to see this result at South Athol 
in t he c amp t here last summer. The program had planned to le qd to 
p erdonal deois ' ons around the ca m-p fires and at the public service 
and in personal interviews. The majority of the boys and girls 
dedicated themselves to Christ during t he last days of the camp. 
Now, those results could either be lost or used to adv ntage accord-
ing as v;e are on the job when these ch ildren get back to the city. 
There will be all kinds of personal contacts and acquaintanceships 
found. We can teach children at camp in a way that cannot be done 
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in any other place. The ba a of for mality are broken do~n and we 
se e t he c h ildren as t hey really are. Vlny drop these v aluable 
conta c t s? \ hy not use t h em t o bring the c h ildren into t h e King-
dom? 
Then t he body of songs, t he stories learnes, t h e experience 
t 1nt .,-ere common to t h e c ampers v.-ill often lend itself to a lo\\"'-
alty or f riendship t ha t . could of ten be cemented into t h e bonds of 
a class, a club or ot her rre ans or leading them on to t h e li f e vrith 
Christ. Not one of t h ese holds on t he c h ildren s hould be neglected. 
Our duty is to in t hem for Jesus Christ. 
2. In Rel'J. tion to t he Camp Itself . 
Nov; as to the -pl a! of t i-J.e organization in relation to t he 
c am~ itsel f. Vlha t workers will we ha ve and v.na t d ·· ties will ea ch 
one have? Let us understand, in the f irst place, t hat ea ch worker 
should have a s pecial responsibility, a S"fe Cia l duty, a n d t ha t 
t here is a certa in pe r son t ha t he can go to for in-
WORKER ' S 
DUTI ES 
structions, a nd t la t there be no misunde r standings 
about a ut h ority. Each v.-orker should see h is partic-
ular pa rt of t he task in t he light of the whole pro-
gr a m, and t hen see how he can best fit in for ef fective v.-ork . 
Let t he Director of Religious Education v ..-ri te out t he duties of 
t he various ones under his supervision so t hey will kno - exactly 
where t heir res Jonsibility lies. 
This -,arson s hould be a business man, vv.lj.o 
ADMIIH~'i?ATOR will have general responsibility for a l l t he 
camps, but wh o can dele g'3. te res ponisbility f or 
.,.,a rticul a r t a s ks. He should not t ry to run t he wh ole sh ow. He 
s h ould lo ok after t he fina ncial end of t he c a mo. His interests. 
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should be general rather than specific. 
This person should be a wide-a.v.-alre religi. ous man m o nll 
have charge of tre Religious Education of all the camps. He 
should be res-ponsible far the administrator 
DIRECTOR OF but if there is any program of activity to 
RELIGIOUS ED. be put on the Director should be consulted 
and he should see ho ~: the proposal would work 
into t he vrhole scheme of the sumn:er. He vdll plan, then the summer's 
program and will then plan for the carrying out of the same. He 
ce.n not be in all places at the same time so it will be necessary 
to delegate authority to do certain things. He will be able to 
assu:rm responsibiliti)r for all the public meetings, the prayer 
meetings and t.be Sunday services as well as the en tertairuoon ts. It 
may not be necessary for him to lead all these IIB etings but he 
should lmov v.hat i~ to be advanced at each neeting. He v.i.ll plan 
stories for the story hour and be responsible for the religious 
tone of the oamps. 
Each camp will need a Leader. Let this leader be responsible 
to the Religious Education D ireotor. 
LEADER The leader here as well as the Director must be 
a lover of children and be filled with a desire to win 
them for the Master. 
He will aid the Director in carrying out the details of 
the program. This may be telling stories, leading songs, con-
ducting games, taking tte children for a hike or a swim, look-
ing after the disciplinary matters, seeing after the fitting af 
clothes, getting the laundry attended to , preparing for entertain-
ments, or Yihatever may come up in connection with the individual 
camp. 
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The full program of the l eader of a camp cannot b e outlined 
in advance. Situations oome up e a ch day, and the leader must be 
t here to help solve them. He should see that everyth ing that is 
done is to get nearer the children and lead them to the develop-
ment of t heir bodie s and souls. 
But v.here ttere are twenty to forty or more children it w-ill 
be impossible for one leader to assume all the duties. There will 
be a nee d of helpers. These helpers w~ll be directly responsible 
to the leaders. The leaders in turn vd 11 outline special tasks 
for the helpers to do. 
HELPERS 
These helpers may be cooks ~ho w-ere to plan the menu, 
prepare t he me als, set the table and wash the 
dishes as v.-ell as arr ange for t t.e getting of the 
foord. The helper may be plan assistant, that is, 
one Who assists in the carrying out of games. This 
job cannot be delegate d to just anyone for this is a very important 
one and may me an much to the general welfare of the c 2.Inp. 
It's a responsibility to take children from their homes to 
a camp for any length. of tiim. some siokne ss is likely to result, 
some accidents are likely to happen, and ~o who knows how should 
be there to take care of them. If suspicious oases come up in the 
camps refer t hem to the nurse, and let her take care of them. Of 
course, she cannot go around and see that baths 
NURSE. are taken, teeth are cleaned and that the campers 
go to the toilet regularly, but through mr health 
talks she can impress it very deeply and give instructions for the 
leaders to carry out. 
It will be well for her to conduct First Aid classes. 
In t h is way sh e would have a very vital connection ~ith the 
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children by giving them sotm valuable lessons for life. 




This person will have charge of the Industrial or 
Manual Training Building. It wi 11 be very o on-
venient to have all the manual training classes 
at this building. It vd 11 be best for this person 
to have a general kno ·1e dge of the entire subject 
and speo ial knor.ledge of one phase. Many different kinds of things 
can be made here that will be helpful to the children. It may be 
they can make various things that will be useful to them when they 
go back to the oity. Rugs, f ramed pictures, trays, are a :fev; t h ings 
t hat t hey can make. 
Then it's very nioe to have them assume this missionary 
spirit too, and make something for others Vlho need help. 
To carry out this · ork properly t.tere should be various 
assistants who will be responsible to the he a d teacher and ~o can 
take up some special phase of the work. 
This \till be a very important man. Each one of the oh ild-
ren will have a plot of ground to ·ork, and to learn to grov; things 
an d to lmow t h e purpos e of a garden. He can also 
GARDENER give t a lks to the children along the line of garden-
ing and so interest t hem in this pha se of v.ork in a 
way no other person ·ould be ab l ~ to do. It ;ould b e very ~~ 1 1 for 
the gardener to have aach pupil keep a diary or a note-book showing 
the grovr.-th and development of the garden from the individual's 
point of view. Children from the city need to be interested in the 
garden, and awakened to t be possibilities of life along that line. 
The gardanelt' vdll have to be on the job before the child en 
arrive. He oan see to the plowing of the garden and the prepar-
aration of tbe soil. He oan have it very nearly ready for plant-
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ing. This '~11 aid the children in seeing some things develop 
in t r.eir nlot of ground so they can use it in camp.· 
Boys and girls just hunger to go on hikes, and learn about 




know the ha.bi ts of birds, the use of plants and are 
glad to get statues from nature. The teacm r here 
has a fine opportunity. 
This parson needs to have lots of tact and 
ability to handle children, and needs to .ba.ve a wide knowle dge 
about the subje at , nNa.ture. n 
She to o c an ha. ve t .he oh il dren ke ep a note bo ok of a 
herbarium of flowers and plants they have found. Classify birds 
and flowers and J.ead the children to see the value of them. 
A record of the birds seen and a prize to the one who be-
comes most acquainted with the birds would mean much. A child 
misses much all through l. ife if he d oes not kno- birds ani the 
flowers and has not a developed taste along these lines. 
There is much need of a music teacher too. These children 
neert to learn ne · songs and it isn't everybody that can teach music 
and songs. r;e have suggested earlier in this paper the variety of 
so ngs the. t the children should knoy-. Along with this group , sing-
ing, it -ill be ~ell for th.:J music teacter to be able to drill the 
boys and girls in the giving of pageants and entertainments . 93he 
should ba ve a good stock of plays and pageants that can be given 
without too much preparation. 
There ·will be dirty clothes every v; eek. Some provision 
must be mde to care for them. A "wet wash" proves very sa tis-
factory. 
Most of the clothes can be washed this way and then 
LAUNDRY- sent to the individual camp where details hang them 
M..-lli. 
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out to dry. Probably the clothes t hat are used on Sunday or for 
special affairs should be ironed, but ordinarily this w-ould not 
be dome. 
ICE-MAN 
In some phases t re ice-man is one of the portant people. 
He sees that each camp has a good supply of ice all 
the time. This insures against the spoiling of food 
The ice ordinarily can be provided by securing a fev;- rren's 
help for a fe~ days in tb..e v.-inter . It vdll take quite a little 
ice to keep things going fo:r tbe two months. 
If tbe farm purchasec" is large enough it ;ill be w-ell 
for the ::armer to have a here of his ov.n and live there -v·ith his 
family t i~roughout the ye a.r. 
Fe will have charge of tre farm. He ~ill see to the 
raising of crons, tbe rasing of the cows, the raising of chickens , 
FARMER . 
the picking of fruit and all other things in conrection 
·with the farm. 
In the garden , of course, he 11ill see that there are all 
kinds of vegetables and greens that can be used by the children. 
After the children are gone , there will be some things, as 
beans, tomatoes , berries , etc., that he can either put up for use 
tbe fcllovving sumner or sell tr_em at the various markets. He v.-ill be 
able to sell the surplus milk and chicken and eggs in this manner 
too. If this part of tr_e camp is run very satisfactorily some pro-
gress can be made on the payment of expenses as well as adding to 
the eff iciency of the oa.mp. 
CHOOSING 
V'ORXERS . 
This is an important nhase for it is very essential that 
right kind of workers be found . 
If possible these \\'"orkers should be obtain 
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ed from the community. It should be people v.b.o are vitally interest 
ed in the life of the children and who want to see them developed. 
It may be eigher oollege boys and girls vdlo are fitted for the 
job or sohool teachers ~o want to invest a summer in this manner 
However if the community does not have tbem, then import, but 
be sure that the ones imported kno · v.-ha t they are attempting and 
v.-hat will be expected of them. Be sure of the ba bits of the work-
ers for v.-rong habits before the children lll3.Y tear dovm all you 
m.ay have thought of doing. 
You should kno'!J\ your workers some time before the opening of 
camp. Bring them together for conferences. Le~ t he Adminstrator 
give his plans, then the Religious Education Director state his 
plans and outline to the various relpers t heir share in the :prog-
ram. Let tbem .have a vision of what may be accomplished. Pray for 
the success of the summer. Then set about to secure the d esired 
ends. 
Get each one of the workers to express themselves and get 
things to booming as soon as possible for a big job is ahead. 
Now v.ho will have the privilege of going to camp? 
It's no use trying to mix religious sects if we are trying 
to achieve definite ends. Catholics and Jev.~ and Protestants do 
not make a desirable combination. The Protestants need not ex-
eat to convert the Jews or Catholics. Neither 
SELECTING oan either the Catholics or Jews convert the Protest-
CHILDREN. ant s . So if we are attempting to put on a Religious 
Educational Pr ogram it will be well for us to consider .!: irst which 
grouu we desire to do work with •••• If it be Catholics, then make 
it a Catholic camp , if New, then a Jewish oamp. But i:f it is a 
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Protestant camp then confine t he work to Protestants. Don't let 
an exception slip it at the last moment just for plicy's sake. 
It V\ill be best, no doubt , to take the children from one 
community and, if possible, from one church-community to the 
same camp. This will be advantageous as far as making for a 
better community is concerned, and using the rerults of the 
summer in the church's program. 
For the bous and girls camps the ages can very nicely range 
from six to eleven inclusive. This td.ll make t"'.rro groups. The 
Primary (6-7-8-), and the Junior (9-10-11. ). There vr.ill be times 
··hen these can be divided into g roups for different things you 
·would want to do. 
Vie can't say vr.-e vd.ll take just the deserving child, for we 
feel all deserve our special care. If it is a questi 0!1 of le av-
ing some and taking others. If there is money to support the 
proposition , of course, it will be best to take the poorer child 
ss op-posed to the "Well-to-don. The "well to do" can better take 
care of their oVI.n children. 
It's not best however , to make a hospital out of the camp 
~Tom the very start by selecting some that are very nOticeably 
inferior physically to other children. It will take extra help 
and instruction and v.ill hinder the camp too much. It would be 
best to have those children sen t to some other place where their 
individual needs could be supplied. 
It often occurs that the child we think is not good comes 
out to be more satisfactory tmn\\'9 think. The one we might have 
t h ought as DlH:tn 'm d unwilling and listless, comes to his ovm when 
he gets next to a real challenge . 
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To d o effective work it will re highly desirable t:n have the 
children for six to eight weeks. It takes the first week to get 
acquainted. and t he last week will be broken. So there is really 
not so muoh normal time together a f ter all. 
It's better, too, to take one group of children and keep them 
t hrough the summer rather than one group for t\\"0 weeks and then 
another group fo r tv;o weeks. Tvm weeks is not enough to accomplish 
any kind of real teaching. If we can ~t a def inite program over 
to a definite group in a sUilllD3r, and then i f necessary another 
group the following summer much more will be accomplished than 
as though we scattered our attention too far. 
This vdll be more advantageous to the teach ers too for they 
can form acquaintances and study the group they are YIDrking with 
and so accomplish more . 
II 
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Chapter V 
The Religious ~duc~tion Program for a Camp Vacation School 
The following cteligious ~ducation Program with slight 
modifications Wbs carried out by the writer at South Athol, 
Massachusetts , in the Fresh Air Camp during the summer of 
1922. 
There was & camp for the girls and c. camp for the boys. 
The mtijor part of the same pr~ram was c&rried on in each 
camp. Of course each camp will have its own distinctness , 
and the leaders will see fit to make certain variations in 
the details of the program. For the purpose of illustration 
I will confine this program to the Boys' Camp. 
The boys live in camp for eight weeks during July and 
August . The plan of this program was to have the boys in 
c mp for the Fourth of July,so the program begins when they 
~rri ve in camp on the first of July. 
hen they arrive in Cbmp they are al lowed to wear their 
own clothes until after supper time. Arranrements ~ere made 
for each boy to have a tub bath after supper before going 
to bed . so , as they took off their clothes for the bath,the 
clothes were labelled and put away for the summer. Then as 
each one finished his bath he was given night clothes and 
shown his bed . He remained on his bed until each finished 
his bath and then they were assembled around the open fire-
plac e. 
The beds are so arranged -s.a. that two rons extend out 
on either side away from the open space in the middle .The 
boys were taught from the first to get in line at the head 
of their bed upon the sound of the whistle. 
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Then when the march was played they were to mHrch out and 
ms.x.e two douole rows on the lb.rge rug before the open fir e-
place . Then they were se&ted wad re~dy for the evening 
story hour. 
~t this time there may be stories,retidinRs,or songs of 
various kinds. The aim through the program has been to get 
the boys familiar ith a good type of song. In this way some 
of the Christian Ideals c ~:~.n be im tilled in their lives. 
At the close of this period all kneel and the leader 
leads them in prayer that will touch their li es, and get 
them to realize their connection with the Heavenly Father . 
Then they all join in the prayer, 
"Now I lay me do\m to s leap, 
I pray the Loru my soul to keep , 
In peC:~.ce &nd safety 'till I wax.e, 
And this I ask for Jesus' sake. 11 
Then they go quietly to their beds and when they get cov-
ered up some one of the leaders sings, 
"Good night to you all &nd sweet be your sleep, 
May silence surround you, your slumber be deep, 
Good-night. Gbod-night, Good-nip-ht, Good-nig-ht." 
(From Boy ~cout Song Book P . 38). 
From the very first they are taught to be aui t and 
maKe no noise after this time,until the oell rings in the 
morning. 
lhen the bell rang the first morning a gleeful noise 
arose from all quar ters. They were in Camp ! 
Now each one Wus given camp clothes that had been pro-
v ided end they were ready to go . 
The whistle blew and they marched out doors for flag 
raising. As the flag went up they s aluted and then gsve 
the pledge of' t.llegiance . 
"I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to the country for 
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which it s te.nd s , 
One country indivisible with liberty,and justice for 
all." 
Then the Director led the boys in the setting up ex-
ercises. 
By foilowing the Daily bchedule through the reader can 
see the order of procedure for the day. 
The boys take turns in doing the v&rious things that 
ar.e to be done about the camp, as ,sweeping ,dusti ng , washing 
dishes,making beds,cleaning yards,etc. So this is what hap-
pens during the vV ork hour. 
The whistle blows and all in c amp assemble for the morn-
ing devotion and ~eligious Instructions. Besides the pr~yer 
from the leaders,there are songs and stories(and learning 
Scriptures) and illustrations. ~verything is to help the 
boys get instilled in their minds the ieligious Ide&ls ·that 
have been planned for the different weeks of the summer. 
After this period each boy goes to his bed, a.nd gets reu.dy 
for inspection. At this time there is an inspection of the 
maKing of the bed,the cleaning of teeth,combing of h~ir, 
and general cleanliness and neatness . 
Following this the Primaries and Juniors al ternate with 
each other in going to the Industrial School. On Tuesday, 
Thursday, a.nd Friday they went to the Manual Training Depart-
ment and on Monday , iVednesday they went to the gar den. As the 
Juniors or Primaries were in camp waitin~ to go to Industrial 
8chool they were studying in the dchool of leligio~ or 
under some instruct WN by the Lec:l.der . 
The boys help set the table B-nd also wait on the table. 
The plan at the meal time was to give the boys instruction 
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in table manners,and to teach them to think of the other 
fellow and to show respect. 
They would march in in order to the table. Then as 
they ~re standing behind their seat,all join in singing 
some song as" Break Thou the Breo.d of Life" and then the 
leader asks the blessing. Later on the boys can be t&ught 
some prayers to offer at this time. 
They are urged to take plenty of time at the meal, to 
learn to visit with each other,to listen to ti story or in-
cident,or to play a quiet game . 
Immediately after dinner an inspection is made for bod-
il injuries and if necessary they are ta.tCe n to the hospital. 
Time is spent in free play until two o'clock. At the 
rest hour each boy goes to his bed and rests. He may eith-
er sleep,or read a book,or just be quiet. 
The boys are divided ~nto three groups for the classes 
that follow; they divide up their time on Nionday , and .wed-
nesday between the Nurse who gives them First Aid classes 
and the Nature ~tudy ~eacher who takes them on hikes. On 
Tuesday, Thursday,and Saturday afternoons,they go swimming. 
Par t of the evenings as well as the rttiny afternoons 
are used by the boys in writing diaries. The older boys will 
be especially interested in this. Interest in camp gro s 
as they get these various incidents recorded. The diary 
makes a nice memo for them to take home ''ith them. 
The boys will like to p lay after this. This will be 
the best time for ·organized games as ~ base -ball and 
volley ball. Too,they will enjoy a snappy hiKe. They will 
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sleep all the better and every boy should get s orne good 
exercise at this time. 
At eight o'clock the bell far wash up sounds. Then 
each one washes and tends to the toilet. Then he gets 
ready for bed and awaits at his bed for the call to assemble 
for story hour. 
At this time camp songs are often sung. Sometimes the 
songs do not fit in so very well v' ith the theme of the day 
but they are good songs the boys like to sing. rhey like 
the Gospel Songs as well as the Community Songs. borne of 
the stories too may just be of the humorous nature. The 
idea is to close the evening service with a thought worth-
while. Teach them to respect Truth and better things. 
'1.1bere will oe special nijhts each week . There will 
also be surprises planned . 
9n vednesday evening at 7:45 all the campers assemble 
for Prayer Meeting . The Dire ctor usually has charge of this. 
Some topic,in connection with the Week's theme is present-
ed. The different camps are assigned portions of the 
Scriptures to learn and to repeat at the meeting. Thenthey 
will enjoy giving a religious song. This meeting usually is 
not long, but made as inspirational .as possible . Let the 
children go home thinking -not simply yelling ~nd running. 
In this way they can come to learn to resp:;ct the Church. 
On l!1riday evening· s one of the camps puts on an entertain-
ment ,for the benefit of all. They need to laught tind this 
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will given them a good ch&nce to use some of their sur-
plus energy. These programs may either be at the entertain-
ment hall or at one of the c&mps Out door stunts may be 
enjoyed. 
On Saturday evening the Boys and Girls meet together 
at one of the ca~ps to practise singing. They usually have a 
song to sing at the Prayer Meeting or the Sunday ~hurch Ser-
vice. They wnjoy this sing. It also gives the different 
camps a chance of being host and entertaining. 
At South Athol there was a church very near where the 
camps were located. They invited the campers to services. 
So on Sunday the Boys and Girls went into this Sunday School 
and followed the order of procedure . The teachaxs from the 
camps helped in the classes. On nice days the chi1dren had 
their classes under different trees near the church. 
After dinner on Sundays all of them took an hour's rest; 
then they usually divided up and went off with different 
leaders for a quiet walk . In some quiet place the leader 
would often tell them nature stories and then all come 
back to camp for supper. 
Sometimes the boys were taken to a nearby Church to 
~ 
sing at the services or they~divided up into small groups 
and sang for the sick or shut-ins. They enjoyed this phase . 
At the Sunday ~vening Story hour the plan was for the 
boys to re-tell the stories they had heard during the week, 
and to sing over the songs they had learned. They usually 
retired early. 
This Program will not include all the games played; 
neither will it include all the songs. There will be re-
ferences at the close of the chapter to books on these 
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Various phases of the camp life. 
The underlying idea of the camp is to instil into the 
hearts of these children some religious ideals and to win 
them for Jesus Christ . Of course we want them to have a 
good time,and to build up their bodies,and to be better 
t an when they came to camp. 
The Program will endeavor to give them Ideals with the 
idea of getting decisions for the Christian Life before the 
end of the summer. 
The songs referred to by numbers are found in H. Aug-











Boys' Camp 1922 
.Daily Bchedule 
.::tising Bell 
Flag 3aising ~nd Setting-up Exercises. 
Breakfast. 
1 ork Program - Swee ping,Dusting, v ashing Dishe s, ~king 
beds,and Cleaning yards. 
Morning .Devotions and neligious Instruction. 
Inspection 
Industrial School for Juniors. Tu., Th., Fr . Gardening 
M. & W. School of . eligion for Primaries. 
Industrial School for Primaries. Tu., Th., & Fr . 
Gardening. M. & il . School of ~eligion for Juniors. 
Preparations for .Dinner . 
Dinner 
1: 15 Clinic and Free Play 
2:00 Rest Hour 
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3:00 First Aid - Jvfon . - Group 2 • . 'ed. - Gr up 3 
Nature Study Hike - Mon . Group 1 • . ied., Group 2. 
Fri. , Group 3. Swimming - all- Tues.,Thurs., & 
Sat. Free play or special practise for third group 
left on M., W. , & Fri. 
5:00 Preparutions for supper. 
5:30 Supper 
6:00 nrite Diary 
6:30 Supervised Play 
8 :00 Bell for lashing-up. 
8:30 Camp Songs &nd utory-Hour. 
9:00 Taps. 
Special Nights. 
7:45 dednesd y . Prayer Meeting . 
7:45 Friday. Lntertainment given by different camps. 
7:30 baturday . Boys and Girls prGctise singing together. 
Program in Detail 
July first,l922. 
10:00 A .1 • Children le t:tve Boston for camp. 
4:00 P .M. Arrive at South Athol. They stop in front of 
various Camps ~nd give yells. They are then taken 
to their camps where everything is in readiness for 
them. 
5:00 Supper 
6:00 Boys investigate c&mp,and play . 
7:00 B&.ths . Boys ' clothes are l~:~.b.elled and puteH;.y . 
~:30 Prayers,~nd Good -nights . 
July Second . 
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8:00 ~ising Bell. 
8:30 Bre akfast. 
July Second 
Everybody must see everything. 
12:00 Dinner. 
Children do not go to Sundey ~chool on the first dun-
day, but do go to church at 2 :00 P.M.. 
In the afternoon the boys pl a y and climb trees. They 
hike later. 
8:30 ~vening devotions . 
9:00 Taps 
July Third. 
7:00 ] ising Bell 
7:15 Setting up Exercises. 
7:30 Breakfast. 
8:05 vvor k Program. Boys assigned s pecial ts.sks. Boys make 
own beds and clean up. 
8:45 Devotions and study . Begin the study of the week rs 
topic, "Christian Patriotism" the day ' s to pic being , 
"Patriotism to our country a nd Whb. t it inYolves.n 
Scripture - 2 Semuel 10:12. Learn verse and ex-
plain. 
Songs - Star Sp~ngled Banner(248) and 0 Beautiful 
My Country(237) and Tramp,Tramp,Tramp . 
9:15 Inspection. 
Instruction in making a nd keeping beds ,cleaning 
teeth,waShing,combing, and keeping things neat about 
the camp . 
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Boys Camp,Boys Camp,~ah. Rah . Rah . 
2. B-0-Y-S C-A-M-P, B-0-Y-S C-A-M-P, B-0-Y-S C- -M-P 
Boys camp,boys camp,boys aamp. 
3. ic-A'-chicka Boom,Ric -a-chicka Boom 
]ic - a -chicka,ric-a -chicka ,ric-a -chicka boom 
E - E - B. Ah . Ah . Ah. 
Boys Camp,Boys Camp,Rah. Rah . Rah . 
Get costumes ready for par~de on the Fourth. 
Drill band that is to lead the parade . 
Get ready for dinner. 
,!>inner 
Free Play - Boys climb trees and run races. 
Rest hour. 
Continue preparations for the Fourth . 
Prepare for supper. 
Supper. 
6:00 Play. Fox and Geese, Blackman, •Vhip Tog, 
Whip Tog, "The children stand in t- ring with their 
htindS behind them. One child goes around the outside 
with a knotted handkerchief or a knotted towel,or 
something of the kind. He lays this whip or"beetle" 
as it is often called in the hands of one of the child-
ren who immediately pursues the child to his right 
and seeks to strike him with the beetle befor~ he can 
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get back to the plGce when he started; when the second 
child in turn places the whip in the hands of a third 
child,and the process is repeated.n 1 
1 I 
Cur t is , P . 7 4 6 
8:00 Bell for wash - up . 
8: 15 Song and Story Hour. 
0 Beautiful for apacious t>kies, ( 239) 
Star Spangled Banner(248) 
Story, "Joshua , :the Soldier" Page 77 inn Tell Me 
a True Story" by Mary Stewart . 
JOSHUA , THE SOLDIER 
Joshua 5:15 to end; 6: 1-20 
1vho would li.Le to be a soldier ? 
Show me how a soldier stands,how he Sb.lutes,how he 
holds his gun when marching and firing . It would be splend-
id to be a real soldier , I think. To wear a blue coat and 
brb.ss outtons,to carry a gun or to beat a drum,and to do 
the fine brave things a good soldier is always ready for . 
There was a splendid soldier once,named Joshua . He was such 
a good soldier,so obedient and brave,that he was given com-
mand of a whole army while he was still young . 
Do you know what the commander of an army is called? 
A general. bo Joshua was a general,but he didn't wear a blue 
coat or brass buttons,because he lived thousands of years ag o 
in a country far away from here,and the soldiers then wore 
loose , brightly coloured cl c thes ,with armour over them . That 
means a shield,and a helmet,and pieces of brass on their ar ms 
and legs; they did n~t have any guns eifuer,but carried swords 
and used them to fig ht with . 
~ ~ ~~~ "J; 
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One day Joshua was standing outside of a city which had 
a wall around it. Inside that wall· there were hundreds of men 
who hated Joshua,and he was trying to make them come out and 
fight his army. But they would not come bec&use they were 
afraid, c...nd they just shut up their city g&tes tightly a nd 
would not let no one come in or go out. There did not seem 
I 
to be any way to make them fi ght, for the city wallks were so 
high that no one could climb over the m from t h e outside. 
Joshua was standing there wondering what he would do. 
As he looked up towards the waLlS he SbW a man standing near 
him,whom he had not seen a moment before. The man had adrawn 
sword in his hand,and Joshua walked swiftly over to him and 
asked,"Art thou for us,for for our enemy?" 
\ 
The man answered, "Nay, but as capt a in of the Host of the 
Lord am I now come." 
Then Joshua knew that he was talking to an angel of 
God ,and he feil cin his face to the earth and said," ,,nat 
saith my Lord to His servant ?"He was c.. greo. t gene al,you 
know,but he knew that an angBl from God was far greEter than 
he was. 
The angel said, "Loose thy shoe from off thy foot -
for the place whereon thou standest is holy, nand Joshua 
did so. 
Then the angel toL. him thb.t God t.vanted him to have 
th~t city and ~ll the men in it. He told him how to take it. 
I will tell you what Joshua did the next day and then you will 
know what the angel said to him. 
There were some ministers called priests in Joshua's 
army. They did not fight but they held services for the 
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soldiers,and they were to help Joshua take the city. Seven 
of them marched out of the c~mp early the next morning . They 
were flowing white clothes,with coloured embroider ' ~nd little, 
tinkling,golden bells. They did not wear any armour,or carry 
swords,but instead they e~ch c~rried a trumpet. In front of 
them and behind them marched the soldiers,thei.c armour shining 
in the sun,their swords clanging at their sides. 
All marched slowly around the walled city,and as they 
marched the priests blew on thair trumpets. Except for that 
there was no noise,and nobody spoke a word. nhen they had 
marched all the way around they went back to the camp. 
The second day the same thing happened,and the people 
inside the clty walls must h&ve wondered . hat it meant . The 
long line of soldiers marching so quietly,then the priests 
blowing the trumpets as they marched , and after them more quie t 
soldiers. They did not know thE:a.t an an~el of God had told 
Joshua to do this,and that very soon they and their city 
would be in his hands. ~very day for six days Joshua's army 
marched once around the city and back to the C&'"1P but on the 
seventh day the line did not go back . They went on ~rching, 
until they had been around seven times. 
Then Joshua said to his men ," 0hout now,for the Lord 
has ' ivan you the city." and while the priests blew upon 
their trumpets,the whole army gave a gr~at shout,tind behold 
tt ~ wall of the city fail uown flat! Then the soldiers 
rushed in ~nd took the people prisoners. 
So God gave the city to Joshua and his army,and I 
think th~t one of the reasons He did it was beco.use Joshua 's 
quick obedience in doing just what the angel told him to do. 
Shall we all try to be good soldiers,obeying our 
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mothers and fathers and te&chers,quickly , when they speak 
If I 
to us ? 
9:00 Taps. 
July ~1ourth 
7:00 Rising Bell . 
7:15 ~etting-up ~xercises . 
7:30 Breakfast . 
8: 05 Nork Program . 
~:30 Morning devotions . Our Pourth and its meaninp- for us . 
~ong, "My Country Tis of Thee" ( 246) 
9:00 Prepare for the Circus Parade . Costumes which were 
brought from Boston are distributed. All is excitement. 
10:00 Boys and girls assemble ut boys' Ctimp for parade. 
10:30 P&rade starts led by comic band. fhey go to Bus Bung-
alow and to nursery,and thence to Common. At the Bus 
each person was given a bag of peanuts. fhe children 
gave yells at each stop. 
10:45 Circus on the common. 
The up-side-down quartette . 
The man and woman doctor . 
The dwarf,the giant , and the clowns. 
Bongs and yells by the boys and girls . 
Selections by the orchestra. 
11:45 Preparations for dinner. 
12:45 Dinner . 
l: 00 Free Play 
G: 00 Rest Hour. 
T~ ~CL/T~~ -~ 1 77 
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3:00 Boys go swimming. 
6:00 P icnic supper at the boys' camp. The camps and commun-
ity all assemble at the camp. Supper served in cafe-
teria style. Menu: Baked be~ns,potato s alad ,green 
onions, p ickles,peanuts, p eanut-butter s andwiches, 
chicken sandwiches, a nd pineapple ice-cream. Ne 
planned to have the picnic on the lawn. fter the 
supper the following stunt urogram was carried out . 
1. Suitcase race 2. Banana feed. 3. 3-legged 
race 4. Cracker-race 5. Ice-cream feed 
race 7. volley oall games 8 . Flag drill 
and yells. 
8 :45 Fire- works . 
9:15 Prepare for bed. 
~vening prayers. 
9:30 Lights out. 
July Fifth 
6. sack-
9 . Songs 
Beginning at this place in this report the parts of the 
program which are merely routine will not be rep eated,as 
rising bell,flag raising,setting-up exercises,breakf a st, 
wor k program,inspection ,Industrial school,gardening,nature 
hikes,First-aid cl&sses,swimming,pre parations for meals,etc. 
unless there is a special reason for doing so. 
The work program is carried out much the s ama ea ch day , 
with the exception of the personnel and special tas~s. ~ach 
child takes turns in doing the va rious t~ about the camp. 
8:45 DeO\ 
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8:45 Devotions . ~heme : P&triotism of our fathers. 
bcriptures : LXodus ,Ch. 20: l-17 
Commit ten comrHindments to memory. 
Song : Faith of our Fathers,Living Still(269) . 
Onward,Christian boldie r s(~OG) . 
9 :15 At inspection special instruction was Qiven in making 
beds. 
~:45 Boys play in play- room as it is a rainy day.(This is 
q_uite common at ·outh .A thol the first week of July , 
as it rains nearly every day.) 
Boxing . 
Game,Prince of Paris: a player is chosen as leader; 
the others are numbered consecutively from one up , and all are 
seb. ted. The leader, standillf' in front , so.ys, "The Prince of c;,r is 
has lost his hat . Did y u finu it,number 4,sir ? be eucon 
number 4 jumps to his feet and s~ys: 
" 1 'hat , s ir ! I , s ir ? " 
Leader :"Yes,sir! You sir! 11 
Number 4 , "Not I, sir!" 
Leader , "Who , then, sir ?" 
Number 4, "Number 7, sir." 
Number 7 must then jump to his feet and go thro the same 
process . If he succeeds in do i ng this,he changes places 
with the player who fail. in promptness ,that player becoming 
leader . Should any player fail to so.y 11 sir" in the proPer 
place ,this also is a mista~e and the leader may ch~nge plcces 
with such player . 
3:00 Hike for al l 
8 :00 All assemble around the camp-fire. Sing popular 
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songs, as "J?uck up your troubles," "Keep the home-fires burning" 
etc. 
~vening· song: Day is Dying in the riest . 
Story: ~~~eading the Bible under DifficuJ..ties ." Stowell , 
p . 148 
,, 
It is relatively easy to picture ih our im&p-im: tion 
a time when few people had Bibles,but it is not so e~sy to 
understand that at certain times it has been a criminal offense 
to own a Bible • 
If the early Christians had used a movinr-~icture 
machine ,we might have had a film showing a Christian family 
rising early in the morning before the neighbors were awa£e 
and ma£ing their way stealthily by devious quiet ways and 
hidden paths to a cave,a cell~r, a secr6t chamber,or eTen an 
under-ground burying place for the dead. Here we might have 
wa l ched them as they sat quietly with a few others while some 
one took from a hidbn chest one of the sacred rolls and read to 
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the assembled group. ' fter rea.ding ,a fevv words of conference, 
a prayer,and possibly a hymn sung softly,these early Christ-
ians would slip back to their places in the world of h..Ctiv i-
ties from which they had for a few moments withdr wn themselves. 
It was dangerous to ~ eb.d the Bible in those es.rly days. 
The ~oman emperors not only destroyed thous·nds of the valuable 
hand-m~de manusc ipts of the Bible which had been produced with 
so much labor, but they hunted down,persecuted h..nd even killed 
those who were found with any 1art of the .Dible in their poss-
ession or who shared in the group meetiurs of the Cr~istiuns 
for Bible reading. It was an exciting experie ce to be a 
Christian in those d~ys. One thing this persecution accomplish-
ed,however. It eliminoted from the Christian group all those 
who were not desparately in e~rnest about their religion. 
At the time of one of these persecutions,under the 
~mperor Diocletian,a young Christian rumed Mb.r inus was serv-
ing as an officer in the Roman army in Palestine . He had done 
his duty faithfully and was about to be promoted to the rank 
of captain. Through jealousy he was denounced by one of his 
fellow officers ~s a Christian. Marinus was at once summoned 
before his superior officer and questioned."Is it true that 
you are a Christian ?" "Yes',' replied Ivlarinus ." Then, "said the 
officer, "I will r ive you three hours to renounce your Christ-
ianity." ;!arinus at once went to the small Christian churdh 
at Caesarea and told his story to the aged bishop. The bishop 
listened and then,taking a sword in one hand and a Bible in 
the other,he held them up before Marinus."This is y-our choiee", 
sc..id he. dithout hesit&tion I.:arinus grasped the Bible. Here-
turned to his post,decl~red himself a Christian,and,instead 
of promotion,received the sentence of de~th. 
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Marinus,like many another early Christian ,learned that 
tne things which are worth while always cost some one a large 
. ,, 





8:45 Devotions . Lincoln and his Christian Principles. 
Scripture: Mt. 7: l-12 
Stories from Lincoln's life to show patriotism ,from 
"Progrc...ms" by Stowell 
braham Lincoln 
' ' Abraham Lincoln was one of those choice spirits who 
Jelong to all ages . The sto ies connected · ith his life ar e 
r'any and fhscinating and of the sort which never grow old. 
Nowhere,however ,do we see the real Lincoln better than in his 
trust in and de pandence upon God • . 
Dur ing t he strugele p eceding his election~ . ~inc ln 
went frequently to his friend , l; e , ton B&teman . On one of these 
occasions he was much depressed by the f~ct thQt mhny of the 
best people seemed to be opposed to his election. His feelings 
were gre&tly stirred. He walked the floor for some minutes , 
and then, with a tremoling voice and ~v i th cheeks wet with tears 
he said: 
"I know th&t there is a God and th&t he hCJ.tes injustice 
and slavery . I see the st 0r m coming, and I ?~ow that his hand 




am ready. I am nothing,but truth is everything. I know th~t 
I am right,because I know that liberty is right,for Christ 
teaches it. Douglas doesn't care whether slavery is voted up 
or down,out God cares,and humanity cares,Gnd I care;and with 
God's help I shall not fail." 
It was this consciousness that he was working ith God and 
th&t God was working wi th him which made ~incoln s uch tower 
of strength in the face of circums tances of almost inconceiv -
able difficulty. Much has been wirtten &.bout Lincoln,the rail 
splitter,the farm hand ,the store clerk,the po , tm~ster,the stump 
speaker,the story teller a.nd the statesman. We know of his hu-
'nanity,his ~visdom and his unfailing honesty. It will do us P'ood 
occGsionally to ge t ack of all of these and to thinK of Lincoln 
as "the reverent man who oelieved so firmly and depended PO con-
stanly upon God . 
It iVas upon such a falth thc...t his reverence for the cormnon 
people ana 1or the laws of o •Jth God and mc.:.n v. c....s 1 ounded. i th 
such a baCKground it Whs nutural for him to say: 
"Let reverence for the laws be breathed b;y every Arne ican 
mother to the lisping b~be thht prattles on her lap;let it be 
tb.ught in schools,in seminaries and in colleges;let it be writ-
ten in prime.cs ,spelling books , and in lma.nacs; let it be preach-
ed from the pulpit , proclaimed in legislative halm and enforc-
ed in courts of justice. And ,in short,let it become the polit -
icE..l religion of the nation ; and let the old t:nd the young, 
the ich and the poor ,the gr&ve and the gay of c...ll sexe s and 
tongues and colors and 0onditions sacrifice unceasingly upon 
its altars .n 
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Upon the death of Lincoln ,Henry ard Beecher said: 
" .ngain a great laader of tho people has passed through 
toil,sorrow,b&ttle and war,and bus come near to the orornised 
land of peace into which he might not Pt ss over. ./ho shall 
recount our matyr 's sufferings for this people ? By day and 
by night he trod the way of danger ~d of darkness. On his 
shoulders rested u govern'I!ent which Wl:i S de&rer to him tr·an his 
very life. Upon thousands of hearts gre&t sorcows and enxietie s 
have rested,but not on one such and in such measure as one that 
simple,truthful,noble soul,our sainted e:.nd beloved Lincoln. 
"1 ever impassioned,nor yet despondent ,he held on thro ugh 
four dree:.dful, purge... tor ial ye&.rs wherein God w&s cleansing the sin 
of his people as by fire." 
such was ~ne man whose memory we honor at all times,par-
,, 
ticulurly on his birthday. 
** 
Song: Battle Hymn of the Republic (ll8) and Old Black Joe 
( 117) • 
1:00 Play. New games introduced: 
"Bull in the Ring" 
"The children stand in a circle holding hands. One child 
in the center is the bull. He dashes a cross the circle as 
hard as he can and seeks to break tr~o the ring,while the child-
ran hold each other's hands as tightly ~s possible so &s to 
prevent this. If the bull should br ak thro the children pur -
sue him, and whoever touches him first becomes the ne bull." 





6:30 Play in yard. Volley ball is introduced. 
8:15 Story Hour 
Scripture:Mt. G2: 35..-40 Corrunitted to memory 
Stories from Lincoln 's life. See "Stories for talks 
to Boys." Page 115 
** 
Honest Abe Lincoln 
\ ' Abraham Lincoln was ct~.lled"Honest Abe". The very framework 
of his nature b.nd mortil being w~s hcnesty,and this sterling 
honesty so impressed itself upon those about him and upon the 
country as it grew to know him, that he wa s selec~ed &s the one 
person who could be trusted at a time when distrust,alienation, 
and apprehension had become universal through the country. It 
was felt that the next President must be one whose char&cter 
and moral force would challenge the res pect bnd confidence of 
the entire country,or the ship of state would be wr ecked in 
the storm that w~s threatening. Abraham ~incoln c ould be trust-
ed. His uno ending honesty and exc:tct jre tic e was the anchor that 
could not be dragged, &nd his resolution and persistence in the 
c~use Which his conscience approved becam e the salvation of 
the country; and it is to the gre&tness of his simple· honesty 
that the entire world today pays its tribute, when it commemor-
ates the birthday of Aoraham Lincoln. Lincoln's greatness does 
not rest upon mental a ttributes,but upon moral rualities, wh ich 
are the common heritage of all his countrymen. It w~s the 
result of simple virtues and their all-conquering power put 
into daily practise . It was the forbearance of the hour,the 
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tact of the moment,th1::1t modeled the vent. His triumph was 
t he perfecting of qualities which all may command. If every 
one in this broad land developed the best tha t lies .,ithin 
him,Lincoln would "oe a type, 1::1na. not an ex&mple ." 
James Terry ~~hite, in"Stories f or Talks to 
Boys" by F .H. Cheley • • 
July seventh 
8:45 Devotions . 11heme: Patriotism of our Ussi onar ies. 
Story of Livingstone 
Song: Fling out the Banner(256 ) 
Jesus Shall 3eign where 'er the Sun(261) 
Learn the ll2th Psalm. 
9:30 Junio r s and primaries are taken to Industrial Hall and 
are assigned to work classes. 
6:30 Get ready to go to entertainment. 
7:45 Entertainment given by the community. 
July eighth 
8:45 Devotions: Theme: Opportunities of pa triotism aside 
from war . 
Review 
Song: [arching with the Heroes (201) 
Ex . 20: 1-17 
The Ten Commandments. 
6:30 Free play and volley ball 
8:15 Story Hour. 
"The Little Hero of Haarlem"p . 239, Bryant. 
** 
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The Little Hero of Haarlem 
tt #- long way off,across the ocea.n,there is a little 
country where the ground is lower than the level of the sea, 
instead of higher,as it is here . Of course the w&ter would 
run in and cover the land and houses,if something wer e not 
done to kee p it out . But something is done. The people build 
great ,think walls all round the country,and the wal ls keep the 
sea out. You see how much de pends on those walls, - t he good 
crops, the houses, a nd even the safety of the people. Even the 
small children in that country know that an a ccident to one 
0 1 the walls is a terrible thing. These walls a e really 
greo.t banks , as Wide a s roa ds, and they are cal ledndi kes. TT 
Once there was a little boy who lived in that country, 
whose name was Hans. One day,he took his little brother out 
along. by the dike to play . They went a long way out of the town 
and came to where there were no houses,but ever so many flowers 
and green fields. By and by,Hans climbed up on the dike ,and 
sat down; the little brother was playing about at the foot 
of the bank. 
Suddenly the little brother called out, "Oh, what a funny 
little hole! It bubbles!" 
11Ho1B. ? Where ?"said Hans . 
"Here in the bank" said the little brother;"water's 
in it." 
" What!" said Hans ,and he slid down as fast a s he could 
to where his brother was playing. 
There was the tiniest little hole in the bank . Just 
an air-hole . A drop of water bubbled slowly through. 
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"It's a hole in the dike1" cried Hans;"What shall we do?" 
He looked all round; not a person or a house in sight.He 
looked at.the hole; the llttle drops oozed steadily through; 
he knew that the water would soon break~ grea t gap,because 
that tiny hole gave it a chance. The town was so far away -
if they ran for help it would be too late; wh&t should he do ? 
Once more he looked; th hole was larger , now, and the water wa s 
trickling. 
Suddenly a thought came to Hans . He stuck his little for ~-, ­
finger right into the hole,where it fitt~d tight;and he said 
to his brother,n3un,Dieting! Go to the town,c..nd tell the men 
there's a hole in the dike. Tell them I will keep it stopped 
until they get here." 
The little brother knew by Hans's face that sorrsthing 
very serious was the matter,and he started for the town,as 
fas as his legs could run. Hans,kneeling with his finger in 
the hole,watched him grow smaller and smaller as he got farth-
er away. 
Pretty soon he was small as a chicken; then he was only 
a speck ; then he out of sight. Hans wQs all alone,squa tted 
on the ground , with his finger tight in the bank. 
He could hear the water,slap,slap ,slap on the stones; 
and deep down under the slapping was a gurgling,rumbling sound. 
It seemed very near. 
By and by,his hand began to feel numb. He ruobed it 
with the other htmd; but it got colder a nd more numb,and· more 
numb ,every minute. He looked to see if the men were coming; 
the road was bare as far as he could see. Then the cold began 
creeping,creeping,up his arm; first his wrist ,then his arm to 
the elbow, then his arm to the shoulder; how cold it was! And 
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soon it began to ache . Ugly little cramp-pains streamed un his 
finger,up his palm,up his arm,till it hched way into his 
shoulder,and do~n the bac k of his neck. It seemed hours since 
the little brother went away. He felt very lonely, bnd the 
hurt of his arm grew and grew. He wat ched the road ith all 
his eyes,but no one came in sight. Then he leaned his head 
against the dike, to rest his shoulder. 
As his ear touched the dike , he heard t~e voice of the 
great sea,murmuring. The sound seemed to say, 
"I am the great sea. No one can stand against me . What 
are you, a little child,that you try to keep me out ? Beware! 
Beware ! 1' 
Hans 's heart beat in heavy knocks. Would they never 
come ? He was frightened. 
And the water went on bes. ting o.t the wall , and murmuring, 
11 I will come through, I will c orne through, I will get you, I will 
get you, run - run - before I come throuf-h! 11 
Hans started to pull out his finger; he was so fright -
ened that he felt as if he must run forever . But th~t minute 
he remembered how much de}ended on him; if he pulled out his 
finger,the water would surely make the hole bigger, &nd at last 
break down the dike , and the sea would come in on all the land 
and houses. He set his teeth,and stuck his finger tighter 
than ever. 
11You shall not c orne through!" he whispered," I will 
not run! 11 
Just as he thought it,he heard the far-off shout. Far 
in the distance he saw a black something on the road,and dust. 
The men were coming ! At l a st, they were coming. They came 
f . st and he could make out his own father,and the nearer, c- , 
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neighbors. They hud pickaxes ~nd shovels,and they were 
rU11IJ.ing • .. nd as they ran, they shouted , 11 ie 'r e comirur; taka 
..,....,_ 
beart,we ' re coming!" 
The next minute , it seemed,tbey were there. And vvben 
they sa~ Hans,with his pale face , and his hand tight in the 
dike,tbey gave a great cheer, - just as people do for soldiers 
b~cA from war ; and they lifted him up ~nd rubbed his aching 
arm With tender hands,and they told him th&t be was real 
hero , and that be had saved the town. 
man the man·bad mended the dike ,they mu:ched home, 
like an army ,and Hans was carried high on their shoulders , 
because he was a hero. And to this day the pe Lp le of Raarlem 
/'/ ' tall the story of how a little boy s aved the dike . 
** 
Po pulur songs~ 
July Ninth - Sunday 
fhe boys were divided into five classes for 0unday 0chool . 
b&Ch class WtiS tiSsigned to ~ teacher ~nd the lesson was taught 
under the trees. 
The boys stay for church at two o'clock. 
8:00 P • • 1. Hymn singing . 
~tories , told by the boys : l . Livingstone 
2. Lincoln 
3. The Little Hero of Ha rlem. 
~ong -Fast : Mt..rching With the Heroes 
Onward ,Christian :.:3oldiers 
~y C untry •Ti s of Thee. 
July Tenth - Seventeenth 
Honesty 
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July Tent h 
8:45 Devotions: Theme: Honesty is the best ~olicy . 
Stories: See Cheley - 11 Stories for Boys" P . 113 
" Hones t y Pays" 
'' It is related that a young clerk in the drygoods busi -
ness stated to a customer that such a piece of good s was 
not ''of the wea ·e ·' which the customer was &sking for . The pro-
prietor was very angry , and demanded why he did not show other 
goods , to which he replied, " ~•e d id not hE<ve the quality in the 
store." "Young man ,"said the proprietor ,"if you ca.nnot stretch 
the truth a little to fit circumstances, you will never do for 
me." The clerk's reply should be ·written upon the conscience-
of every youth. "Very well, if I must tell falsehoods in orderto 
keep my place, I must lose it. That's all." This clerk was 
~arshall Field ,who l a ter became one of the kings of co~~erce, 
while the dishonest employer became bankrup.t,and died in poverty" . 
By James Terry tihite . 
** 
Scripture : Mt . 5: l-12 ~ead and le~rn. 
Song: I Would be True. (170) 
9:30 Juniors go to Industrial. 
10:30 Primaries go to Industrial. 
3:00 Prepare for coming program on Friday ev~ning. 
More yells: 
l• Sis . Boom. Bah. 
Bvys' Camp,Boys' Camp • 
.Rah . 3ah. Rah . 
2. Strawberry shor t-cake,blueberry p ie, 
V-I-C-T-0- it-Y . 
Are we in it? •,'ell, I guess 
Boys Camp,Boys Camp 
Yes,Yes,Yes. 
3. ~ah. lah. ]ah • 
.:. h • _ ah • .nah • 
:tah. ~ah. ~ah. 
Boys Camp,Boys Camp,Boys Camp. 
( The name of a person may be used instead.) 
More songs: 
1. Dougla s will shine t onight,Douglas will shine, 
He's all dressed up tonight,Don't he look fine, 
Douglas will shine t onight, Douglc s ill s h ine, 
,/hen the sun goes down b.lld the mo on comes up, 
Dougl~s will shine • 
• (To be sung to the tune of HOld Time Je.ligion. n) 
South Athol's good for everybody , 
It is good for everybody, 
It is good for everybody, 
And it's good enough for me. 
It'is good for the fat and lean, 
It is good for the f at anu iean, 
It is good .for the fat and lean, 
And it's good enough for me . 
It is good for the short and the wide,etc . 
It is go od for the twixt and tween, 
It is good for the meek and lowly, 




It is good for the ~ed and Blues, 
It is good for the JlOung and old, 
is good for Boston babies, 
is good for Boston old folks, 
is good for Mr. Moore . 
South Athol 's good for everybody, 
It is good for everybody, 
It is good for everybody, 
And it's good enough for me. 
A Thank-You Verse. 
Thank you,Greenfield Folks , 
Thank you,.Greenfiela. Folks , 
Thank you, Greenfield l!'olks, 
ve thank you. 
3. Good-bye Camp Downey,Farewell to you, 
You are · not campers,like you used to do, 
You hang around South Athol, 
You loo~ like toys, 
You are not campers like we Douglas boys. 
6:30 Volley Ball and free play. 
8:15 Assemble for story hour. 
story,"Honesty Personified" Cheley,P. 117 
* 
~A Chinese Christian ferryman,poor in money,but rich in 
fttith ,one night ferried a man over the river. After throwing 
t h e cash for his fare into the bottom of the bo~t. the passeng-
er de parted hurriedly. The Christian went to pick up the money 
a.+).d fou:ad a ms,gnificent ptiir of gold bracelets which the man 
had dropped. He tied up his bo~t.and tried to find his pass-
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enger,but he . as lost in the crowd. According to the Ghinese 
law,he could keep the bracelets,but he did not feel comfortable 
doing this. He went to the preacher and together they took 
the br&celets to the mandarin , and later it w~s found that a 
wealthy Chinese had been robbed and the man who dropped the 
bracelets was a thief. The owner received them v ry thQnk-
fully bnd gave the mandarin a small rew&rd for the finder . The 
incident impressed the official very much ."I have ne er seen 
or heard anything like this, "he said. "Your religion must be a 
true religion and your God a loving God,thus to i nf uence a 
poor an to give wealth for conscience sake. 11 He praised the 
boatman,who went to his poor,damp ,mud hut on the banz of the 
river ith a contented mind." 
July Eleventh 
8:45 Theme: The all - knowing power of God. 
Scripture : Genesis 3: 1-24 
Songs: True-hearted,whole-hearted 
· Jesus,I have Promised. 
Brightly gle&ms our Father 's Mer cy . 
9:30 Gardening is started. :rhe Juniors go to gc:.rdening ··bile 
the Prim&.ries h~ve Bible drill on the Psalm l, and Yice 
versa. 
6:00 The game of Indian is initiated. 
8 :15 Story hour is tak en for the practise of songs Qnd yells 
for their coming entertainment. 
Story: "Forbidden Fruit" p . 19 in"Tell Me a True 





Do you remember about the be~utiful g~rden where dam 
and ~ve lived ? You know how happy they were,taAing care of 
the flowers b.nd playing with the an .... ma.ls. Every evening,when 
the sun had set dnd it began to grow dark and cool,God c&me 
into the garden and walked and talked with them. Hmv they 
must have w tched for Him,as children watch for their father 
to come home in the evening. Tha was the best part of the 
day. They ran to meet Him and told Him about all the things 
they h~d been doing,about the different flowers and trees and 
animals. It must have been very wonderful to see God and to 
hear Him speak,and how dearly they must have loved Him. 
There were many fruit trees in that garden,and God had 
told Adam and bVe they might eat of the fruit of all the trees 
except one. The fruit of the tree of the knowled~e of good 
and evil He had told them not to eat,so as to te&ch them to 
obey. 
ell,one d~y Eve was walking in the g&rden ,tending the 
flowers b.nd plants ,and t lking to the anim&ls . At last,in the 
middle of the garden,she came to the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil. In front of it was a snake,and the sna~e said 
to .t£ve , "Has God indeed said that you shall not eat of any 
tree in the garden ?" 
Eve answered, "We may eat the fruit of every tre.e, except 
the tree which is in the middle of the garden,and God has said 
if we eat of tht t one, or even touch it, we shall die." 
The snake told her that this was not true."Ye shall not 
die, "it s id. Then ~ve looked at the fruit of the tree of 
the knowledge of good c....nd evil,c..nd when she saw how pretty 
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it was and th~t it looked good to eat,she picked some of it 
and ate it. The rest she gave to Adam and he ate it too. 
Very soon the sun set and it began to grow co 1 &nd f~a­
gr nt in the garden. That was the time God c&~e to see them, 
and they were always atching for Him, but this day ,after they 
had eaten the forbidden fruit, they were afraid,andwhen they 
heb.rd God walking in the garden they hid among the trees. 
God called to Adam:" ,;ne e art thou ?" 
And dam and ~ve came out of their hiding place und Adam 
said," I hea.rd Thy voice in the garden , and I was fraid, a.nd I 
hid myself." That was &. stranE'e thing for a son to say to his 
Heavenly Father,that he was afraid when he heard Him coming 
and hid. ·hy was he afraid ? Because he had done wrong. 
Then God asked him if he had eaten the fruit of the tree 
He had told him not to touch,and dam said,"~ve gave me the 
fruit and I did eat." 
God turned to ..t!.Ve saying, 11 What hast 'thou done?" 
Eve answered,nThe snake tempted me,and I did eat." 
So God punished the snake. He made him crawl,al·ays 
flat on the ground,because he had tempted ~ve . But Adam and 
_ve He had to punish most; He sent them out of the beautiful 
garden where He had walked and talked with them: and at the 
gate of the parden He placed an angel with a flaming sword 
in his hand which turned every way,so that no one could come 
again into that beautiful place. 
Outside of the garden the ground was rought and stony, 
and there were no lovely flowers;only thistles und thorns. 
Adt~.m and ~ve had to work hara,very h rd,to max:e anything grow , 
nd they were sometimes sick and sad . But God loved them always 
even though they had done wrong . He punished them only to 
m ke them good . Before they left the garden He g~ve them co cts 
of fur to keep them warm ; and when they were truly sorry for 
what they h~d done, I am sure He came to them ag~in and lked 





8:45 Biblical references concerning honesty. 
0cripture: 1 Thessalonians 4: 11-12 
1Brk 10:19 Ph ilippians 4:8 Isaiah 33:15-16 
Songs: Holy,Holy,Lord God Almighty(l2) 
There's a Wideness in God's Mercyr56) 
ing Them Over Again to Me(66) 
I · ould be True(l70) 
6:00 Get ready for Prayer meeting . 
7:45 Prayer meeting in the church. Boys and girls and older 
people attend . The Leader is in charge. Theme: Honesty . 
The meeting is opened by a song service. Mr . Chapman 
g ives a short discourse on Acts 24:13-16 emphasizing 16. 
Testimonies follow the talk. 
July Thirteenth 
8:45 Theme. Honesty to self,playmates,teachers. 
Story, Che ley, "Stories for Talks to Boys," p . 120 
"An Oriental ::>ijerlock." 
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An Oriental Sherlock 
II 
story fromthe daily press illustr~ting the ~uto­
m~tic action of sin: A tourist in ~gypt had his purse stolen 
one night. The sheik guide sa.id, "I Will get it for you." 
~ark his shrewd steps: 
He culled the camp before him and aSked who had the 
money. All denied having it. Then he made them go alone and 
think solemnly for an hour. Same result of denial . Only the 
guilty man wa.s getting more restless all the while~ He then 
had a mule placed in a tent and ordered each man in the company 
to go in there alone,c~ose the flap and pull the mule's tail, 
telling them the mule would bray as the guilty man pulled. 
One by one they filed in and out -no sound from the mule. 
"Now , " s&id the sheik," let each man appr os.ch, and put his 
palms on my cheeks . I wi 11 _p ick the thd.ef." They had not 
proceeded long before the old sheik cried," Behold the guilty 
man!" He was right,and the convicted man confessed. How did 
he know? Before they went in with the donKey,the sheik had 
daubed the donkey ' s tail with some aromatic oil . ~very honest 
man pulled the tail ~nd his hands were fragrant . The thief 
was afraid to touch the tail- his hands were oifferent . Only 
a trembling hand or a finger print - that is enough.'' Be sure 
your sin Will find you out." - "Bull's Notes. " 
Scripture: Boys repeat Psalm I 
Jr.illed on camp songs and"Marching 1 ith the Heroes"(201) 
1:15 Go to entertainment hall to practise for Frid&y night. 
4:00 The leader plays ~nd romps with the boys . He finds that 
the interest of s orne c t.n be .gained in this way that could 
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not be gained in a formal game. 
6:30 Play - Charades 
Have a sing: South Athol is good for everybody 
There's a Long,Long Trail 
Our Camp is Grand and Glorious 
Get a Wiggle On 
Lil' Lixa Jane 
Carry Me Back to 01' Virginia 
Get a Wiggle On: 
Get wiggle on,get a wiggle on 
Don't sit there and giggle on 
Get e:. wi ggle on, get a wiggle on, 
And sing & new song. 
July Fourteenth 
7:00 ~ehearse for entertainment in the evening. 
3:00 Hike 
4:00 Play 
6:30 Get ready for entertainment 
7:45 ~ntertainment 
Program: 
Marching with the Heroes(ZOl) (Boys mhrch from 
common and begin singing as they enter the door) 
Billy Boy - from the Boy ccout Song Book 
Yell: Richachicka Boom 
Ame rican the Be~utiful(239) 
t~omanle ss Nedd ing. 
Solo 
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Opened by ~istake 
Bow , 1 ow, Wow - from Boy .:>cout Song Book 
They Say that South At hol She Ain't Got no Style 
Yell: Camp Douglas 
Modern Hercules 
The Marseille - by two Assyrians 
Italian Song 
South Athol is Good for ~verybody 
Yell: Boys Camp 
Taps. - Boy Scout ~ong Book 
Good Night . 
July Fifteenth 
8:45 Prayers : Theme : The lffect of Dishonesty on a Person 
Stor y - The Trial of Le o, p . 67, Part 2 in"The 
Thir.d Book of Stories for the Story Teller , " 
by Fcmnie Coe . 
** The Trial of Leo 
Wherever Jerome went the lion ·~· ent also . Best of all 
Leo enjoyed their daily duty of drawing water from the river . 
One day they had gone as usual,Jerome,the lion , and 
the stupid donkey who was carrying the filled jar on his 
back . They were jogging comfortably ho~e , wben a poor ~n 
c~me running out of ti tiny hut near the river . n e begg ed Je-
rome to come with him und try to cure his sick baby . 
"Stay, brother , ".Uerome said to Leo ; "stay eo.nd wat ch 
the foolish d.onkey." And he went with the man, feeling sure 
that the lion would oe faithful . 
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Now Leo ment to do his duty, but it was & hot and sleepy 
day , &nd he WC:lS very tired . He la.y down beside the a on£ey and 
£e t one eye upon him,closing the other one just for a minute. 
But this is a d~::~.ngerous thing to do . Before he knew it, the 
other eye oegc..n to ~•ink; und the next moment J...oeO wa.s sound 
asleep,snoring with his head on his paws . Just then there 
came a thief of a c&mel-driver, With a band of horses £< nd 
asses . He saw the donkey grazing and he said to himself,"Aha , 
A fine little donkey . I will add him to my ca.ravan &nd no 
~ ne Will be the Wiser." beizing Silly by the halter , he first 
cut away the water- jar,and then rode off with him as fsst as 
he coula. gallop . 
Uow the sound of pattering feet wakened Leo . He jumped 
up with a roar just in time to see the camel- driver's face 
· s he glanced back from the top of the next hill . Leo ran 
v•ildly about sniffing for the donkey; but when he found that 
he had really disappeared,he knew the c&mel-driver must ha ' e 
stolen him . He was terribly angry. He stood by the Bter - jar 
and roared ~::~.nd lashed his tail us he remembered the thief ' s 
Wicked f&ce. 
How in the midst of his rl:l.ge out cc..me Jerome . He found 
Leo roc..ring ~nd foaming ~::~.t the mouth , his red -ri~med eye looking 
very fierce . And the donk.ey gone - only the wc..ter - jar lay 
spilling on the ground . Them Jerome me de a great mistake . He 
thought Leo had gro~n tired of living on pDrridge and greens 
&nd had tried fresh donkey- meat for a change . 
"Oh , you wicked lion!" he cried , "you have eaten poor 
Silly. , hat shall I do to punish you ?" J:hen Leo roared 
louder than ever with shame ana. sorrow . But he could not 
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speak to tell how it had h~ppened. 
rhe 0aint w&s very sad. rears stead in his kind eyes. 
"You Will have to ue the donkey now, "he said; "you will have 
to do his part of the \ork since he is now a part of you. 
Come,stand up &nd let me fC:t.sten the Wuter -jar upon your back." 
He spoke sternly end even switched Leo with his oliYe stick. 
DSO had never been treated like this. He was King of 
Beasts ,and it was u shbme for ~ king to do donkey's work. His 
eyes ~shed,&nd he h~d half a mind to refuse and to run away . 
Then he looked at the good man and remembered how he had 
taken out that cruel thorn. uo he hung his head and stood 
still to be harnessed in the donKey 's pla ce. 
Slowly and ~ infully Leo c rried the w&ter-jcr u~ the 
hill. ~ut worse than all it was to feel th~t his de&r master 
w s ~ngry with him. Jerome told the story to the other monks , 
nd they were even more &ngry th n he h d been, for they did 
not love Leo so well. 
fhey all agreed th~t poor Leo must be punished ; so they 
treated him exactly as if he were & mean,silly donkey. rhey 
gave him only oats· nd water to eat,and made him do all Silly's 
work. They would no longer let him sleep outside his star's 
door,but they tied him in a lonesome stall in the stable. 
It was a sad time for Leo . He was growinp thinnner and 
thinner. His mane was rough and tangled because he had no 
he~rt to keep it smooth. And there were seve al wh ite hairs 
in his beautiful whiskers. He had been hmping that something 
would happen to show that is w~s all a mistbke; but it seemed 
as though the world ws.s against him,and truth was dead. 
It was a sad time tor Jerome,too. He still loYed Leo , 
though he knew the lion must be punished for the dreadful 
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deed hich he was believed to have done. 
Une day he had to go ome distance to a neighboring 
town to buy provisions . As usual, he took Leo with him to 
bring back the burden ,but they did not speak ~11 the Tay. 
Jerome had done the errands which he had come to do , and was 
fastening the bas~et on e ~ ch side of the lion's back. 
Suddenly the lion gro\vled bnd began to lash his tail, 
quivering like a cat re&dy to spring on a mouse . A train of 
camels vas passing at the moment,and ~eo h~d seen at their 
head a mean,wicked face wh ich he remembered. And as the 
l~st of the caravan went by,Leo caught sieht of jilly himself, 
the misSin€ donkey of the monastery. 
At the sound of Leo's growl , Silly pric:O.ed up his"ea.rs , 
and stood on his forelegs . Then the camel-driver came running 
up ·to see who:.t wc..s the ma.tter with his tolen aonkey . But 
when he came flice to face wi th T. eo ,whose yellow eyes were glar -
ing terribly,the thief trembled and turned pale. For here-
membered the dre~dful roar which had followed him that day 
as he h~d g~lloped across the sand holding Silly's halter. 
All this time Jerome had been wonderiru:r at the lion 's 
strange behavior ~ But when he saw Leo seize the donKey's 
bridle,he began to suspect the truth. He r &n rup B.nd exam-
ined the donkey carefully. 
Then Leo looked up in his face and groPled softly, as if 
to say: -
"Here is your old donkey, safe and sound. You see I 
didn 't e<..t him,after all. That is the real thief." Turning 
to the camel-driver,he showed his teeth Lnd looked so fie ce 
th<::!.t the man hid behind a camel,crying,":flake away the lion!" 
Kill the wicked lionJ" 
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But Jerome seh:ed Silly by the bridle . n :rhis is my beast' IT 
he said, "and I sha 11 le a d him home v; ith ~ne. You stole him , 
thief, and my noble lion has found you out." And he laid his 
hand tenderly on Leo's head. 
rrHe is mine ! You shall not hav-e him !" cried the c&mel-
driver, trying to dro.g the donkey aw~y from Jerome, But with a 
dreadful roar, Leo sprang upon him . 1vi th his grec.. t pa.w he 
knocked him down a.nd sat upon his stoma.ch. 
''Do not hurt him , Leo," said Jerome gently .But to the 
camel-driver he was very stern.nLook out,sir thief,"he said, 
"how you steal again the donkey of an honest man • ..c;ven the 
yellow beasts of the desert know better than that,and will 
make you ashamed . Be thankful that you escape so easily." 
Then he took the baskets from Leo 's back and bound them 
upon Silly . 1/hen they were all ready to start,Jerome calm 
Leo , and he got up from the chest of the camel-driver. T ere 
.he had been sitting all this time,washing his face with his 
paws and smiling. 
"My poor old Leo !" said Jerome,with tears in his eyes; 
"I have J'W,de you suffer cruelly foro. crime of which you 1ere 
not guilty . But I will make it up to you.n 
Then happily the three set out for home . All the way 
Jerome kept his arm about the neck of the lion, \.h o was wild 
with joy becduse he and his de~r m~ster were friends once 
more . 
fhey had a joyful reception at the monastery on the 
hill. "very one petted Leo and gave him so many good things 
to eat that he almost burst With fatness. They made him a 
t h . his soft bed,o.nd all the monks took turns in sera c 1ng 
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chin for ten minutes Gl.t a time, which was what Leo loved 
better tho.n anything else in the ,Jorld . 
And so he dwelt happily with the good mon~s , one of 
the most honored brothers of the monastery . hnu at last 
after many ,rnany years, they grew old together,and very tired 
and sleepy . One night Jerome lay gently down to rest ,and 
never ~oke in the morning. But the gre~t lion loved him so 
that wh en they la.id him to slee p under a beautiful plane -tree 
in the garden , ~eo lay down upon the mound moaning and grieving 
and would not move. So his faithful heart broke thut day , and 
he , too ,slept forever by his dear master's side. 
But this was not a sad thing that ha ppened. For think 
how dreadful the days would have been for ll eo Without Jerome. 
hnd thi~ how sad a life Jerome wou ld have s pent if Leo had 
left him first. Oh ,no; it was not sad,but very,very be~uti-
ful tb<:1t the dear Saint and his friendly bec.. st could be hanpy 
to gether all the day, and wh en the long night ca.me they could 
/I I 
sleep together side by side in the ga.rden . 
Abb ie Far well Brown . 
** 
Points emphasized during the week : -
1. Dishonesty makes a snet~-k of a person . 
2. Dishonesty makes o. person lose confidence in himself 
3. Dishonesty rna ke s a person lose confidence in others 
4. Dishonesty mc..kes a person Inb.ke so many excuses. 
Dishonesty brings on more dishonesty . 
1~:00 Go on hike. 
Go swimming. 
Have weinner roast at the lake. 
Return to the camp a t four o• 1 k ~~~ ~7~ h~ ~ ~(!> 67 
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6 : 30 Pl&y Volley Ball and Fox and Geese 
More yells : 
1. Hit ' em hard , wish ' em well , 
Nho can win, we can tell • 
Douglas,Douglas, Douglas. 
2 . Oatmeal , cornmean , whe~t , and mush. 
The Girls' Camp is dying. 
~verybody hush,sh,sh,sh. 
3. Zig,zig,zig,zig,Boom. Baw . 
Dougl&s ,Douglas , Douglas . 
Camp 0ong : 
Good bye Camp Downey ,Farewell to you , 
You are not campers like you used to do . 
You hang ar nund South Athol 
You look liKe toys , 
You are not campers like we Dougl~s Boys . 
Story : 
Genesis 4G , 43 , 44 , 45 , 46 ,47: l-12 The Leader 
told the story from these chapters of" Joseph 
.H'orgi ving His Brothers ." 
July Sixteenth 
The regular Sunday program was carried out. 




Forbidden .b'rui t 
An Or iental 0herlock 
The Trial of Le o - Part II 
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Joseph Forgiving His Brothers . 
July Seventeenth - Twenty-fourth 
C01B.AGE 
July Seventeenth 
8:45 Real cour&ge ~nd how it strengthens one's chur&cter. 
Scripture: Acts 9 :1-20 Scripture is read and children 
are asked to give the story. 
Songs: Holy ,Holy , Holy(l2) and ,Onward,Chr:is tian 0oldiers 
( 200) • 
9:15 Inspection. 
Beds in specially bad shape . Special instruction is 
given in bed-making ~nd re-making is done . 
3:00 Practise singing at entertainment hall for the coming 
Sunday. 
5:30 The Juniors had their supper in picnic style down along 
the branch,while the ~rimaries had theirs at camp as usual. 
6:30 Play hat -ball and fox and geese . 
8:15 Devotions: 
Story : The Burning Fiery Furnace,by Stewart , p . 129 
* Daniel 3 
1Dur last story was about the four boys who were t&ken 
far away from their homes to the country of the king who 
prayed to images of wood and stone . 
This story is about a gorgeous image which the k ing, 
who was called Nebuchadnezzar, worshipped. He had it made of 
shining,yellow gold,and it was very big and high. It could 
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not have stood in any house,it was so huge,but the king set 
it up on~ plain,a great field with no trees on it. Then 
he sent to gather together all the most important people 
in the Kingdom ,the princes ,the governors , &nd the captains, 
the juuges,the counsellors and the rulers,to come and see 
the im&ge he had set up. From all the country round they 
came ,and when they were g~;;;.. the red together, the princes, the 
governors, the captains, the judges, the counsellors ;end the 
rulers,they stood before the gre~t image. 
Among them were three of the four boys,Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego,who had become great men now,and helped 
the king rule over h,is k ingdom. I think D&niel was away on a 
journey',for the Bible does not say that he was there. 
It must have been a splendid sight. The princes and 
all the other men wore bright and be·utiful clotbes , and the 
image of gold shone so dazzingly in the sun that they could not 
1ook at it. At one side were men with musical instruments, 
those with strin~s you play upon, and the brass trum pets you 
blow. They were not play ing, they were waiting b.nd listening 
with the others to hear what the k ing wunted them to do in 
honour of his wonderful im&.ge . Soon !::j. riDn ste eped out from 
the crowd. He was a messenger from the k ing calked a herald, 
and w&.s to tell them why they had been called together. He 
cried a · oud that ~11 might heart: 
"To you it is com.m.nded,O people,nations,and l&nguagea, 
tlli:.t at ·J.wbat time ye hear the sound of the cornet,flut~P,harp, 
dulcimer Cilld all kinds of music,ye fall down and ~~or ship the 
golden image that Nebuchadnezzar,the king bath set up. And who-
soever falleth not down and worshippeth shall the same hour 
be cast inL o the midst of the burning fiery furnace. n 
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The furnttce was there in frontof them,not & big 
~lack one like ours,but built into a cave of rock , so that 
you could st~nd before it , and see the flames glowing and 
leaping. It was large , very large,so that many men could be 
thrown into it if they dared to disobey the king . Do you 
think there were any men in that crowd who would disobey 
and run the risk of being thro wn into that terrible place, 
to be burnt up in a flash like a piece of pu per ? 
Listen,and I will tell you if there were any so bold . 
The musici~ns began to play,and as soon as the sound of 
the cornet,flute,harp, and all kinds of music w&s heard by 
the people , they all fell down &nd worshipped golden imPge 
that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up . 
I s&id "all , " but there were three men who stoocl up 
straight and looked before them , and did not bow their he~ds , 
or bend their knees before thc:..t golden image. You ce:.n guess 
who they were , ShE..drc;.ch , Mesh~:wh, and oednego . 
Some of the princes cume near to the king und said , 
"0 king , live fo n:wer . Thou,O king , hast made & law, thc.t every 
m~n that shall hear the sound of cornet , flute , harp , dulcimer 
and all kinds of music shall fall down and worship the golden 
image,and whosoever falleth not down Wld worshippeth,that he 
shall oe c&st into the midst of the a burning fiery !·urnb.ce . 
There are ce~tain men thou hast set over part of thy kinfdOm, 
Shadrach,Mesh~ch,b.nd Abednego . These men , O king , have not obey-
ed thee . They serve not thy gods,nor worship the golden 
im&,ge which thou hast set up . " 
Then Nebuch dnezzar in furious ra~e commanded th8t 
those three men be brought before him c. nd he spoke to them 
and s&id:"Is it true,o Shadrc..ch,Iv1eshe:..ch,b.nd .t.:..bedneg-o,do not 
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yetserve my gods nor worshi p the golden image which I have 
s et up ? Now if ye be re~dy that a t what time ye he~ the 
sound of the cornet , flute , harp , dulcimer and &ll kinds of 
rnusic , ye fall down and ~vorship the image which I hLve made , 
,,ell ! But if ye worship not ye shall be cast the s ume hour 
into the midst of b. burning fiery furnace , &nd who is the:.. t God 
that shall deliver you out of my hands ?" 
Then Shadrc..ch , \1esha.ch , an6. ~bednego o.nswered ond 
said to the k ing : 
"If it be so our God whom we ser\e is ab.ie to 
deliver us from the burning fiery furno.ce , and He v;ill deliver 
us out of thine h&;.nd , 0 king. But if not , be it known unto thee , 
0 king , that we will not serve thy gods , nor worsh i p the golden 
image Which thou hast set up ." 
"l'hat was s plend id! Their nswer to the king is 
one of the fire. st speeches in the Bib le. 3ut it enraged the 
k ing. He was full of fury , his face grew terrible to look 
upon , &nd he ordered tho.t the furnace,which wo. s &-lreEdy bl-uzing 
hot , shoula be ®de seven times hotter . Then he commanded the 
mightiest men of his army to bind hadrach ,Meshach , and ... bednege 
and to cast them into the midst of the furnace . They were 
bound in their coats and hats and other clothes,and as they 
were cast into the midst of the blazinp fire,the fi erce heat 
burned up thos e men who had bound them,and Shadrach , Meshach , 
and Abednego fell down into the midst of the burning fiery 
furnace . From where Nebuchadnezza.r WbS sitting he could look 
right into the furn&.ce , und as soon &.s the three men were 
thrown there,he sprang up,greatly ustonished and cried to 
his counsellors, "Did not we cast three men bound , into the 
midst of the fire ?n 
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They answered, 11 True, 0 king. 11 
He said, nLo, I see four men loose, walking in the midst 
of the fire,and t h ey have no hurt , and the form of the fourth 
is like the Son of God ." 
Then Nebuchadnezzar came ne &r to the mouth of the burning 
fiery furnace c..nd cried,"::ihadrl::ich , Meshach,c..nd Abednego , ye 
servtt.mts of the most high God ,come forth et.nd come hither ." 
And ~hadrach , Meshach , and Abednego came out from the midst of 
the fire . 
Then the princes , governors , and captains and the king 's 
counsellors , all who were gathered together ,saw the .three men 
as strong and whole as they were before they were c&st into 
the furntt.ce;for the fire had n o power upon them. Not a hair 
of their heads was singed , nor were their coats scor chad nor was 
there even the small of burning about the , / 
Then Nebuchadnezzar s aid," Blessed be the God ,who hath 
sent His angel and delivered His servants that trusted in 
Him . Therefore I make a law thet.t every people , nation,and 
let.nguage, 1Jhich speaks against the God of Sha.drach , M:eshach, 
and Abednego ,shall be cut in pie ces,because there is no other 
God that can save men after this sort." 
So the king gave even higher pl&ces in his kingdom to 
the three br~ve men , and he and all his pe~ple worshipped the 
// Lord God of Shadrach ,Meshac:Q. ,and Abednego . 
** 
Song : .ruse up, 0 Men of God . ( 218 ) 
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July riiphteenth 
8:45 Devotions : Things that demand cour&fe to - day . 
~c.ripture : ~phesiLns 6: l-13 
CourLfe de~nded to : 
l . Stand ior ight on all oc c &sions . 
G o Be cheerful when thinps seem to oe ~rainct us . 
3 • Do our part we ll • 
4 . Go on to school . 
Story : Childe ~owland , from Coe . P . 50 
II 
** 
Child e ~ow land 
Childe ~owlc..nd e:.nd his brothers twain 
;'ere playing at the ball , 
iilld there was their sister . Burd ~llen . 
In the midst . among them all . 
Childe ~ow lt..nd kicked it vvi th his foot 
1:.nd cc.ught it V1ith his knee ; 
At l&st as he plunged ~mong them all 
O' er the church he made it flee . 
Burd ~llen round about the aisle 
To seek the ball is gone . 
3ut long they we:.ited . ana longer still . 
rnd she c~me not btck &gain . 
T.hey soup-ht her east . they ~ O'.lf'ht her •rest , 
They SO'iPht her up c..nd do··n , 
1nd woe were the he&~ts of theose b ethren 
;,o.r she was not to Je found . 
So at last her eldest brother went to the •u lock :.:erlin 
t~.._d told him c..ll the cc...se , t.na. &S.r .. ed him if he xne ·where urd 
..£llen w s . 
"fhe fair Burd ..C:llen" SCiid the .1&rlock Jerlin , "muet h&ve 
been carried off oy the fairies , bec~use she went round the 
church"widershins ' -- the OJ.posite way to the sun • ..:he is no•r in 
the Dark Tower oi the ing of .C:lfland; it would ta: e the ooldest 
.r:nitrh t in Chris tend om to bring- her buck ." 
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"If it is possible to being her oc.. ck" said he r brother , 
"I ' ll do it,or perish in t he attempt . " 
"Possible it is n sc..i d the .. &r l eek Mer lin , "but wo e to the 
I 
man or mother ' s son th&t &ttempts it,if he is not well t&u~ht 
oeforehu.nd wha.t he is to do . " 
Tne eldest brother of '3urd ~llen ' s nnt to b e .ut off 
by any te(;...r of dc.,rlfer from c..ttem r ting to get he oE c . ,so he 
begged the .~a.rlock vlerlin to tell him v:n(;...t he should d0,<-'1d h£t 
he should not do , in going to seek his ~ ister . And c..ftec he had 
been ta.ught , ~nd had repe~ted his lesson , he set out 1or ~lfl&nd . 
But long they Waited,~nd longer still , 
dith doubt &nd muckle pain , 
But woe we e tn~;; hearts of his brethren , 
For he carne not back &gE;;.. in . 
fhen the sec nd brother got tired ~nd tired of Wc..iting 
&nd he went to the r~e: .. rlock Merlin and ~sked him the Sc.me &S his 
or other. So he set out to find .3urd .t.llen . 
But long they V"&. it ed , ~:md longer st i 11, 
rv i th mucKle doubt t.nd pain , 
But woe were his mother's e:.nd brother's hee:rt 
For he came not bock ~ain . 
And when they had V':c.i ted c.nd wt. ited for u. ~ood long 
time , Childe ;towlc.xnd , the youngest of 3.rd .J.'J llen's brothe~~. ·ished 
to go,c..ndwent to his mother,the good 0 ueen,to &sk her to let him 
go , But she would not at first,for he was the lc..st tnd dar eFt 
of he.c children, c..nd if he we~ e lost , all "Ould be lost . Eut he 
begged , and he beff ed , till at l bs t the ood nueen let him fO , ~nd 
g~::.-ve him his f e: ther's fOOd brc..nd that never st r"lCK in c.in,&.nd 
c..s she girt it round his vl& ist , she s .... ia the spell thc....t would 
g i \: e it v ic t or y . 
So Childs 1owland sa.id good - bye to the good nueen,his 
mother,~nd went to thu c Gve or· th 
""' e rio.r lock M 1 · " er J.n . Once 
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more,tind but once more ,"ne Said to the ,,c..rlock ,"tell how man 
or mother 's son may rescue Burd ~llen and her brothers twain." 
11 t1Bll,my son, "said the u'c.r locz.. Merlin, "there are but 
two things;simple they may seem,but hard they are to do. One 
thing to ao ,and one thing n t to do . I.nd the thing to do is this: 
after you h~ve entered the land of Fai ry,whoever speaks to you, 
till you meet the 3urd Ellen, you must out with your father • s 
br&nd and off dth his he& d . And what you''· e not to do is this: 
bite no oit , and QrinA no drop,hoever hungry or thristy you be; 
drink a drop ,or bite a bit,while in ~lfland you be , Bnd ne ·er ill 
you see Middle .c.b.rth again ." 
So Childs ~owl&nd said the two thinps o...-er &nd over 
again,till he ~new them by het.rt,o.nd he ths.nked the ~o E·~lock ~1erlin 
and went on his ·ay . And he \'1ent a.lonp-, till he co. r:e to the h rPe -
herd 01. the Zing of Elf land feeding his horses. These he kne· · by 
their fiery eyes,~nd knew tht.t he w&s at l&st in the l&ndy of 
Fairy . 
"Canst thou tell me" said Childs sow and to the horse -
herd ,'where the L:ing of ~lfland 's Dt.rk Tower is?" 
"I co.nnot tell thee" s~i<l the horse - herd ," but go on 
a little farther &nd thou wilt come to the cow-herd,and he , maybe , 
c&n tell thee." 
Then without c. word more ,Childe Rowlc: .• nd drew the 
good brtl.nd tht..t never struck in v~in, hlld off went the horse-herd's 
he5.d. 
Pnd Childs owland went on f&rther,till he came to 
the cow-herd,~nd bSked him the so.me question. 
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'' I c" n ' t tell thee ," Soid he , " out fO n little 
fttrther , and thou wilt c ome t o t h e he n- '.: i 1e , and sh ~ i s sure to 
kno1 . " 
Then Childe t OWlo.nd out with his f OOd or c..nd th a t 
nev er struck in \a in , and off went the c ow- herd ' s h ea d . 
And he went on a Little f o. rther , till he came t o bn 
old woman in a gr&.y cloak , and he asked her if she .knew ''/here 
t he Dark To wer of the King of .!1.lflc.nd walil. 
"Go on a little f arther ," s &id the hen- ,J i f e, "till 
you come to a round green hill , surrolmded with terrace - rings , 
! r om the oo t tom to t he top ; g o round it three time s , ' wi dershins , ' 
a nd each time sa y : 
"' Open , door ! open , door ! 
And leL me come in ,' 
&nd the t ird time the door will open , ::.nd y ou my go in . " 
And Childe 1owl s nd was just ~ oing on , whe n he remem-
bered what he had to do ; so he out with the good o r~ nd th a t 
never str uck in a i n , and of f went the he n - ; i f e' s he d . 
Then he went on, and on, and on , till he c o.me t u the 
round green hill with the terra ce rings fr ~ to p to oottom , and 
he went round i t three times , "w ider shins , " sc..yirw each time : --
" ' Open, dovr ! op en , doo.c !.. 
And le t me come i n ." 
And the t hird t ime the door did open , and he ~ent in , an d it 
c:losed with a click , an d Childs :towl o.nd wa s left in the dark . 
It was not exac~ly dark , bu t a kind Ol t wilight or 
gloaming . There were ne i ther wi ndows nor c~ndle s , and h e co u l d 
not make out where the tw il i~ht ca me from , i ± not tbroupb the 
wa lls and roo :L . These were r ouph a r ches ·TP. de of & tr&r s par ent 
roc~ . encrusted with sheeps ll er and r oc£ spo r , ~ n d other bright 
st one s , But t. houf.b it was rock , t he a ir v'U F u ite ·.•c..· rn , s it 
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always is in ~lfl&nd . 
So he went through this p&ssa.ge till &t l~st he 
c&me to t wo wide and hifh folding-doors which stood ajar. d 
when he opened them, there he saw ~ most wonderful and lo~ious 
sight. A large and spacious hc....ll, Su large tht..t it seemed to be 
as long &nd as broad as the green hill itself. ~he roof as 
supported oy line pilla:s , so l&rge ~nd lofty that the p ill rs of 
c&thedral were as nothinf to them . They were &ll OL pold c..nd 
silver, ·w ith fretted work , &nd between them and c. rouncl them \. ea ths 
of Ilowers, com posed of -- what do you thintt? 'hy , of diamonds 
hnd emer&lds, und all manne ot reci ue st · ne~. And the ·ery 
keystones of the c... ches had fo o naments clusters of d i amo nds 
&nd ruoies c.nd pearls , a.nd ..., the precious st ne . • nd 11 these 
arches met in the midale of the - oof , &nd just there h~n~ , oy a 
gold chain, ~n immense la.mp made out of vne oi~ pearl hollowed 
out and quite transpa.rent. And in the middle of this was a 
huge, oig carouncle, vhich kept spinning round &nd round , and 
this wa what gave light by its rays to the vvho le ho.ll, vhich 
seemed as if the setting sun wa.s shininp on it. 
The hall wa.s furnished in u manner equally gra.nd, 
and at Lne ena oi it .as u glori us couch o~ ·el•et, silk, and 
fOld , and there sc.t Burd ~llen , comb i ng her polden hair with a 
sil ;.e r comb. 
And when she sc...w Childe ~owl&nd she stood up &nd s&id: --
"God pity ye, poor luckless fool, 
~.hat have ye here to do? 
'Hear ye this, my youn~est brother , 
.hy didn't ye bide at home? 
Had yo~ a hundred thous~nd li~es 
Ye couldn't spar e any a one. 
"But sit ye dom; out •oe, oh, :oe , 
That e ·e r ye ere born, 
F~r come the Zin~ o ~lfland in, 
your fortune is forlorn." 
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Then they sat down together, and Childe iowland 
told here all that he had done , and she told him how their two 
orothers had reached t he Dark f ower, but had been enchanted by 
the King o1 ~lfland , and l ay there entombed as if dead . And 
then , &fter they had t a lked a little longer, Childe ~owl£nd be -
gan to f eel hungry from his long travels, and told his sister 
3urd .c,llen how hungry he was and tts.:ed for some food , fo ... ?etting 
all abvut the darlock Harlin's warning. 
Burd Ellen lo oked ~t Childe ~owl~nd end shook her 
head, but she was under a spe ll, hnd co uld not ·arn him. : o she 
rose up and went out , o.nd soon brought o~:;..ck & golden basin ful l 
of oread and milk . Childe ~owland WctS just gain? t o r aise it to 
his lips , when he looked at his sister and remembered why he had 
come a l l that way . So he dashed the bowl to the ground , b.nd said : 
rr Not a sup ill I swallow, nor a bit will I bite , till 3urd 3llen 
is set free ." 
Just at that moment they heard the noise of some one 
approaching, hnd a loud voice was heard sayin~: --
"Fee, fi , fo , turn , 
I smell the blood of ~ Christian man , 
Be he dead , be he li ing , with my brand , 
I'll dash his ora ins from his brain- pan .rr 
And then the fo lding- doors o the ht.ll ~:1ere burst 
open , o.nd the King of ~lfland rushed i ~ . 
"Strike , then, Bogle , i f' thou dv:c-est !" sh uted out 
Childe 1owland, and rushed t _. meet him with his fOOu b.:snd that 
ne,er yet d id f& il. 
They foufht , bnd they ~oupht , t.nd they 1oupht, till 
Childe 3owl&nd beat the {ing o_ ~lfland down on to h is knees, 
and caus ed him to yield and beg l or mercy. 
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"I grhnt thee mercy, n id ChiLde ~owl nd; "re ease 
my sister irom thy spells &nd r ise my orothers t c li ~ e, nd 
lD t us c..ll po free , &..nd thou sh~::.l t be spared . " 
"I agree ," so.id the ~lrin .:::im~ . And risin:- up he 
ent t ~ chest !rom which he took & phi~l ~illed with a olood-
red lie.;. uar . 1ith this he an· inted the ec...r , eyelid "' , nostrils , 
L~ps , ~na I i nfer -tips of the two brothers , ~na the~ sprc...n &t 
once into life, and declared that their souls ha.d been w"aY , 
out now returned. The ~lfin King then suid some words to Burd 
~llen , ~nd she was disench&nted, &nd they all four p~ssed out 
of the h&ll , through the long passage, and turned their oacks on 
the Db.r.& ro,er, ne\er to return agc...in . So they reached h me 
a.nd the good ueen , thei mother; and '~urd .... llen neYe •..ve t 
I! 
round 1:::.. church 'widershins" agrin . 
J cseph Jacobs . 
Songs : Corne l'hou .A l::!ifhty ~~ing . ( 3b) 
Da e to Be 3 ave , Dare t 3e T~ue . (175) 
Onward Christian 0oldiers . (GOO) 
He Jeadeth He, r Blessed 'Jlh oup-ht. ( l · ) 
It hto.s been tco.,:en for grc... ted i n this rec _ d O.i e e ts 
tbat prto.yer is &n irnpo ~ tunt 1o.rt 01 the morning b.nd 
e\ening devoti ~ns. 
~ : .50 - 1 ' :30 PrimL. ies work on their dic.ries while 'the Juniors 
are at their garaens . 
10: 30 - 11 :30 Juniors work on their di aries . 
6:30 Vo lley ball and Newc omb 
"Newcome is similar t o volley oc...ll , out is plLyed ove a 
rope insteud of a net , &nd the players throw the b&ll 
instead of striking it ith the h nd . Other ise the 
two go.mes c.re c...lnost the slime.'' (Curti!.s ~:;53) 
S: l5 Story : Allin York- The Hero of the o;:-ld har l 
P . 3 . The olueoer_ ies a~~e n ov1 i_pe , so c.. ·te.c the seirn..'Iling 
exped ~ti on they u sually ~re ~lloned to p icK a.nd eot the 
blueberries 
July Nineteenth . 
8 :45 Devo tions : Courage munifest oy 3 iblico.l heroes . 
Story : ..t! ' L~e fro n Het..ven , from Kar y Steward in Tell ... Ie A 
True St ory , P .ll8 
**** 
Fire rom Heaven 
I Ki ngs 18 
'' .v'h ile ~lijah was liYini! V'· i t h the little boy &nd his 
mother , what Wt\S happ eni ng to the people i n Isrc..el? 
They were still pr&ying t o the p iece e f st ne and 
.·o od, c..nd no ra i n hod i<-<llen fo1· ~o lonf c. time that the;y ·ere 
dying o::c hunger c...nd t hirst . Then l.od spoh.e c.P"t..in to ...!,lij ... h , End 
g~ve him~ joyful mess&ge to carry. 
"Go sho ~ thyseli' to the Kin , " He sa.ia , " e:..nd I v,;il l 
send rc..in upon the ec..rth ." 
::>o Bli jc..h hurried &cr ·SS the country to the -inR' ' s 
pb.la.ce . He sa ': poor animo.ls ly inf de~d by the r '"' dside , c..nd 
sick &nd wretched people with no rooa ior themsel,es or their 
hun~:rY childred, c.nd he mu st ha1e rejoiced t o knovJ thb.t God 
would soon s e nd them rc.in . But be:fore the r o i n came , God 
wanted the people to stop pra.ying to the inges of stcne and 
wo od und turn to Him , their Fc.. ther . ~ o ~lijah to l d the kinv to 
go to t. h i ph mountt..in by the seashore , c...nd to tc.~::e i th him the 
hundreds o 1 men \1'ho taue-ht the people to pre.. y t o the uerly imt.pes . 
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Those men were c&lled priests of Baal, a.nd they were ·ery wic:.:ed. 
The king obeyed ~nd druve up the mount&inside in his go lden cha-
riot . Around him marched hund- eds o~ wicked p!'iests , dressed 
in gorgeous clo thes , with small golden s ms flt.shing- on their 
!oreheads . Behind bhe11 came thousc..nds of re ople; men ond ·:vnmen 
vhose fothers had lo> ed and nrc..yed t o ~od , out whom the pr iests 
h&d t b.ught to uow down be1ore the i mt:ges Lnd to -'-eb.d sini'1l l i -es . 
13e1'ore them all stood one mc..n , tL.ll and stronp ' nli th lonp ht i-
and f~ashing eyes , wear ing a Cbmel ' s skin . 
Elijah . f. nd c.:.l though he V1as only one mo.n fac inr those th us .... nos 
dho hated him, ve need not feel sorry fo him . God -~s ~ith him 
and one mhn with God by his side is mort: powerful tht n o. "'hole 
army without Him . For listen to ~h c..t n&ppened • 
• :hen the k ing- and the pr ie bt s cind the poe.J,-le v ere 
gathered togetner upon the mountc._. in , ..... li job spo!-~e tc the-rn . 
"Let us t&ke tw oxen , n he said , "end cut ec. ch in 
p ieces ~::;.nd lay them on t o sepc-~ rc...te p iles ot ood wi -"Gh no ::;_ i e 
underneath . Then c&ll ye on the names vi' y. ur im&ges L·l stone 
und wood , c....nd I will call on the name of God . The one v.-h o an-
. 
swers the prayer by sendinE a own fi e f r , m hea ,-en t -.· ourn the ux, 
let him be God ." Then all L.he people sh uted , "It is wel l 
spoken." First the wicked pries t s took their ox , cut it in 
_t) ieces und pla ced them on c:. p ile o · r·ood . .fhen they prc::;;.yed to 
the ugliest oi all thei s tone imc..ges , wh ich. they cc.lleo ~aal. 
"Oh , Bub.l, heLr us !" they cried, and t hey jumped upon the pile 
01 vvood , cr ;:liTif louder hnd louder . "Qut there 'NE. S n 1t r..ns'-·er . 
Ho 1 oice spoke and no i ire cc.. me d · wn fr vn he• en . ~ ll the 
mornine passed e1nd v.f ternoon came . They rrel'' more End mo ~e 
ex cited. As they cried &loud , lhey dtncei &nd c1t themse_ es 
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With knives , until their blood floVJed . ::>till nothinp h&ppene d. 
There was no oice , no fire,no answer . 
,\'hen evening came , it was .3;lijah ' s tur n . Tery ,.uietly 
he spoke to all the people , "Come ne r unto me , " he SE. id • I' nd 
&.s they drew close around him he built a little ~lt&.r of t ·el\ e 
stone . Upon it he pl&ced the wood e-nd the seconr1 o: , cut in pieces 
"Fill your bc.rrels with w&te.r , "he sc.id , "ano nour it o-ver the slt -
ar . n He wc..nt ed them to see thE:. t the~ e Wu s no fire hidden under -
neath . I suppose they bro ght the water from the blue sea ~t the 
foot of the mountain . Three t i mes the :nen poured it c.ll ver the 
foot of tbe mountain Three times the men poured it all over the 
pieces of the ox,and the wood until a stream of water ran round 
the bottom of the altar 
Then ~lijah came near ·and prayed . It was a wonderful 
prayer , so different from the wild cries of the priest of Baal . 
~lijah knew he was speaking to God ,who would hear and ans er him , 
and be prayed solemnly with all his heart. 
".Lord God, "he prayed , nlet it be known this day that 
Thou art God in Israel , and that I am Thy servant. Hear me,O Lord , 
hear me , that these people m~y know that Thou art God and that 
hou hast turned their ·hearts back apain." 
The prayer was finished, the great crowd vn tched and 
waited; then a light flashed before their eyes,as the fire of the 
Lord fell from heaven. It burnt up the ox , the wood , and the stones , 
even the dust below the altar,and licked up the w&ter around it. 
'ith a cry the people all fell upon tteir faces.~The Lord,He is 
God , nthey cried , "the Lord , He is God.n 
At last they turned to God , and soon after they rose 
from their knees the sky became full of black clouds,and there 
was the rushing sound of a mighty wind. After all those 
-------------~~, ~------~----------~--------------------
months the rain was coming! P. s the kinP in his ch '--r io t hu r ied 
back to his p&lace , many miles awLy , he w&s cauPht in E ~-e~t 
stnrm. The chariot horses we· e te&rinf at r'u ll Qpeed, but be -
fo.r:-e them rL-n a. mc...n . He ran s o fo.st thut even the king ' s horses 
could not C<:;..tch up with him, c..nd he ~~ e&cned the palace before 
the King. It was Elijc..h , filled with joy ~nu vhan fulness . 
The pr&yer he had made so many years ago on the mount~inside as 
ans~ered . God h~a taught the people of Israel to prGy to Him , 
~nd that night in the h omes b.ll o-r er the l and fathe.rs v•ere 
breaking the images of stone, and gathering their fc..milies to -
gether to pray to God , their Father in heaven . 
One of the boys retold the story . 
Songs : Courage, Br c• ther. Do Not Stu."'Ilbil.a . ( 186) 
The don of God Goes _ OTth To :far . ( 180) 
Leud On , 0 Kinp ~tarnal . (l8b) 
~:30 The m~ rning ~ ible drill took the 1orm of learninf the 
nc..mes of the books of the New Test&ment 
3:00 Drilled on the somc-s t o be used the follo;"ina uund&y : 
Marching ,, i th the Heroes. ( G0l) 
Ame.c ica the l eaut iful. ( 23S .) 
3:30 Flc..g ~aising on the Common . The G. J. . J . oi 'thol presented 
flags to the children . The child.cen ra·e yells and s&ng 
songs . 
7:45 Pr~;;.yer Meeting. Topic - Couruge to be & Christic::..n . 
~cripture : nt . 31 : l-6. 
Songs : Yield notto temptation. (174 ) 
How Firm a. ] oundation ( 182) 
3ock of Age s. (150) 
· 8 :30 ~vening devoti ons: 
Story : ~aul 's shipwreck as told in Acts 27 
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July Twentieth 
8 :45 'trength tha t David found in faith in God. 
~cripture : I Sam. 17: 34-37 
Learn the 23rd. Psalm. 
tory : David the ~hepherd Boy , from Stewart P. 91. 
** 
David the hepherd Boy 
~ I Samuel 17 : 34- 37 
There was once a shepherd boy , named David ,who lived out 
on the hills day and night , taking care of his father's sheep . His 
great-grandmother was ~uth , whom he had a story about ,and her little 
baby became his grandfather . 
When the sun shone warm and bright David would lead the 
sheep far away , until they re£ched green fields and quiet streams . 
Then they would stop , and eat,and drink , and rest . 
ometimes storms would come , thunder and lightning end heavy 
rain. Then Vavid would lead his flock into a safe , dry ca'e and , 
sitting at the entrance , he would watch the trees breaking under the 
wind,and the lightning flashing , and listen to the thunder rolling . 
hen he would sing beaut iful songs . One was about the storm. He 
said the thunder was God's voice , and that He sent the rain,and the 
wind which caused the trees to bow before Him . He said , in the s ong 
that God was taking care of him and the sheep , leading them to the 
rocky cave,and that they should never be afraid ,they should always 
trust in His care . 
1hen the storm was over and the sun shining , David would 
lead the sheep out again to the fresh green fields , wet ·ith rain . 
He went before,and they all followed him. 
He was beautiful , this shepherd boy. His face ra s 
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brown and tanned by the sun and the wind. He had fs.ir ,curly 
hair,and was so strong ,and brave, and happy , t~t every one who 
saw him loved him. He wore a sheep-skin for a cloak,and ove · 
his shoulder was slung a harp. Did you ever see a h&rp ? Show 
me how it is played. 
' :hen evening came and the little stars began to twinkle 
in the sky,Da\ id pla ~· ed t is harp , and while he played he sEnf those 
beautiful songs. 
One night David watched the sun set , andthe moon and the 
stars come out, a nd while he watc hed t Lem shining he sang a song 
about them , saying they shone with the glory of God. Then putting 
his harp down , he lay beside his sheep and rested. The little lambs 
were cuddled up close to their mothers , and all was quiet and peace 
ful in the moonlight. Then out of the woods near by came a dark 
animal . It was a big brown bear,and it had come to steal a lamb. 
earer and nearer it came,then suddenly it stopped,and P'iYing a 
great cry of anger and pain , it rolled over dead . Yfu at do you sup-
pose had happened ? David had taken a sharp stone , and,puttir~ it 
into a sling , made of a long piece of string,he had let if fly 
right at the bear's forehead. So the lambs were sa:red. 
Another time a lion sprang from behind a rock,and ,seiz-
a baby- lab in his mouth , started to run av.•ay •ith it. In a second 
DaYid was after him. But whE. t could one boy do against a sa~age 
lion? He couldn't have done anything if he hcd been afr&id,but he 
knew God was watching ' him,and he never thought of feEr . He let 
one of his sharp stones fly at the lion's head . It struck him , 
but did not kill him , and letting the baby- lamb go,he turned roar -
ing,and sprang upon David. 
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But David caught him by his bea.rd, &nd with the shepherd's 
staff struck and struck him, untillthe great animal fell back, 
deud. 
Don ' t you suppose those sheep and lambs loTed Da id? 
I don't believe they were ever alr&id when he rae nea , do you? 
iven when the storm crashed around them , cind oears &nd lions 
came near to kill them I am sure then kne-· the.. t their p.ood 
shepherd would let no harm come to them. 
And , just as the sheep trusted DL~id t < t~~e CL~e ,f 
them, so Da\ i S t~usted Some One to t0ke cure of him . no v;as 
it? One of the lovely songs he sang w&s aoout his Prust in 
God He shng "The Lord in my .:)hepherd ." de c&.n all say that, Cod 
is our dhepherd, too. Let us say it together . 
"The Lord is my ::;hepherd , 
I shall not want . 
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures, 
He ~eadeth me beside the still waters, 
He restoreth my soul. 
* * * * * * Surely goodness and mercy 
Shall follow me all the days of my life, 
And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord fore~er . " 
* * * 
9:30 - 11:30 Juniors &nd Primar ies alternate in gi · inp the yard 
a good cleaning. 
6:00 Boys go swimming. Peanuts are gi·en to them at the l~ke. 
7:00 Boys &na girls go to entert&inment hall for song drill . 
8 :300Story hour. D& ' id and the Giant, as told i n I 2&m :l7 
~xtra Story: Perseverance, fro~ Coe P . l41 
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July Twenty - first . 
8: ~ 5 ~ ong drill: Billy J oy . 
Three Good T Ltr ns . 
Devotions: Coura e as exempl i f ie d in the l.Jife of Jesus . 
~cripture read: Mt. 4: 1-ll . 4:11 emphusized . 
Songs: Tell Je the St o· ie s of Jesus. ( S4 ) 
I Love t o tell the ~tory . (157) 
0 , M&s ter Let Me v.a l ~ with Thee . (205) 
~:30 - ll:jQ Juniors and ?rimBries le~rn ~3 ra Psa l m. 
1: 30 Dr ill on ne w yells . 
3 :00 fe&ch some new games . 
Prisoners' Bas e 
Thru Du.p 
8:00 Moving pictures at the entertainment hall 
8:45 t. Gl: 12-18 - ~tory 01 Jesus in the Temp le. 
July Twenty second . 
8 :45 The ooys ~~e diveded into classes and a review is given on: 
1: The twenty-third psalm . 
2. The f irst psa l m. 
3 . fhe one-hundred-seventeenth ps~lm . 
4 . The bea titud es. 
5, The ten c ommandments . 
6. The nc.m es of t he books of the Ne" & Old ·re ztc..mant . 
10:00 :1ehearsa.t 1or .:: undi:::..y . 
1, 1uu.rching v"d th the heroes . ( .:..01) 
~ . Amer ica the beautiiul . (~ 09 ) 
3 . ~ outh Athol is good for everyoody . 
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4 . ThanL you Greenfield folks . 
lO:bO Cutting hair . 
Some of the boys C4me t o c &~p ,ithout h& ing pre -
i vusly had their hair clip ~ed. This wss rather 
an uniortuna. te situation , out since it ht.d not be en 
done in Boston it h~d to be done here . The ooys 
look much oetter after a ll ~=e clipped ~ like. 
lB: 15 :rhe i3oy ;::;couts from North Dan& -· isi t the cc..m during the 
dinner hour. After dinner the ooy 8couts ~nd the 3oys ' 
camp exch&nge yells and s Jngs. 
7:00 The boys ~o to the Girls' camp and all sit on the iloor ~nd 
listen to the Leader give his 11 0ver t t e '.rop ·xperience 11 • 
The horrible was , of course, omitted and only the part to 
instill the idea of' courage w& s g-iven . 
8:30 0ing around the camp fire . 
Tramp, Tr&mp , T:Qmp . 
Tenting on the ulo Camp Ground . 
The St&r 0pangle s Ban_ler. 
~tory: The 1ed lh e~d 0 1 Courage . 
* * * 
The led thread of vO t age 
~ This story wh ich I am ~oing to tell yo~ is a true one . 
It happened while the LJnglish troops in India •r e.ce f i pht ing &ga inst 
some oi thenative tribes, The natives who were makin? troubles 
were people from the hill-country, called Hillsmen,and they :ere 
str ong enemies. The .l!Jnglish knew very little about them, e:-cept 
their courage, but they h&d noticed one peculiar custom, c..tter 
certain oattles , -- the liillsmen had a way of mar~ing the bodies 
01 their gre&test chieis who were killed i n oattle by binding 
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a red thread about the wrist; when a body w&s mar ked so,it 
meant the highest tribute of honor they could pay a hero. The 
English,however , found the common men of them quite enough to 
handle,for they had proved themselves good fighters and clever 
at ambushes. 
One day , a small body of the ~nglish had marched a long 
way into the hill countLy,after the enemy , and in the afternoon 
they found themselves in a part of the country strange even to 
the guides . The men moved forward very slowly and cautiously 
for fe ar of an ambush. The tra il led into a narrow valley with 
very steep ,high, rocky sides, topped with woods in which the enemy 
might easily hide. 
Here the s oldiers were ordered to adyance more cuickly,th 
though with caution , to get out of the dangerous place. 
After a little ,they came suddenly to a pla ce where the 
passage was divided in two by a big three -cornered boulder which 
seemed to rise from the midst of the valley. The main line of 
men kept to the right;to save crowding the path , a sergeant and 
eleven men took the left,meaning to go round the rock and meet 
the rest beyond it . 
They had been in the pathy only a few minutes when they 
saw that the rock was not a single boulder at all ,but an arm of 
the left wall of the valley ,and that they were marchill€ into a 
deep ravine with no outlet except the way they came . Both sides 
were sheer rock,almost perpendicular , with thick trees at the top; 
in front of them the ground rose in a steep hill ,bare of woods . 
As they looked up , they saw that the top was barricaded by the 
trUn1CS of trees , and guarded b~1 a strong body of hillsmen . As the 
~nglish hesitated,looking at tbis,a shower 
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of spears fell from the wood 's edge, aimed by hidden foes. The 
place wa s a death trap. 
At this moment, their danger was seen by the officer in 
command of the main body,and he signaled to the sergeant to 
retreet. 
By some terrible misch a.nce,the signal was misunderstood. 
The men took it for the signal to cha ·ge. ·~ i thout a moment's 
pause,straight up the slope,they charged on the run,cheerin~ as 
they ran. 
Some were killedby the spears that were tbro n from the 
cliffs,before they had gone half way;some were stabbed as they 
re~ched the crest, a nd hurled backward from the precipice; two 
or three got to the top,and fought hand to h&nd with the Hillsman. 
They were outnumbered, seve~ to one; but when the last of the Eng-
lish soldiers lay dead,twice their number of Hillsmen lay dead 
ar ound them ! 
#hen the relief party reached the spot,later in the day, 
they found the bodies of their comrades,full of wounds,huddled 
over and in the barricade, or crushed on the rocks be low. They were 
mutilated and battered,and bore every sign of the terrible struggle. 
But round both wrists of every British soldier was bound the red 
thread! 
The Hillsman had given their heroic foes the hi~hest honor 
they paid their own brave dead. 
/( , 
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July Twenty Third 
~unday. The boys and [irls We£e divided into two groups.One 
group wc...s taken to Pete_ sham for the rna:' nin? service ,&nd the 
other group was taken to Greenfield for un afternoon se Tice 
in a theater. ~ach group s ang the sonps that they had been 
practising durir~ the week . The following stories were retold 
a t the Sunday iVe ning ~tory Hour : 
1. Paul's Conversion, Acts 9 :1-20 
2. The Burning Fiery .l!'urnace 
3. Alvin York, a Hero of the ~o rld ~/ar. 
4. F i re from Heaven 
5. Paul 's Shipwreck 
6 Dav id and the Giant 
7. Jesus in the Temple. 
July Twenty-Fourth 
Servic e 
8 : 45 Service through the daily tasks. 
Scripture : Luke 10: 25-37 
Scr i pture is usually explained und commented upon . 
Songs : 'Ne Praise Thee , 0 God, Our Or eat or, qedeemer . 
Nearer ,My God ,t o Thee. 
T~ke My Life t.nd Let it Be. 
g :30 The t a.bles were recovered with new oil cloth c...nd the new 
urr~ngement was e1fected. The smaller boys were ~s sign-
ed to one t~ole and the larger boys to the other. This 
~roved to be an excellent idea,for thereby much more 
attention could be given table manners , and quiet talk-
ing and talxs. From t he time of this innovation until 
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the close of camp,something of interest was done at the close 
of each meal , as telling stories,\ ritinf in t he i diories,or 
~~ just talKing. On this particular day at the smaller boysAea.ch 
one in his turn told wbbt his father did , and wh~t he desired to 
become when he was grown . A story WbS told to the Junior boys . 
7:30 Around the camp-fire 
nAfter the E~.rmistice " experiences were given by n;.ne Leader . 
A marshmallow toast was enjoyed by the boys. A flhsh-light pict-
ure was taken . 
Evening song: Abide with Me(22) 
At this time in the evening service the boys were ta.ught 
the fo~lowing prayer to pray together: 
1 0ur Heavenly Father,we thank Thee for the blessings that 
came from Thee today. Thou art kind in giving us health and 
strength and watching over us every day. ~emember our folks 
in the city and may they be safe from harm. 
Be with us during the night and help us on the morrow 
to be good boys . 
In Jesus' name,Amen . 
July ~wenty-Fifth 
8:45 Devo tions: The per.il of uselessness. 
Scripture : Mt . 
Lk. 4: 16-21 
New song introduced - Sunshine Boomerang,P. l In Boy 
Scout Song Book . 
Learn Psalm 100 
3:00 Twenty-two of the smaller boys go on blueberry hike;the 
older boys play ball. 
6. 
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6:30 Dodge Ball played. 
This game is played by aividing the comapny into two 
equal groups - one group forming a circle outside of the other. 
The game is to strike with the volley ball or basket ball the 
ones who are in the ring. At the end of the time 
the sides are reversed and the sid e Will secure as many points 
as t nere are children left at the end of the time chosen. :;'hen 
the time is over,the sides are reversed. The side having the 
largest number of children who have not been struck,win the 
g~me ,or if all are struck ,the side will win that held out the 
longest. It is often played merely for the fun of dodging , 
without making it competitive. 
8:30 Story Hour: Mt . 12: 43-45 
l. Knig nts of the ~ilver Shield - Coe,p. 74 
2. The Story of ~/ylie , Brwant,P. 182 
3 . Jim,the Elevator Boy, Efgleston , P . 91. 
* 
The Story of Wylie 
I' This is a story about a dog, not the kind of dog 
you often see in the street here; not the fat,wrinkly pugdog 
or a smooth-skinned bulldog,nor even & big shaggy fellow,but a 
slim,silky-haired sharp-eared little dog, the prettiest thing 
you can imagine. Her na 'Tie was dylie , and she lived in Scotland 
far up on the hills, and helped her master take car e of his 
sheep . 
You can't think how clever she w&s ! She watched over 
the sheep and the little lambs like a soldier ~nd never let 
anything hurt them. She drove them out to pasture when it was 
time,and brought them safely home when it was time for that . 
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VVhen the silly sheep got frightened und ran this way and that, 
hurting themselves and getting lost , dylie knew exactly what 
to do, -round on one side she would run,barking and scolding, 
driving them back ; till they were all bunched together in front 
of the right gate . Then she drove them through as neatly as 
any person. 8he loved her wor k ,and was a wonderfully fine 
sheep dog . 
At last her master grew too old to stay alone on the 
hills , and so he went away t o live . Before he went , he ga1e Wylie 
to two kind young men who lived in the nearest town; he knew they 
would be good to her . They grew very fond of her,and so did 
their old grandmother and the little children; she was so gentle 
and handsome and well-behaved . 
So now Wylie li\ed in the city where there were no sheep 
farms,only streets and houses,and she did not have to do any 
work ~t all , - she was just a pet dog . She seemed very happy 
and she was always good . 
But after awhile , the family no t iced something odd , something 
verynstran~e indeed , about their pet . Every sinple Tuesday night , 
about nine o ' clock , Wylie disappeared . They would look for her , 
call her , no , she was gone . And she would be gone all night . 
But every Nednesday morning , there she was at the door , w&iting 
to be let in . Her silky coat was all sweaty and muddy and her 
feet heavy with weoriness , but her bright eyes looked up at her 
masters as if she were trying to exnlain where she h&d been . 
'iveek after week the same thing hap ·)ened . N"obody c ould 
imagine where Nylie went every Tuesday night . fhey tried to 
follow her to find out,but she alw~ys slipped away: they tried 
to shut her in , but she always found a way out . It grew to be a 
real mystery. Jhere in the world did dylie go ? 
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You never could guess,so I am going to tell you . 
In the city netir the town t' here the kind young men lived 
was a big mc...rket( like the one we have in Paneuil Hall). i£very 
sort of thing was sold tbere,even live cows and sheep &nd hens. 
On Tuesday nights,the farmers used to come down from the hills 
with their sheep to sell,and drive them through the city streets 
into the pens,ready to seihl on vvednesday morning; that was the 
day they sold the~ . 
The shsep weren't used to the city noises and sights,and they 
always grew afraid and wild,and gave the farmers and the sheep 
dogs a great deal of trouble. They broke away and ran about,in 
everybody's way. 
But just as the trouble was worst,about sunrise,the farmer s 
would see a little silky sharp-eared dog come trotting all 
alone down the roa~,into the midst of them. 
And then! 
In and out the little dog ran like the wind ,rolrnd and 
about,always in the right place, driving -coaxing - pJ.Shing -
making the sheep mind like b. g- ood school-tea.cher , c..nd never frigh 
ening them,till they were all safely in! All the other dogs to-
gether oould not do as much as the little stran~e d og. 8he was 
a perfect wonder. And no one knew whose do@ she was or where 
she came from. The farmers grew to watch for her,every week, 
and they called her "the wee fell yin"; they used to say when 
tb ey saw her coming," There's the wee fell yin!'' Now we ' 11 get 
them in.n 
Every farmer would have liked to keep her,but she let no 
one catch her. As so on as her work was done she was off arid 
away like a fairy dog, no one knew where. lfleek after week this 
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happened,&nd nobody lcnew who the little strWlg e dog vns . 
But one day 1ylie went to walk With her two masters,and 
they happened to meet some sheep-farmers. The sheep-farmers 
stepped short and stared at 'dylie, and then they cried out, "Why, 
that's the dog!" That's the wee fell yin!" And so it was . The 
little strange dog who helped with the sheep was ./ylie. 
Her masters,of course,didn't know what the farmers meant , 
till they were told all bout what I have been telling you. 
But when they heard about the pretty strange dog who came to 
market all alone,they knew at l~st where Wylie went ,ever y fuss -
day night . And they loved her better than ever. 
·dasn' t it wise of the dear little dog to go and v·ork for 
other peofle when her own work was ta~en away ? I guess she 
£new that the best people and the best dogs always work hard 
at something. Any way she did that same thing s long as she 
lived, ~nd she was always just as gentle , and silky- h&ired , and 
II 
loving as at first. 
( Adapted from" Rab and his Friends " by Dr . John Brown . ) 
Songs: Wo rk for the Iff1~ht is Coming . 
Onward,Christian Soldiers. 
July ~venty-Sixth 
8:45 Devotions: Theme: New Forms of Service . 
Scripture: John 6:1-14 
Story, The Offering of a Little Lad,from Stewart . ~ . 207 
* 
,, 
Once , in a small white house beside a blue lake,there 
lived a little boy and his mother . The mother did not ha e a 
husb~nd to work for her,or any big boys or girls; she had only 
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the one little lad,and they were very poor . But he helped 
all that he could,cutting wood for the fire ,cleaning the house, 
and catching fish in the blue lake . ~very day he started out 
as soon as the work of the house was done ,and fished until 
d&rk . Sometimes he hhd to walk far from home ,alonr the lake,be-
fore he caught anything,so his mother used to gi e him his lunch 
to take with him. Little loaves of bread made by her out of 
bhrley flour were whot he usually carried. 
As the littLe l ad sat on the edge of the l~Ke,or ander -
ed along the shore,fishing-,he sometimes dreamed of VJhc.t he would 
do when he was a man . iould he sail a cross the lo.Ke,o.nd climb 
the mountains o.round it ,and go into the gree:..t · .. or ld ? He would 
like to do that,he thought . rt would be fine to live in a big 
city o.nd be a famous man! But other days he looKed ~t the blue 
waves dane ing a t his feet and wished he could stay there always 
and be a fisherman wi th a boat of his own and many fish-nets . 
He had a friend,Andrew,who was a fisherman . He had taught the 
lad how to bait his hook and how to throw his line. Some days 
the bou thought thut it would be splendid to grow up into a 
strong , good fisherman like Andrew . 
One evening andrew co.me to the small White house,7here 
the little lad and his mother lived,to say good-bye. He told 
them of wonderful vran he had seen,who had stopped c.nd spoken 
to him while he was fishing , and aske d him to le~ve his nets and 
follow Him . 1 e have had that story . Do you remember it ? ,fuo 
asked Andrew to leave his home and f iends and go '"i th Him ? 
Lndrew told the little lad and his mother so much about Jesus 
about His beautiful.face ~nd voice,His pre ~ ching , His kindness 
to people who were sick and sad,that the mother s un could 
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think or talk of nothing else during the days after Anora 
left them. Now ,more than ever, the boy longed to be li:t:.e .Andrew , 
not only a strong fisherman, but a follower or Jesus. "ben he 
wandered long the l&ke fishing,he dreamed,not of climbing 
the mountains and seeing the •::orld ,but of seeing Jesus,&nd be -
coming His follower. 
One afternoon the little l~d had walked f&r from home . 
He had caught only two small fishes,and tired ~nd disappointed 
he cooked them over a little fire ,and sat down beside the lake 
to eat his lunch. Just as he was beginning his meal,he noticed 
a gre&t crowd of people in the distance. Hurriedly putting the 1 , 
barley lo~ves back into his pocket and picking up the forked stick 
on which hung the fish ,he ran towards the crowd to see what was 
happening. He was so little that he slipped in among the 
people and soon found himself in the f ront of the crowd. There 
to his surprise he saw Andrew and - whom do you suppose ? It 
was Jesus. Around Him on the hillside we~e gathered hund ads 
and hundreds of people who had been sick or unhappy,and who 
had followed Him out to this quiet spot,sure thct He could 
heal &nd comfort them. He had bealed the sick and then He had 
told them all such be~utiful,happy things tha t they forgot every 
thing else in listening to the sound of His wonderful voice. 
'~hen the little l&d reuched the crowd the b.fternoon 
had passed and the sun was sinking behind the hills. Soon it 
would be dark - the men ,and women,and children would be far 
from home without any food,and in that quie t spot there was no 
place to buy anything. Just as the boy reached the front of 
the crowd he heard Jesus ask one of His disciple s where they 
could get food for all these hungry people . The litt _e l&d ' s 
heart began to be ut ho.rd wi th excitement . Perhaps Jesus would 
take his t~ke his two small fish and his bo.rley loaves ! Oh , 
how happy he would be ! Very shyly he crept up to Andrew , and 
showing him his little store of food told him of his longing 
to give it to the Master . To please the boy ,Andrew spoke to 
Jesus. "There is o. lad her e who has five vo.rley lo&ves and 
t wo sma 11 fishes , " he s&id , "but what are they among so many ?" 
Jesus o.nswered , "Make all the people sit down . n 
Then , while the crowd sat down in rows on the gre en grass 
looking like o. flo~er garden in their brightly co~oured clothes , 
Jesus turned to the ltid . Stooping,He took from the boy's hands 
the five louves ~nd the two fishes . It was the happies t moment 
of the little fellow's life . He had dreamed one day of seeing 
Jesus,of he~ring Him spea~ ,of becoming His follower when he as 
a man , but now , when he was only a little boy , Jesus w~s spea~ing 
to him, smiling upon him , tal::: ing his offering. Suddenly the lad 
understood thc.tt he did not h&ve to We1. it until he VJc-S @"ro·:n up 
to be '-" follower of Jes us , c...nd when he gave Him his loavesaand 
fishes he felt as if he was giving Him at the same time his 
heart ~nd life forever . 
/hen all the pe ople were seated ~nd quiet , Jesus l coke d 
up to heaven Lnd gave thanks. Then He broke the bre~d ~nd the 
fish and gave them to Andrew and the other disciples , &nd they 
gave the food to the people until they had eaten all they wanted . 
The boy looked on in wonder . His two tiny fishes end lQ~Ch of bread 
were enough now to feed this great crowd, and there was besides 
much left over . The disciples gathered up the pieces that were 
left,und ttey filled twelve baskets . 
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As night fell and the stars began to shine , the c o d 
scattered,and t he boy ran home along the lake . He was so happy 
that as he ran he S&Df for joy . His dream hud come true that 
day . He had become c follover of Jesus . He did not h&·e to 
leo.ve his home und mother , Jesus h' .d not <- sked him to do th t. 
~e could follow Him every day by tryin~ to be liKe Him ,by helping 
and loving,and sometimes by feedinf the peo le he met . 
Can we do that toe ? 1/h&t can we do to-day thc..t is oeing 
liKe Jesus ? 11 
***** 
t>tory The n&t er of ~ife , from Coe P . 35 
The new forms of service suggested were : 
1 • . issionury work . 
2 . loedical science . 
3 . In education. 
4 . Helping to eliminate sin . 
12:45 After dinner the Juniors worked on thei~ diaries and the 
Pr imaries rec..d books . 
It rained in the afternoon , so the boys played dominoes 
and other inside ganes . 
7:30 Prayer meeting. 
I I 1/ 
The service on page 29 in the Hymnal for American Youth 
was used. Additional songs were used: 
Lead on,O :=ing ~ternal (l88) 
Take l~ Lite and Le t it Be(l66) . 
July Twenty - Seventh 
8:45 Devotions : Theme: The joy of unselfish service . 
Story : The Boy Samuel,from 8tewart,P . 82 
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The Boy Samuel 
1 Samuel 1 ; 2 : 1-11 , 18-21; 3 : 1-10 
~' once upon a time there lived b. woma.n '.J"hose name was 
H&nnah . She &nd her husb~nu loved eLch other dearly ~nd 
would have been very happy , but there was one thing Phich m&de 
Hannah sad , - she had no little children . Oh , she did v·ant 
a baby so much ! The more she thought of it the sadder she 
grewe , unt i l one day , when she sat down to dinner , she could not 
eat ; she just cried and cried. Her husband tried to comfort 
her , but still she was unhappy; she l onged for a baby to hold 
in her arms , and to rock , and to love , as only mothers can . 
After dinner Harm h went to church , and there she knelt and 
prayed to God to send her a little boy . She prayed so hard that 
the te&rs streamed down her face . She promised God that if He 
would le t her have a boy , she would give him t o the Lord , cnd t ~at 
all the days of his life that son should work for Him . 
Then a wonderful thing happened . God sent H~nnah what 
she had longed for , a little son . Hannah was so happy , so hap ny 
that , instead of crying any more,she sang the most beautiful 
songs of praise und thanks to God for Hi s gif t. She named the 
boy ::>amuel , Which means"&sked of God . " 
While he was a tiny ba by she kept him by her , &nd then , 
a s soon as he was old enough to run about , she took him to the 
church where she had prayed God to give her a b&by . 
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,•Jhat promise dici she maKe when she prayed tha.t day ? She 
said she would give her boy to God. Now she mea.nt to keep 
her promise. Dearly as she loved having Samuel run around the 
house,and play by her side,she w~s going to let him live in God's 
house,away from her,so thut he could grow up working for Him . 
She gave him to the minister who lived in a room on one 
side of the beautiful church, and Samuel had a little room on 
the other side. At night there was a lighted lamp hanging in 
the church . •~hile Samuel was sleeping the light of it gre,·· dim-
mer and dimmer unt .~. l, when the morning light cc..me, it went out. 
Then ~amuel would jump out of bed , and ,running to the gre~t doors 
of the church,throw them open,lettcng the sunshine in. That 
was his work ,opening the doors in the morning &nd closin~ them 
at night ,and taking care of the lamp. 
Hannah lived oui te f t. r av"ay in the country , but every year 
she c~me to the church to see her boy. He wo:e a :hite linen 
dress,the kind the minister wore , bnd every time his mother came 
to £ee him she brought him a. little coat she had made . 
~o Samuel grew older. He was a splendid boy,good,and 
br1ght,and cheerful,&nd every one loved him. Now comes the 
best part of the story. 
One night the minister wasy lying asleep in his room 
on one side of the church, and Samuel was asleep in his 
little room on the other side. In the church it was very quiet , 
the lamp Was burning dimly,though it hadn't auite gone out,when 
suddenly a be&utiful voice rung through the church to Samuel 's 
room. 
"Samuel, "it said, and Sa el thO '.l.f"ht it wab the minister 
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calling him . 
"Here I am," he answered,and ran into the minister's room 
saying, "Here am I, for thou calledst me . " 
11 Called not," said the minister;"lie down again . " So the 
boy went buck to bed. 
Then &gain the voice came say ing : n Sc..muel. 11 
Whose voice do you suppos e it was ? It wc..s God's voice, 
speak ing to Samuel,but Samuel did not know it was,c.nd 'gain 
he r&n to the minister saying : 
"Here am I , for thou d idBt c&ll me , " and the minister sa. id, 
nNo , I cc.lled not ,my boy, lie down again . " 
When it was all quiet God spoke a third time , 11 Samuel". 
This time when uamuel ran to the minister saying : " Here am I, 
for thou dids t call me" the minister ... :new it must be the Lord 
who c &lled . 
"Go,lie downn he said to the little boy; "and if God call s 
thee again say : ' Speak Lord,for Thy servant heareth !~ " 
So Samuel went back to his room and lay down,and soon 
God ' s voice sounded again calling " Samuel,Samuel" and little 
Samuel , kneeling at the foot of his bed , said,"Speak,Lord , for 
Thy servant heo.re.:th . " Then God talked to him,and told him what 
He wanted him to do. Wa.sn ' t it wonderful to ha e God come and 
talk to a little boy,just as if your father were sitting here , 
talking to you! 
God is as near as thc..t to every one of us ; we cannot hea.r 
Him as Samuel could , but He hears us o.nd wants us t v work for 
Him as Samuel did . We ca.nnot open church doo s,or t ake c~re of 
church lamps,but we can help our mothers and t&Ke care of the 
babies for God . A go to heaven,we shall 
nd some day,when we 
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hear Him calling us by our na 1es, - that same beautiful voice 
that called''Samuel, 'amuel . n 
***:;* 
Also , see Stowell,P. 80 and 81 
Songs : Dare to be Brave , Dare to be True(l75) 
I ould be True (170) 
Take My Life and Let It Be(l66) 
Praise God from Whom All Blessings Flow(9) ung at 
table. 
12:45 After dinner was over,the boys took their turns retelling 
the stories that had been told to them in the morning or 
evening devotions. 
In the afternoon organization for the insp action day 
program was begun. Several times previous to this the boys 
and girls had met to practise for the Americanization play. 
6:00 New games introduced : 
Skin snake ,Feathers,and Frog in the Iill Pond. 
Yells and songs indulged in each day at somelength as 
there are very few days on which there are no visitors , 
and they always want the boys and girls ,as well as the 
nursery children , to give yells and songs for them . 
After the songs and yells are well learned ,we found it 
fine to have a camp yell leader . They like to do it very 
much,and they do it very well .1 
July Twenty-eighth 
8 : 45 Theme : Doing One's Duty . 
Mt . 4 : 18-22 
Story: Follow e , from Stewart P. 203 
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"Follow Me" 
Matt . 4 : 18-22 
,, 
One day Jesus was walking on the beach beside the sea . 
The sun sparkled upon the blue watar , the waves broke at His feet , 
and the fresh breeze blew upon His face . 
Pushed out a little from the shore was a row - boat with 
two men in it . They were fishermen , called Peter and Andrew , and 
they were casting a net into the sea . They threw it over the sid 
of the boat and then drew it slowly in . filled with shining fish . 
Jesus stopped and watched them . Soon they looked up and saw Him . 
They had known Him before . They knew He was Jesus the carpenter 
of Nazareth,who had left His home and His carpenter's bench , and was 
preaching as He walked through the country. They had heard Him 
preach too , and knew that He was wonderful , although how very 
wonderful He really was they did not understand . When they look-
ed up , Jesus called to them over the water . "Follow Me , "He said , 
"And I will make you fishers of me . " He was asking them to 1 eave 
their work, thei r homes and their friends , to go with Him . And He 
had no house to invite them to stay in , not even a comfortable 
place to sleep in. Do you think they went ? The story says , "And 
they straightway left their nets and fol l owed Him . " His face 
shine with such a light ,His words were full of such joy and sweet -
ness , that gladly these fishermen left all that they had to follow 
Him. Together they walked on .over the beach until they came to 
another boat . Two young men were sitting in it with their father . 
They too wwre fishermen,and were mending their nets . Jesus stopped 
and called to them . "Follow Me , "He said ,and immediately they left 
the boat and their father , and followed Him. 
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Over the country they went with their Master , Jesus , listening 
to His ~eaching , watching Him heal sick people ,and learning a 
little how truly wonderful He was . One day the came to a wide 
road , called the way of the sea It cost a good deal to keep that 
road hard and smooth , so a man was placed beside it to collect 
money from all who travelled that way , to pay for having it·mended . 
The man's name was Jatthew . He was quite a rich man , ha~ing a large 
house of his own,but nobody liked him , or wanted to have anything 
to do with him , because it was thought that collecting taxes Jas a 
disgraceful thing to do . He sat in a little office,beside a gate , 
and one day Jesus stood there to preach to the crowd who came around 
Him . ' hen He had fi n ished talking He turned and looked at atthew. 
He knew that ~tthew was hated by nearly every one , but , in spite 
of that , Jesus knew , as soon as He looked at him,that he was strong 
and steady and honest,the kind of man He wanted to follow Him . So 
He spoke to Matthew. "Follow vie , "He said , And Matthew stood straight 
up and went out , leaving his big house and his money , and followed 
Jesus . 
tnother da.y as Jesus was walking along a road with these 
disciples , that is , the men who had followed Him,a young man came 
running after Him."Master ,"he said , "I will follow Thee whitherso-
ever Thou goest." Jesus said to him , "The foxes have holes , and the 
birds of the air have nests , but the Son of man hath not where to 
lay His head . " 
Jesus wanted that young man to know that if he chose to 
come to Him, He could not give him a home or much food or any 
comforts. ~ven the little foxes and birds have homes,but He bad 
none. I think t he young man went with Him, though don't you? For 
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he had seen the look of lYe on Jesusr face,he had heard His 
words of power,and he knew that to be near Him ould give a 
hundred times more hap9iness t an to live in a palace. 
Don't you wish we could follow Jesus ? Think how 
beautiful it would be to be al mys by His side ! .. hen we were 
cross or unhappy we could just look up into His glorious face 
and everything would be bright . 
And we can follow Him to-day just as truly as Peter did , 
1/ / 
or ndrew,or atthew. Can you tell me how ? 
** 
ongs : The Lord is My hepherd. 
1 ork for the Night is Coming 
Fling out the Banner,Let it loat. 
Illustrations given of Lame Boy , rench people,and incoln. 
cripture: John 3:16-21 
3 : 00 Hikes,blue-berry picking,games,etc. 
6:30 ore games : Box of colors,Fox and Geese,Hide and Seek . 
8 :30 ~vening devotions . 
8 : 45 
Camp Songs. 
Hymn , ow the ay is Over(l8) 
story : Je~us the arpenter - as told in Luke 4 :31-41 
July Twenty-ninth 
sizing opportunities for serving one's fellows . 
cripture : Luke 10 : 25-37 
Hebrews 12 : 1-3 
tory: The ire-Bringer,from Bryant , 168 
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he .B1 ire-Br inger 
(.Adapted from"The Basket v oman"by :aary Aust i n ). 
tt' This is the Indian story of how fire was brO'lght to 
the tribes . I t as long , long ago ,when men and beasts talked to-
gether with understanding , and the gray Coyot e was friend and coun-
selor of man . 
here ~as a Boy of the tribe who ~as s=ift of foot and 
keen of eye , and he and the Coyote ranged the wood together . They 
saw the men catching fish in the creeks with their hands , and the 
women digging roots with sharp stones . 'his was in summer . But 
when winter came on ,they saw the people running naked in the sno 
or huddled in caves of the rocks ,and most mi arable . The Boy not -
iced this , and was very unhappy for the misery of his people . 
" I do not feel it , " said the oyote. 
"You have a coat of good fur , "said the oy , "and my 
people have not " 
" orne to the hunt , " said the oyote . 
" will hunt no more,till I have found a way to help 
my people against the cold , "said the Boy. "Help me ,O Counselor ! " 
Then the Coyote ran away , and came back after a long 
time ; he said he had found a wa ,but it was a hard way. 
" o way is too hard," sai d the Boy . o tl: e Coyote 
told him that they must go to the Burning ountain and bring fire 
to the people . 
"What is fire ? " said the Boy. And the oyote told 
him that fire was red like flo rver , et not a flm er; s vift to 
run in the grass and to destroy , like a beast , yat no beast ; fierce 
and hurtful , yet a good servant to keep one warm,if Kept among 
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s tones and fed with small s t icks . 
" .. e will get this fire , "said the Boy . 
irst the Boy had to persuade the people to give im 
one hundred swift runners . 1hen he and they and the o ote start-
e at a good !ace for the far-awa Burning • ountain. ~t the end 
of the first day ' s trail they left the Y'eakest of the runner , to 
wait; at the end of the second,the next stronger; at the end of 
the third,the next; and so for each of the hundred dry~ of the 
journey; and the 3o was the stroneest runner , c~d ant to the 
last trail Nith the Counselor . High mountains they c ' os~ed , an 
great plains , and giant woods ,and at last the came to the ig 
. ater,qua.i:'::.ing along the sand t the foot of the ...., t n.ing ...,_ountain . 
t stood up in high peaked cone ,and moke rolled out 
from it endle ssl along t 1e sky . At nir t , • '1e Fi e Sp .i_ its d.Ulc i , 
c.n 1 t e glare reddened the ig .. ater far out . 
J:h(.re the ounselor said to the o' , '' t thou h re till 
or·ng thee a brand from the burning: be ready and right for 
running ,for I shell be f r spent ''hen I come gain , ::md the Fire 
v l .:.r its ill pursue me . " 
hen he ~ant up the mountain; and the !ire S ir.its only 
laughed Jhen they saw him, for he l ooked so slin~:ing, i considerable 
and mean,that none of them thought harm from him . no ir. the 
night ,when they were at their dance about t e mo1mtain , t e Coyote 
stole the fire , and ran ""'i th it dO""Jn the slope of the burning 
mountain . ..hen the fire "'pirits sa'·; '/hat he d done tbey stre~~ed 
out after him , red and u.ngry , i th a hu'TllTiing sound like a s ·· .... rm of 
bees . ut th Coote -as still ahead ; the sparks of the brand 
stre ..... med out along his flan~::.s , as he carried it in lis mouth ; and 
he str~tched his Dcd to the trail . 
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The Boy saw him coming,like a fallinf star against the 
mountain; he heard the singing sound of the ire pirits close 
behind ,and the laboring breath of the C unselor . And when the 
good beast panted down beside him , the Boy qaught the rand from 
his jaws and was off , like an arrow from a bent bow . Out he shot 
on the homeward path,and the Fire Spirits snapped and sung behind 
' him. But fast as they pursued,he fled faster,till he saw the next 
runner standing in his place , his body bent for the running . To 
him he passed it ,and it was off and away,with the Fire Spirits 
raging in chase . 
So it passed from hand to hand , and the Fire Spirits tore 
after it through the scrub,till they came to the mountains of 
the snows ; these they could not pass . hen the dark , sleek runners 
vith the backward streaming brand bore it for~ard,shining star-like 
in the night ,glowing red in sultry noons , violet pale in t ilight 
glooms ·, until they came in safety to their own land . 
And thero they kept it among stones and fed it with small 
sticks , as the ounseior advised; and it kep the people warm • 
....... ver after the Boy was called the .E' ire - Bringer ; and ever 
after the Coyote b€re .the sign of the bringing,for the fur along 
his flanks was singed and yellow from the flames that streamed 
1/ J 
backward from the brand . 
** 
Songs : Tell 1 e the Stories of Jesus(94 ) 
O,Jesus I Have Promis ed(l38 ) 
3 : 00 Games : Hot oven relay race , Dog fight , Indian wrestle 
7: 00 Boys and girls assemble for song practice for the following 




ongs and evening prayer 
T~ ~ a.- 7~ ~ 
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ong : 'hree Good urns" Boy ;::icout Song Book(9) introduced. 
Sunda 
July hirtieth 
art of the boys and girls were ta}~en to the A tho1 
Baptist Church to sing. rhey returned in time for 
unday School and Church here. 
In the afternoon they ant for a hike and had their 
rest hour in the woods. The following stories were re-
told at the story hour in the evening by the boys : 
l. Knights of the ilver-Shield 
2 . The Story of .~ylie . 
3. The Offering of a Little Lad. 
4 . The .. a tar of Life. 
5. he Boy Samuel . 
6 ol1ow e . 
July hirty-fir st 
---------------
G]ATITUDE 
8 : 45 Theme : Developing the habit of gratitude. 
cripture : 1 ings 1'7 : 1-'7 
'tory : "How God Took Care of 'li jah" Stewart P 105 
** 
How God ook Care of 'lijah 
1 ~ings 1'7 : 1-'7; James 5 : 17.18 
,( 
Once upon a time ina very Wild part of a country , ful1 of 
high mountains and roaring streams,but with little green grass , 
there lived some tall , strong people . They built small stone 
houses for themselves on the mountainside, but·most of the time 
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the spent out - of-doors taking care of the sheep,and ploughing 
the hard ground •. 
One man who lived there was named 'lijah . He ~as as 
tall and strong as any of the men on the mountains .Liike them 
he ran long races without getting tired; like them he took care 
of the sheep and spent many nights on the mountainside. B1t un-
like them most of his thoughts were about God . When he as a boy 
his mother and father had told him the stories ,·hich we know of 
Abraham and his boy , and of Josephand oses , and others hom God 
loved and spoke to . Ehos e men had all belonged to the country 
where ~lijah lived, the country of Israel 
'lijah's home on the mountains was far from any city , 
but from travellers he learned that all over the countr people 
had ceased praying to God , and were praying instead to ugly pieces 
pf stone and wood . They had a king who was foolish and bad , and 
a queen who was very cruel and wicked . 
I t seemed terrible to Eli jah that the children of all 
the s lendid people of whom God had ta~en such care,should turn 
. 
from Him . He longed to do something to make them good again;to 
ma~e them pray to Him~as their fathers had done . But whet could 
he do ? He knew that the cruel queen had killed all the people 
she could find who prayed to God,and even if he reached the pal-
ace of the king alive,of what use would that be ? He wore no 
purple and fine linen,like those who lived in kings' houses , but 
only a came 1' s skin: his ha.ir was long end ts.ngled; sur ely he 
would not be allowed to enter . 
But he knew there was one thing he could do ; the one 
thing we all can do whenever we are in trouble. He could pray . 
He prayed God to punish the people of Israel ,who were so wicked , 
by not sending any rein or dew upon the country . If that 
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happened the eople would have no water to drink and the grotmd 
would become hard and no crops could grow. ~lijah hoped tha t ;vh en 
the people were hungry and thirsty they would be sorry for their 
sins,and pray to God again. 
hen God spoke to ~lijah. He told him that his prayer was 
answered. No rain or dew would fall upon the land until the 
people turned again to Him. And He told ~lijah to go to the king 
. 
of Israel and tell him what the punishment meant. 
Do you think that ~lijah was afraid to go ? He knew that 
God would be with him,and very fearlessly he crossed the high 
mountains which surrounded his home and journeyed to the palace 
of the king. The king was seated on a golden throne at the end 
of a great hall. He was dressed in splendid robes an had a 
cr own upon his head. By his side sat the c ruel queen,glittering 
with jewels. There were servants standing at the door of the hall , 
and soldiers guarding the gates of the p~~ace to keep out the 
strangers . l'e do not know how .!!Jlijab made his way past them, but 
I think he looked so strong and fearless.that they were afraid 
to refuse to let him enter. 
At last he stood before the king,and alttoughthe king 
wore gorgeous clothes and had a crown upon his head,Elijah,dressed 
in his camelr~ skin,looked far more like a true king than the man 
seated upon the throne. 
Then .!Uijah gave his message :"As the Lord God of Israel 
liveth,before whom I stand ,''he said , "there shall not be any dew 
or rain these years but according to my word l" 
Then he turned and w~lked out of the palace. No one 
dared to touch him,although the cruel queen must have longed to 
have had him killed on the spot . 
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Again God spoke to ~lijah. He told him to go to a 
little brook in a lonely place where no one lived,and He would 
take care of him. So ~lijah found the brook rippling down a 
hillside,and on the soft grass beside it he lay down and went to 
sleep. The next morning when he woke he heard a stran~e flapping 
noise. It came nearer and nearer,and soon,flying over his head, 
..!Jlijah saw a flock of black ravens. They each carried something 
in their beaks and as they flew down and alighted beside him,he 
saw it was food,bread and meat. The ravens dropped the food on 
the green grass beside him and flew away. It was for him. It as 
his breakfast,which God was sending. He had fresh ater from the 
brook to drink with it and it was a nice meal. 
In the evening the same flapping noise sounded,and again 
t he ravens came flying,this time with supper for him in their 
beaks. 
So God took care of ~lijah,as He had promised He would, 
and for some time he was very happy in that beautiful spot with soft 
grass to lie upon and kind birds to feed him. But one day he not-
iced that the brook seemed much shallower,and every day after that 
it grew lower and lowAr,until there was not enough water to ripple 
over the stones. There had been no rain,you know,and the brook 
was drying up. Do you think Elijah was troubled and ondered what 
would become of him when those last drops of water were gone and 
th re was nothing for hi~ to drink? He kne~ God,who had taken 
care of him in the palace of the king,and upon this lonely hillside 
would never leave him. In the next story e shall hear ho God 
II I fed him after the ; ·at er dried up. 
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Song: For the Beauty of the Barth -(38) 
Memory salm: 121 
.:teviewed: CHRISTI.aU PAT_ IOTISM, HONE:: TY, COLBAG.!!i , AND SE3VICE. 
1:30 Drill on camp songs : 
I've got the blues for old .Camp Douglas 
Oh boy I feel blue 
I long to sit at the dining table 
I miss my old bed too. 
I'll tell the world she is a dandy 
There we le&rned to be so handy 
I've got the blues for old Camp Douglas 
That's true. 
Somewhar e the sun is &lining 
Somewhere the song birds dwell 
Somewhere there's no repining 
Somewhere,that's Douglassville. 
Douglass,Douglass 
Camp of all,best and strongest 
Deep,strong,and true,our love to you 
Our love to dear old Camp Douglas. 
7: 45 The Girls • Camp gave their entertainment. 
Program 
1. The Old Oaken Bucket( in pantomine). 
2. Laughing Song 
3. Assyrian Song 
4. Piano Duet 
5. The ovie Scene 
6. Mosquito song 
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7 Castor-Oil Song 
8. Camp Song 
9. Piano Solo 
10. Up on the House Top( in pantomine ). 
11. Violin Solo 
12. 1d .!:Hack Joe( in pantomine) . 
13 . ;:,wing Low Sweet har iot 
14. amp songs and ye lls 
15. o;·e Is Old Sweet Song( in pantomine) . 
16. Good ight Song . 
August ir st 
8 : 45 Theme : Our dependence upon others . 
o:>cripture : Luke 15 : 11-~2 
Development of the Scriptural story . 
Fa iliar hymns were used( Jesus calls us o'er the tumu1t(l28) 
( 0 Jesus,Thou Art Standing(l33) . 
3 : 00 The boys were swimming in the afternoon and came bacK in 
time to get their pictures taken by the moving picture man . 
8 :30 At the evening devotions the idea of gratitude was emphasized 
The story of the" aster of the Harvest" was told . It was 
shoJn how dependent we really are. 
The boys r~cited Psalm 100 
August econd 
8 :45 heme : 'hines we have to be grateful for . 
Review Psalm 100 
iscussion given on the topic , emphasizing home,school , 
country , health ,and opoortunities. 
tory : he Loaf of Bread. 
3:00 Free play,volley ball,and hikes . 
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7: 30 Prayer meeting. 
8 : 45 
August Thmrd 
Theme : ~odern conveniences,educational systems,national 
security 
Scripture : 2 Timothy 3: 1-9 
Insta.nces of gratitude from the life of vfilliam ';:ilberforc 
Songs . 
9 : 30 - 11 :30 The Juniors and Primaries were drilled in handling 
the Bible,and in getting acquainted with the names of the 
books of the Old Testament. 
Instead of having their regular work at Industrial 
they drilled for their industrial program to follow on 
Friday . 
3:00 Swim and pick blueberries. 
6:00 Volley Ball and .slay aces 
elay ace : 
"Many children can participate in this. Usually 
the children who are to enter the race are lined up in two lines 
back of some fixed starting point. Then they run to some object 
which should be more than thirty or forty yards distant,touch it 
or pass around it,and return to touch the hand of the next one 
in the line. Sometimes they carry a f1s.g or a stick which they 
pass to the next child,but oftentimes they merely touch hands. 
The race is won by the line whose last runner first gets home . " 
8:30 Camp Bongs Curtis P . 355 
Story : The Husband nho was to Mind the House , Coe P . 47 
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The Husband Who Was to ind the House . 
By Gudrun Thorne - Thomsen . 
' 
' once upon a time there a man so mean and cross that 
he never thought his wife did anything right in the house . So 
one evening in haymaking time he came home scolding and tearing , 
and showine his teeth and making a fuss 
" ear love ,don't be so angry ; there's a good man, "said 
his goody ; "to-morrow let 's change our work . I'll go out with the 
mowers and mow , and you shall mind the house at home ." 
The husband thought that would do very well . He was 
quite willing , he said. 
So,early next morning , his goody took a scythe on her 
shoulders , and went out into the hayfield with the mowers , and 
began to mow ; but the man was to mind the house and do the ··ork 
of the home. 
First of all he wanted to churn the butter ; but 1hen 
he had churned a while , he gew thirsty and went down to the cellar 
to tap a barrel of ale. So ,just when he was putting the tap into 
the cask,he heard overhead the pig come into the kitchen . Then 
off he ran up the cellar stairs,with the tap in his hand , as fast 
as he could to look after the pig ,lest it should upset the churn. 
But wh n he got up , and saw the pig had already knocked the churn 
over and stood there grunting and rooting in the cream which was 
running all over the floor,he became so wild with rage that he 
quite forgot the ale barrel , and ran at the pig as hard as he 
could. 
He caught it,too,just as it ran out of doors , and gave 
it such a kick that piggy died on thespot . Then all at once he 
remembered he had the tap in his hand ; but when he got down to 
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the cellar , every drop of ale had ru.n out of the cask . 
Then he went into the dairy and found enough cream left 
to churn again,and so he began to churn , for butter they must 
have at dinner . hen he had churned a bit , he remembered that 
their milking cow was still shut up in its stall , and had not had 
a mouthful to eat or a drop to drink all the morning,though t h e 
sun was high . Then he thought it too far to take her down to 
the meadow , so he'd just get her up on the house- top,for the house 
you must know was thatched with sods , and a fine crop of grass 
was grovJing there . now their house lay close up against a steep 
rock , and he thought if he laid a plank across to the roof at the 
back , he'd easily get the cow up . 
Eut still he could not leave the churn , for there was 
their little babe crawling about the floor , and 11 If I lea·. e it" 
he thought , "the child -is sure to upset it . " 
So he took the churn on his back and went out 'ith 
it . Then he thought he'd better W£ter the cov before he turned 
her out on the thatch , and he took up a bucket t o draw water out 
of the well . But , as he stooped down at the brink of the well , 
all the cream ran out of the churn over his shoulders,about his 
neck , and down into the well . 
~ow it was near dinner-time , and he had not even got 
butter yet . So he thought he'd best boil the porridge , and he fill 
ed the pot with water ,and hung it over the fire . llhen he had 
done tbat , he thought the cow might perhaps fall off the thatch 
and b'reak her legs or her neck . So he got up an the house to 
tie her up . One end of the rope he made fast to the cow's neck , 
and the other he slipped down the chimney and tied ro1md his 
own waist . He had to make haste,for the water now began to 
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boil in the pot , and he had still to grind the oatmeal . 
o he began to grind a~ay ; but while he was hard at 
it , down fell the cow off the housetop after all , and as she fell 
she dragged the man up the chimney by the rope . .Ph ere he stuck 
fast. nd as for the cow,she hung halfway down the v:all , s'Jing-
ing between heaven and earth , for she could nei t her get do~n nor 
up . 
And now the goody had vaited seven lengths and se ren 
breadths for her husband to come and call them liome to dinner , 
but never a call they had. At last she thought she'd waited 
long enough and went home . 
·~.hen she got there and saw the cow hangin~ in s ch an 
ugly place , she ran up and cut the rope in two with her scythe . 
But as she did this , down came her husband out of the chimney , 
and so when his old dame came inside the kitchen, there she found 





8 : 45 he beauty of nature. ..tl'riendships. 
Scripture : f·salm 19 
Songs : or the Beac<.ty of the ~arth . 
earer, C o d , to Th e e • 
~xposition of a sunset , a river , a landscape ,all declare the 
glory of God 
tor of bird life . 
6 : 00 Games : Gri contest , blind fight with paper , box ribbon , 
driven wedge . 
7 : 30 ...... ntertainment gi,·en by the Industrial .... chool , the boys and 
girls take part . 
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August ""ifth 
~:45 ~evotions : Jrbtitude to Christ. 
Scripture : -r.arts of .ark 15 
Songs : I Lo\e to Tell the 0tory(l5 7) 
Jesus over of ~y oul(l53) 
I reed Thee "~very Hour( 152 ) 
ur gratitude to Christ for His life,His ministry ,His 
inspiration , His relation to God , His interest in us , and 
His sacrifice . 
10 : 00 Games : 
Contest : inning the tail on the donkey. 
Spelling match. 
Strap game,skin the snake,hide and seek ,Indian wrestle . 
8 : 30 Story Hour : 
The Light of the ,orld Jtewart ,P 198 
** The Light of the .!orld . 
John 8 : 12 
•' 'here was once a wonderful , great church. Outside of it as 
a square yard called a cou t,and le ding up to the court as a 
flight of marble ste s. In the court stood two gig-antic,f"Old 
lamps, one on each side of the stair'7&y . J.very ;year, ~or a fa·--
nights only , these lamps ere li[hted . They stood so high and the 
lamps themselves were so powerful , that their light was shed far 
off over the ~hole cit U11d the hills beyond. .iben tbe people 
saw that brieht light shine forth they call ca'1Je to the church , 
and , stanaing on the ste s,sane h~ppy songs , while some of them 
danced around the lamps for joy. 
One l'lie-ht a :nan 11 ith a 1Je~:.utifu:. , brigr.1t face ... tood beside 
the lamps before tLe v:ere lizhted • ....,uddenl the light shone out 
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end a re[ t mu:rmur of ppleasure an O\' er the crovvd . hen the 
man held u his hand and the all r::ept quiet to hear him. 11 I a 
the .Light of the .orld".de said. o you ~mmT; who he was ? I t was 
Jesus . " I am the Light of the Jorld. " J esus meant that as those 
lamps lighted every part of thb great cit , so He Vias a light to 
the whole world , making it beautiful and happy . rhen , while the 
crowd stood un the steps ond around the la ps , all quiet , listening 
to ever word He spoke , He told them a wonderful thi~c. Ie seid 
tb~t every one of them could be a lifht too ; if they folloved 
Him they should have the light of life and tLeir lives ·;·ould 
shine like His. l a said : '' e that followeth \<e shall not \ alk in 
darkness , but shall have the light of life 11 
I am going to tell you of how Resus e;c ne His lit t to one 
home thrt was dark and dreary. One tLe next page is a pict·u-e of 
Hi.n . ell me what you see there. 
Do ou see the little stars shining hough the br&nches of 
the trees ? .Vhat do you see that is brighter than tl e stars ? 
he lantern in Jesus ' hand. But brightest 5nd nost Jonderful of 
all is tl1e light in His face . fh&t is He doing with His other 
hand ? :necking upon the closed door . Inside the house there may 
be an old , blind grandfather . He has to sit i n the dark all the 
time , but that is not as bas as the darkness in his heart . He is 
so miserable and forlorn that he never smiles; all day he sits and 
sighs. His faugh t er is there too , and hr children are beside her . 
One of them is lying on the bed moaning wi th pain , the others are 
firh t ing and cr ing , and the motr.er is scolding. The whole hous e 
is dark - they do not know where the lamp is , c-nd they are all s o 
unhaopy t hat they do not care whether there .:.s any light . 
But who is standing outside the door knocAin€ ? The Lord 
Jesus Around H 
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His feet are sreet flo~ers,the stars shine brightly over His 
head , and all about Him are light and peace. Re wrnts to taken 
t~em into that dark,unhapp house ,but the people inside are so 
busy cr ing and scolding and f'ghting that they do not hear 
the knock . 
I will tell you what I think haupened . I think the 
smallest child,who was just learning to walk,heard the knock , 
and toddling to the door , pulled it open. hen the lieht streamed 
in and the family grew quiet,watching it. Jesus put His lantern 
on the table and went to the bed where the sick child lay . She 
had stopped crying,and her eyes were fastened on the beautifui 
loving face bending over her. \hen He took her hand,the pain 
all left her ,and a smile of happiness came over her •. ~-H.a-~ 
h.er-..h.s.nd., Then he turned to the old grandfather. He put His hand 
on t he blind eyes,and when the old man opened them he could see. 
He saw the lantern and his grandchildren , and he s aw the wonderful 
face of Jesus. Then light came into his dark,sad heart,and he 
cried for joy. 
The children had stopped fighting- now and were gathered 
about Jesus. He put His arms around them and talked to them. 
The room was peaceful a1~ bright and cozy,and all of them,mother , 
old grandfather and children , were smiling Ji th happiness. Jesus 
had brought them His light , the Light of life. I thin~ He told 
them what He told the people outside the church; that if they 
followed Him they would not be in the dark any more -- they would 
always have light and joy in their hea~ . ~van the baby could be 
~ bright,little candle~ 
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hat is as true to-day as it was then . Jesus comes and 
.~.:nocks at our door. If we open it to Him He brings light and 
peace into our homes . , , 
** 
Another camp song : 
Be it ever so humble ,there is no place like camp 
Be it every so humble , there is no place like camp 
ie sit around the fi r e place and hear the stories told 
Be it ever so humule,that dear s~eet camp of old . 
Be it~er so humble , we le rn some sonr s and ?ames 
.!e g o to the swimming hole and do some funny things 
he boys are very happy , and learn so ver~ quick 
"'a are all true, good campers and to each other ·e '11 
stick. 
Camp Douglas ,Camp Douglas 
~J e are s ing i:ng , praises r ing ing 
And we ' ll never find your equal 
Camp Douglas ,here's to you. 
-0-v -N-~-Y, D-0-W- -.1£-Y, D-0-, f- N-.C:-Y , D-0- !/-H- '-Y . 
If you'll be m-i-n-e mine 
lle ' ll be t-h-i-n-e thine 
And we'll love you oh we'll love you 
All the T-i-m- e t ime . 
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August ixth 
Sunday : ~he boys and girls go to Sunday School and church. 
The remainder of th€ day was spent in quiet pla y and rest . with 
occasional stories intervoven. 
t the dinner hour the following prayer ~as t£ught 
so that all might join in asking the blessing : -
''Come be our guest , O Lord of good , 
And bless to us thy gift of food . " 
At the story hour in the evening the follcwing stories 
were retold by the boys : 
1 . How God ook Care of ~lijah . 
2 . aster of the Harvest. 
3 . he Loaf of Bread. 
4 . The Husband fuo was to ind the House . 
5 . he Light of the dorld . 
August Seventh 
KINDNEbS 
8 : 45 evot ions : \ .indness to animals and birds . 
Story : Ou'L of the Nest , from 1\:ore Ivother Stories , by Lindsey. 
** Out of the Nest 
I\ Once upon a time a mo t her-bird and a father-bird ~uilt 
a nest in a tree . 
It was made of straw , and leaves and all sorts of ··onder-
ful things , and it even h~d lcce trimmines on it . 
Soon after the nes t was finished , the mother - bird put two 
eggs in it , and then she and fa t her- bird thought of nothing bu t 
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keeping those eggs safe and war m. 
Mother-bird sat upon them day and night; and even when 
father-bird would say,"You really must fly about a little and 
let me take care of the eggs, "she did not like to leave them. 
After a while two little birds came out of the shells -
which was just what she had been hoping for all the long time.The 
baby-birds were both so weak and small that they could do nothing 
at all for themselves but open their mouths very wide and call 
"peep, peep!" Mother- dear - peep!" other -bird and father-bird 
wer e busy all day getting them something to eat. 
Bye and bye they began to grow ,and then they had soft feeth-
er clothes to wear,which are the best clothes in the world for 
baby-birds. 
other-bird said to them one day, "You are almost ready to 
fly" and then they felt very large. 
That same day mother-bird and father-bird fle'' away together 
to get something for dinner; and while they Jere gone the little 
birds heard a very queer noise which seemed to come from the 
pond near their tree. This is the way it sounded nKerchunkl Ker-
chunk! 11 
"Oh! 1J hat can that be?'' said the sister -bird, 11 I' 11 peep 
over the side of the ne:at and see, n said the brother. 
But when he put his head out he could see nothing,although 
he heard the sound very plainly: "Ker chunk! Kerchunkl" Then he 
leaned out a little farther and a little fartcer,till his head 
was dizzy. 
He was not hurt,but oh,how frightened he was! "Peep,peep! 
mother dear ,peep!" he cried. npeep!" cried the sister-bird up in 
the nest; but the mother and father were too far away to hear 
their calls. 
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The Brother-bird hopped about on the ground and looked 
around him. He was near the pond now , and the sound vas very 
near and loud : "Kerchunk! Kerchunk l " 11 Kerchunk!" "Peep, peep , 
peep! " called the birdie ; and in a moment up hopped a bit: frog . 
This was an old school-teacher frog , and he bed been te~ch­
ing all the little frogs to sing. 
But the baby- bird only cried louder than ever at this , and 
a mother dove , who was singing her babies to sleep in a neighbor -
ing tree , flew down to see what could be the matter . 
"I can't begin to get my children to sleep in all this fuss" 
she said to the · frog; but when she saw the little bird she was 
just as sorry as the frog had been. "Poor , dear bc.by , "she cried , "I 
will fly right off and find your mama for you. 11 So she told her 
children to be good and quiet,and then flew away . 
Before long she met the father and mother and they all flew 
back in a great hurry. 
Then they tried to get the baby- bifd into the nest again . 
11He 1 s entirely too young to be out of the nest , "cried his 
mother , 11and he must get in again at once.'' 
"Spread your wings and fly as I do , 11 said the father - bird 
So the baby-bird spread his wings ~nd tried to fly;but 
try as he would he could not reac the nest in the tree . 
"Put him into my school and I will teech him to swimn said 
the frog , " That 1 better than flying and a grebt deal easier to 
learn,I'm sure. 11 
This as so kind of the frog t'1at the mother-bird thanked 
him; but she said that she h d to be very careful of her children 
and that she was afraid the water might give the little bird a 
cold. 
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While they were talking they heard somebody coming,whistling 
the jolliest tunel 
"Dear me! Dear me!" cried the birds,"There comes a boy!" 
"He's apt to have stones in his pocket ," said the frog . 
"He will aarry my darling off and put him in a cage! Oh, 
fly , fly!" begged the mother-bird. But before the baby-bird even 
had time to say"Peep !" the boy came in sight . 
Then the father-bird flew over the boy's head and the 
mother-bird down in fLont of him. The frog croaked and the 
dove cooed,but none of them could hide the little bird from 
him. 
"If you hurt him I 'll peck your eyes out! " cried the poor 
mother,who hardly knew what she was saying; but the boy picked 
the little bird up just as if he didn't hear her . 
"Oh ! what shall I do!" cried the mother-bird . 
!hen the boy looked at her and at the baby-bird and up in 
tho tree where the neQt was. 
" oo! coo , coo! I think I know what he's going to do , "said. 
the dove . 
"There's no telling , "croaked the frog , and theyall watched 
~nd wondered while the boy put the oird in his pocket and began 
to climb the tree. 
He swung himself from branch to branch,climbing higher 
all the time until at last he reached the pretty nest where the 
sister-bird waited for her mama to come home . 
other-bird and father-bird flew to tre to2 of the tree 
to watch the boy . 
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" uppose he should teh.e her, too , " said the mother-bird.But 
what do ou think he did ? Yes,indeed ! e put the brother-bird 
back in the nest , as well as the mother-bird could have done it 
herself . 
"Ihs.nk you ! Thank you! "called the little birds 'mother and 
father as the boy scrambled down again . 
"Peep , peep!" hank you ! " called the little birds from the 
nest. 
"C...,o , coo ! " I Anew ", cried the dove . 
"Kerchunk ,Kerchunk! I should like to have him in my school . " 
said the frog as he hopped awa to the pond . 
1/ ~ n that is the end of my storyJ 
** 
bongs : For the Beauty of the ~arth ( 38 ) 
ericun , the Beautiful ( 239 ) 
In the stud hour that followed , the bo s studied the 
names of the books of the • • 
3 :00 Boys play in the woods . 
It ~ins later in the afternoon . re boys sing gospel 
songs during the rain. ~ney find a bunch of old gospel 
song boo:ks &nd they sit around the fire and sing for some 
time . 
6 : 30 ommunity bongs after supper 
~ hike before bed- time . 
8 : 30 !lOr hour . 
b or he .t ... ing of the .Colden :u ver , from Br ant . P . 64 
In the evening the following pr~yer is taught the ch i ldren 
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to repeat together at the close of the evening story hour. 
".B'E. ther o.f all in heaven above , 
e thank thee for thy love , 
Our food , our homes , and all we wear , 
Tell of thy loving care. Amen." 
lberta unkres • 
.August eighth 
8 : 45 Theme : .t .. indness to each other in camp and in school • 
.::>cripture: Genesis 44 13 
'tory of Abraham snd Lot 
Songs : ~escue the Perishing(215) 
Holy . Holy,Holy(l2) 
1 : 00 It r~ins,so we have singing and games around the fire 
place. Later the rain ceases and we fi.Ll ur the trenches 
in the yard and later go swimming , and pick blueoecries . 
8 :30 btory hour. 
3ong : Now the nay is Over(sung softly)(l8) 
Story of uth,from Stewart,P . 87 
** 
he ::3tory of Ruth 
-Book of ... uth-
'' It was a s ad woman who once started of:f on a journey with 
two girls . She wore a long black dress,and a black veil wound 
around her head,and her eyes were fUll of tears. Her name wes 
Naomi. her husband was dead,her two boys had just died,and she 
was going beck to the country where she had lived when She was 
a child. The two girls who were with her :e· e girls she loved 
ver much,who had been very good to her and her boys , but after she 
.. 
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had gone a little way with them she stopped and~id : 
'Go back to your homes now , to your brothers and sisters 
and friends. I amgoing to a far-away country you have never seen. 
It mLkes me sadder still to say good - bye to you,but I know you 
will be happier there . " 
Then one of the girls kissed her good-bye , and , turninf , went 
b&ck to her home,but the othar , whose name was ... uth,put her arms 
around her and said . 
"Intreat me not to lea,•e thee , for whither thou e-o est I wi ll 
go , and where thou lodgest I will lodge; for thy people shall be 
m people and thy God my God . " 
Naomi said , "Can you bear to leave your home and friends 
to go and tl!ke care of a poor old woman ? " 
~ uth said , " I am young and strong, you are old and sc:.d ; I 
will go with you and take care of you as long as we both shall 
live." 
So they travelled on together ,walking many miles , over 
hills and across plains , in the sun &nd rain , sleeping under the 
stars perhaps, until they came to a little ton among the hills , 
the town of Bethlehem. They looked down on it and saw that the 
fields were full of tall , yellow stalks of whec.t and barley • .:tuth 
left 1 aomi in a little house they found and went out into the 
barley fields; there the men had sickles , and mowed the grain , and 
the women gathered it up in bundles . Poor people sometimes 
walked after the women and picked up what they dropped . So 3-.J.th 
followed them , picking up pieces of tre long yellow stal.::Cs , With 
the barley in the flower part at the top. It was hard work,for 
the sun beat down,and she had to bend and bend . But she thought 
of poor sad laomi ,who was hungry , and then _uth did not mind if 
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she vas tired and hot,she worked on gladly . 
owards evening the owner of the field came to see 
how the reapers were workine. He raised his hand and said , "The 
Lord be with thee." And all the men and women in the field stop-
ped working and answered : n:rhe Lord bless thee." 
:rhen the master saw _ <th . bhe \':ore a blue skirt and ~ 
red j&cket,~ veil twisted around her neck , tind old coins glittered 
among her hair. The master asked one of the reapers who she was , 
and the re&per s&id ; 11 er fami.ly and friends live in a country far 
from here,but she has left them all &nd travelled here to take 
care of the oor , sad woman , aomi." So the master called _uth 
to him ~nd told her to come every day and pick up the barley ~hich 
was dropped and also to have dinner in the middle of the day v:i th 
his workmen ,and eat the corn and the bread he gave them • 
. lA.th bowed low to him and asked ; 11 Yhy art thou so Kind 
to me. I, who am ""' stranger ?" 
•. nd the master said, nnecause I know ho~ thou hast left 
thy father and thy mother ana thy home to take care of a poor sad 
woman. 1. ay the .Lord bless thee [.Tid reward thee." 
Js he valked away across the field he stopped and told 
the reapers to let _ '.l.th gather the barley tho.t was dropped ,and also 
to let fall some extra pieces for her. o dc.;.y o..fter day _ ~th c me 
to gather grain. 'be lived with aomi,v.nd e&ch nigtt she brought 
her back the barley , and made it into bread for them. 
As day after day the owner watched her,he saw how good 
she -.,yas &nd how hard she worked for 1: aomi , and one day he asked 
her to marr him,and to bring Haomi to live in his big comfort-
able home. hey were all very happ togather;soon God sent uth 
a baby boy,and when Naomi 1,ld it in her arms she was vornforted 
for the loss of her own boys,c.nd tanked God for His care of her 
und of her dear _LUth . :rtis tiny ba by became the grandfather of 
""' little boy named o.vid . 11e shall have f;' story about him soon : ' 
** 
ugust 1 inth 
8 : 45 ~indness to our parents,t eachers , and elders 
'tory of J oseph , as revealed in Gen . 30--44 
en Comm~ndments . 
'ong s : God . 'ill Take Care of You( 1 6 ) 
.:hat a .:i1riend .Je Have in Jesus . 
1:00 ractise the ~riendship Play 
Th'"' coming of Inspection ay in one week mnl;:e many extr~::. 
things to do 
7 : 30 Prayer Leeting 
A beautiful story of" I .l'ould Be rue'' is told. 
August enth 
----------
8 : 45 fhe effect of kindness upon us . 
-::3tory : 0t Jerome and the .uion . Coe ,P 60 
'cr ipture : 
_eview stories of J oseph and Abraham and ~ot . 
uring the study hour that followed , the boys 
learned fu.vorite quot<:tions from t e Book of Jo1n 
1 : 00 l 1 .s.ctise songs &nd yells fo~ Inspection ay . 
3 : 00 Hi~e , Sv'l'im, etc. 
6 : 00 Gu.mes : .rur of vvar , ball tag , wood t&g , s~;:y high , b se - ball . 
8 : 30 ymn sin[iDL ~nd avenine devotions . 
_· ugus t ~lev enth 
8 : 45 how thines of nature are kind to each other and to us 
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General talk on t e subject • 
.... tory of how the birds are kind end cc. e fo· eac other. :r ese 
are taken from the li es of the birds themselves . 
3 : 00 
Drill on Inspection da~ songs : 




For the 3eauty of the ~arth( 38) 
<.-Jle hou ll lmighty ::ing( 3E 
_ ing on !: string, hr ... mmE'r- edge 
a man and run a 'llilc, stE tion . 
c. ft er no on t l1e bo s ,.1ent f._r a 




time . 1 e en j o e d thE; 7' en i "': o "G. t do or s • 
~ngust we1fth 
c3 ; 45 .rt me : Jesus and his .~. .. indnoss • 
• ec.d .uuke 13 : ll-13 
11 10 : 23-37 
lof" c-crub to· ch 
..__ , " 
--nd in the me 
boys at :::u:D ... er 
n-
10 : 00 - 12 : 00 .. full dross rehe rsal for Inspection da.., "wv&.s stag d 
3 : 00 .::5~·· i rmnix: 
6 : 00 ..i.!.Cee .... lr. and 7olloy Jall 
8 : 3 ~,., ..-L. £.nd conmunity songs. 
~'enin~ hyrrm und rayer . 
1tfust 'hirteentb 
__ regular ~lllda;y at camp. 
fhe follovvine stories were retold nround the cam:p fire on 
undc:y even · ~.'-' b the bo s · 
1. vut of the ,est. 
2 . 1he -~ill€ of the Golden Jive.c . 
3. 0tory of Abrc.m and Lot 
4 . ~tory of ~uth. 
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5 • ;: t or o. J v e e h 
o . Jerome and the ~ ion. 




8 : 45 evelo_nin a love for the be<t l·n l n ture ono and art t t u~ t 0 
cri tur~ : bili~1iuns 4 : 1-8 
enercl discussion of the subject with illustrations . 
3 : 00 nnother full rehe rs"l for Inspection d& • It tooK most o 
the fternoon ana most of the energ' • 
8 : 30 ~,rnn singing. 
tO"'J : on~r ' s .::lacrifice , from round the Campfi e Jith Older 
oys , by ~ggleston 
.. h the !, ornin~*Glor Climbs , from Bryant , • 137 
* 
'hy the uorning- Glor limbs 
'' vnce the .orning-Glory w~s fl ton the groun • ~he 
grew that wa , and che h· d never climbed at ""'ll . 'Lp in the top 
of a tree ne r her lived .:..r • Jennie .. ran ~: nd her little baby .. r en. 
T.e little .. ren wc:.s lame ; he h d a broken wing and couldn't fly . 
he sta ed ln the nest 11 day ut the mother .. r n told him all 
about h&t she saw in the world , when she came f1 iTl[ home at 
night . u .e used to tell him about the beautiful !v!U- nin,:-- Glory 
she sav1 on the ground . ;:,he told llim &-bolA.t the .~orning-Glory ever 
da • until the little .ren Wc..S filled ~'.'i tl: " desire to see her for 
llimself . 
II OW I I,J is h could see th~:~ •uorning-G lory J •r he said . 
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The I~orning-Glory heard this,&nd she longed to let the 
little ren see her face ~he pulled herself along the erotmd , a 
little at a ti~e,until she was at the foot of the tree where the 
little .. ren lived. But she could not get an farthe,.. , because she 
did not know how to climb . .At l~st she 1i'h,nted to go up so much, 
that she cc.ufht hold of the bark of the tree , c.nd pulled herself 
u a little. And little b little , before she kne · it , she vas 
climbing . 
And she climbed way up the tree to the little .. ran's 
nost ,and put her sweet face over the edge of the nest , "here the 
1 itt 1 e ,, r en could see • 
,, 




8 : 45 How men of the Bible loved Jesus. 
Illustrations of the lives of tephen and John . 
ongs : Jesus , over of y Soul ( l53 ) 
0 Love that will not let me go(l64 ) 
I Love to Tell the Story (l57 ) 
All is astir for Inspection Day. 
In the afternoon the Boys,girls , and the lately arrived 
young ladies practise songs and yells and the marching on 
and off t he stage . 
8 :30 Story : Peter ' s ove for Jesus and Paul ' s Love for Jesus . 
as shown in ucripture stories • 
.!!.Vening hymns 
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August Sixt an 
Inspection .Da 
nspection Da at this camp has quite a bit of signif-
icance. It is a day when visitors ha·e the c1~tom of coming from 
far and near to see and hear what is going on at outh At o1 . 0n 
this da the cemps are open for inspection all dey; there a~e 
sam les and exhibitions of tl:e various things the cc.mp had done 
during the summer . 
In the afternoon of Inspection D&y the proercm '&s 
carried out. This was a demonstration of some of the songs and 
Bible passcges learned . t gave place for the yells of tlle var-
~ ious cams and the camp the chance to show before all th~spirit . 
he program is carried out on the ommon. It is a great 
da for all 
The boys remain at the camp all morning while visitors 
were call ' ng on them for songs nd yells . 
rogram 
10 : 30 ..Jeet ing of '. 'oman ' s uxiliary in the church. 
12 ;00 Lunch 
1 : 00 Inspection of camps 
3:15 ·'ntertainment 
1 •. _usical prelude . 
2. Camps march in singing : 
Young ladies - amp ire Song. 
Boys - Three Good Turns . 
Girls - Laughing ong . 
Tursery - Onward, Christian oldiers . 
3 . .. elc orne , by the children : 
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e welcome you , dear friends today , 
On this our grand Inspection Day , 
To see our work 1 and see our play, 
To see the camps in which we stay . 
4. Prayer 
5. or the Beauty of the ~arth - by the boys and girls. 
6. emory Psalms and individual verses of scripture. By the 
boys and girls. 
7. _ ecitation - All These Happy hildren 
8. Addresses . 
9. ~eport by oman's Auxiliary resident. 
10. Yells a. boys b. girls c. nursery . 
11. ~ong - Busy for Jesus - by ~ary Homsey. 
12. Industrial song and yell. 
13. America the Beautiful by the nursery. 
14. Le varselle boys and girls quartette. 
15. Syrian song. 
16. Italian song. 
17. jursery camp yell . 
18. Song - Little Yellow Bird - by nursery ~hildran. 
19 . Boys' camp - song and yell. 
20. Girls 1 camp - song and yell . 
21. Y. L T.C. Camp song. 
22. arching with the Heroes. 
23. Setting up exercises. 
24. Health - Demonstration. 
25 . Industry - Tableau. 
26 . The House of Friendshi P Play 
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27 . Treasurer's rleport. 
28. Camp Yell. 
29. amp Song. 
The House of Friendship Play was the big part of the 
program. his is an Americanization play written by Anita B. 
Ferris. Fourteen boys and girls between the ages of nine and 
twelve are used in the play. It shows Alice ,an every day girl, 
who is giving an American party in the House of Friendship. She 
has sent out invitations to many people who ·ere livinf near and 
has announced the party. Upon the date set various kinds of 
people came. here is: Liberty Bell,Indian Bag, a e ngland 
girl , a Jegro boy, ~ountain girl,Polish girl,Italian girl,Greek 
boy,nrmenian girl ,Japanese girl,Chinese boy and Bohemian boy. 
he all show their cards. orne are peeved at first to see some 
others at this party. They turn up their noses at first. 
Afte r they play together for a time they soon realize 
they are all the sa·ne; that they are all Arne J.~icans and are en-
titled to be at the party. 
Camp Yell 
Downey ,Nursery ,Buss, .veslay ,Admin, 
Douglas,Deckers,Industrial,Health Inn. 
The short,the tall,the big ,the small, 
The fat,the thin,we take 'em in. 
And give them a ... ah for what they are 
Camp One and All·, south Athol. 
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Camp Song. 
e've got tbe freshest air on earth , 
-e've got the grandest hills; 
The camps out here are just first rate , 
They're sure the finest in the state. 
he make you happy and mighty snappy, 
And naturally feel great . 
~ e 've got the finest place for camp, 
And roads on which to hike. 
And if you're wanting one good time, 
The camps out here are fine. 
organ Camps)~organ Camps, 
There's nothing like our organ Camps. 
e've got our boys and girls so fine, 
For swimming they like to go, 
Camp ouglas boys are all first rate, 
And Downey girls are up to date. 
They mal:e you happy and migh"tu snappy 
And naturally feel great • 
. ve 've got the Nursery folks right here 
And ~ressley people t oo . 
And if you're wanting one good time, 
The camps out here are fine. 
organ Camps, organ Camps, 
There's nothing like our 1 organ Camps. 
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August Seventeenth 
8 : 45 evotions : Our't-. · otb er 's Love. 
Scripture : lA:t. 20: 20-28 
Illustrations from daily life given to illustrate our 
mother's love for us. 
Story of woman who learned to write at the age of fifty 




other , that precious name. 
Forever more the same 
•arth's sweetest word . 
Though ages past have flown 
fo sound was ever known 
Like that dear name alone 
Or ever heard. 
From childhood's earliest day 
She guarded all our way 
ith tenderest care. 
he shared our every woe 
~ach cherished hope did know 
Heard every •;rhisper low 
Of childish prayer. 
Through the long hours of night 
r.'hen tears b dimmed her s ifht 
Our pain she soothed. 
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Never of self a thought 
Always for us she wrought 
r/ith tireless love she sought 
ur paths to smooth. 
/ondrous,o,wondrous love 
,ost like to that above 
She gave alone. 
Shame,that our lips we seal 
From loving words which heal 
.C:ach heartache , and reveal 
Love oft unknown . 
0, what a debt we owe 
Our grateful love we'll show 
mile now we may 
ore t 1der yet to be 
Thoughtfully and eagerly 
Her slightest need to see 
Each passing day. 
Our mother's God to thee 
In deep humility 
We lift our prayer 
Keep those we love the best 
Through every trial and test 
And may they ever rest 




8 : 45 Devotions: The love of Jesus for us. 
Scripture : t. 15 
Story: The Lost Sheep,from Stewart,P. 185 
** 
The Lost Sheep 
Luke 15: 3-7 
I I 
Do you remember the story about the good shepherd ? 
He had a big flock of sheep,you know. There were a hundred 
of them , white and black , fat and thin,old sheep and little 
baby lambs. He loved them all so much, you remember,that 
he was ready to let the •olf kill him to save them. 
One day he lost one of his lambs. He hoo taken them 
far off on the mountains,wher c. there was green grass 'lnd a 
fresh little stream. he sun had been shinin~ brightly in 
the morning and the sheep had had a beautiful time,eating 
the grass and then lying by the stream in the shade of the 
trees. But in the afterno on a big black cloud appeared in 
the sky; there wa s a flash of ligbtning , and r umb ling o:f 
thunder. he shepherd called the sheep together and start-
ed towards home. Then the rain began to fall and the shep-
herd put the smallest lamb under his cloak and carried it.There 
were rough places to climb and streams to cr oss on the •vay 
to the fold , and although the shepherd helped them and lifted 
them over the streams , they got wet and dirtybefore they 
reached home. In one place the path led along the edge of 
the sea. A great rock there had cracked in the middle and 
you could look far down between the two pieces of stone 
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to where the sea came breaking in on the beach below . 
0ome of the sheep started to climb over the rock . but 
the shepherd called them back and led them ar ound it . Jhen they 
went on one little lamb was missing,bat the shepherd was hurrying 
them on in the storm and he did not notice then . B1t when they 
reached the sheepfold he opened the door and counted them as they 
ran in ,ninety-seven , ninety-eight , ninety- nine - that was all , the 
hundredth was not there , it wae lost ! 
It was dark by that time and storming hard. o you 
think the shepherd went back over the rought way to find that 
little lost lamb ? Indeed he did ; right off he turned , leaving the 
ninety-nine and went slowly,carefully,over every step of the way 
he had taken. He carried a lantern in his hand ,and he called the 
lamb softy as he went . ~very now and then he stopped to listen. 
. at was he listening for ? To hear the lamb if it were crying alone 
in the dark . so that he could knoT where it was • 
. ilien he got to the split rock by the sea- shore he stopped 
and called again , lifting the lant·ern high over his head, but he did 
not see any little white animal lying there . Then he heard something . 
twas faint and sounded far away , but it was the bleating of that 
little lamb • . here do you thin~ it was? It had fallen between 
the two pieces of rock , and was lying far below on the beach . Its 
leg was borken so it could not move,but it had hesrd the shepherd's 
call and had seen the light from his lantern,and it cried back 
Baa -baa! 
Down the steep rock the shepherd climbed . It was hard 
work , for the stone sides were slipper and it ~as deep and dark be-
tween the rocks . But the shepherd did not mind . It was harder work 
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getting back ,with the little animal on his shoulder ,but he was 
happy , so happy , because he had found his lost lamb . He sang and 
rejoiced all the way back in the darkness and the storm. .:hen he 
reached home he called his friends and neighbors together . " ejoice 
with me ,"he said ,"for I have found my lamb which was lost . " 
It was Jesus who told this story to is friends . e want-
ed to show them how much He loved every one of them and every one 
of us . ,/e are all is sheep , or His little lambs , and He is the 
gre~t shepherd of the sheep ; ~e loves us even more than that good 
shepherd loved his sheep e cans ave us from worse things than 
wolves; nd when one of us does wrong ,that is liAe the little lamb 
getting lost. But if we call to Him He comes and c rries us back 
t b d . IJ in His arms o e goo aga~n. 
** 
7 : 00 Le girls' camp and a few visitors came to the boys' camp 
and enjoyed a =rolic . 
Proeram 
Volle ball game between the boys and girls . 
olle ball game between the workers . 
and run relay . 
anana race . 
uuit-case race . 
r ilt ing contest 
ack race . 
a;y and night . 
'hree-legged race . 
8 : 30 ~verine Devotions. 
8 : 45 
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August Nineteenth 
heme : ur love for Jesus 
General discussion of the subject , and its meaning . 
'cr iptur e : 1 John 4 
Song : I've ound a .J!'riend(l59) 
Beginning during this afternoon the boys vera e&ch 
interviewed and their relation to Jesus ascertained. Lach 
was invited to give his life to the ~.aster. ;vost of them 
were anxious to accept and wanted to make a decisi on. The 
interviews continued until the following .!ednesday evening. 
3,00 The boys go swim.Ting and get blueberries . 
In the evening it rained,the time was spent in singing and 
playing around the camp fire . 
August Twentieth 
Sunday : ~verybody goes to ~unday 'chool and Church . 
In the afternoon the boys and girls were taken on a hike 
to visit the Superintendent of the 'unday dchool. Tre 
boys had learned to love him. His rife was an invalid and 
his son was not able to get around much . The ~eople were 
more than delighted to have the children come. The boys 
also enjoyed the trip • 
.rhe children sang songs and recited scripture fo them • 
. e had two objects in mind in making the trip . Gr.e was to 
teach the children to gladden those who could not enjoy 
the priveleges as they could , and another was to show some 
little appreciation to these people for their kind 1ords of 
~~/ 
apprecia tionA .r..acH child carried a fern from thewoods and 
each in turn presented them to 1rs. 
Hinkle and her crippled son as a token of their love for them . 
(Had it been toufht of in time it would hava been very nice to 
have taken a beautiful bouquet of flowe:cs from the f .... rm to them,¢ 
too .) 
8 :00 i service around the camp fire. .any tender hymns were sung 
and an appeal was made to the boys to gi -;·e their lives to 
Jesus. any responded . 
August Twenty- irst. 
dHA IT MEAIJS '£0 3~ A CH...=tiSTIAH 
------------------------------
8 : 45 ~ 'tristian life must be a purposeful li~e . 
Hymns : ake y Life and Let It Be(l6G) 
·tand Up , Stand Up , for Jesus(202) 
bcr ipture : .It. 10 
ontrast , a life with a purpose and one ihich has none . 
3;00 ·lay in the woods . 
6 :00 Volle nall 
7:30 .'omen pr3 ent their entertainment . 
8: 45 An evangelistic talk was given in the evening at de1otions. 
an of the boys expressed themselves individually,sa•ing 
that the ¥anted to make a decision for the hristian life. 
August enty-Second 
3 :00 The boys are taken to see the workings of the ensilage cutter 
thence to the rabbitry,and then to s~imming,nnd to pick 
blueberries . 
8:30 evotions : ~ hristian must lead a helpful life . 
Scripture : _ omans 15 : 1-16 
~ong : Dare to be Brave(l75) 
8 : 45 
_, 64 -
he evangelistic appea is again made in prepcration for 
the service to follov on the following night. uome of 
the boys have not been used to hearing about hrist. bey 
as.: questions; they want to learn. 
_ugust T •ent,- bird 
~Christian needs to rely on help from abo-e . 
Scripture : Hebrews 11 
Hymns : In the Hour of · rial(l72) 
Fairest Lord Jesus(l2c) 
3 : 00 In the afternoon the boys play in the ~oods . 
7 :30 Prayer meeting • 
8 : 45 
8 : 45 
..... ubject : What shall it refit a man though he g"'in the , hole 
vio ld and lose his own soul •• It. 16 : 21-28 . 
'he v.ror lds of wealth, leasure, and honor were 
discussed . 
The boys and girls were in\ited to make a decision 
for Christ. ~he majori ty responded to the o..ppeal . 
Some of the boys c.. nd gL ls offered indi idual pray-
ers at the altar. 
t the evening devotions t' f3ir decision '.vas emphasized &nd 
the \·Jere led to understand that they \i ere to be oe.:.~s of 
the word and not he~rer~ only. 
ugust l'wenty-..! ourth 
~..-Lr istian must ha'lie faith. 
ucri ture : J~mes 1 : 1-27 
hJi~~s : ~aith of ~ ~athers(2G9). 
Jesus , Savior , ... 'ilot e(lt2.8 
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12 ; 15 fter dinner was fin· ::lh, , .rr. _.od:1f'" ...... obo ts l o ~ . .-- a 
euest at d'nuer , told them of cotton man1f~cture ,t e 
l~a.tional ~.,; _~h •• agister fnctory,and of Vir ··:nia's famous men 
~£ny uests have been entertained at meels at the 
bo~s' camp this ~e~r , and all have been called on to c ntrib-
ute. he idea of guests has seemed a good one for the ~a~e 
8 : 3 ~vening devotions . 
August ' ·ent;y- 'ifth 
8 : 45 'he theme ch nged to a ravia 'J of the ide~ls ta':en up durine 
the aummer : 
1 Christ in h::triotism 
2. one sty 
3 . Courage 
4 • .... ervice 
5. Grutitude 
6 . Z:indness 
7 . Love 
B. !hat it means to be a Christian. 
1 : 30 he boys are weiehed . 
t rained in the afternoon . so the boys pla 9d inside. ~heir 
clothes are issued back to t em. 
In the avenine the turn in their cam clothes . 
8 : 00 At the avenine service the '.orkers made their farewell talks 
and hoJ?El d for ... safe · ounr ey on the morro· , [)nd ~ 1 so hopad 
that the ~ould not forget t P.ir summer's vows . 
August ~~enty- iYth 
'his is the day scheduled for the dea rture for Boston . 
Chapter .5-
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I GEST 
n working out "A amp Vacation School of • eligious 
~ducation for Primary and Junior Children of a poly t community" 
I have taken as a basis ~ my experience with children of this 
type as I have seen them in the city,and my experience in working 
out a vacation school rogram for a camp at South Attol,~assachusetts . 
his thesis takes up,in the first place,the general 
characteristics of a poly ot com~unity. This phase is de\eloped 
along the line of the home &nd the community . It shows that the 
homes in these communities are crowded ~nd more or less unsanitary. 
hey do not know how to handle the food problem , and in many cases 
do not have the finance to do even ~hat they would like to do . The 
children do not have any play grounds at home and cannot develop 
as they might like . 
The parents in many cases do not have much special 
interest in the children. Very often they are ignorant of what 
ttey should do or they are so immoral that they don' care . If 
they are working parents they often feel that tt r}have too much 
to do to give any time to the children . 
There is a l&ck of religious training in the home and 
the local church is not meeting the situation as it might . These 
influences of the home have a depressing effect upon the children . 
The Community , too , ith its physical,social,and relig-
ious conditions presents serious problems. :1e see the children 
trying to play in the street and we see at once the impossibility 
of it. fhere is a daneer from accidents . Conditions are ouite 
crowded , as well as unsanitary . rhere are many bad influences in 
the community that pull down instead of elevate . There has been 
a church in the commun~ty for some time . It has not been ble to 
iraluence the children properly . There h~s been a leek of 
connection between the church and the homes . In many cases the 
children have lost respect for the church and it needc to iL the 
bo s end girls for Christ . 
The second pc..rt of this thesis ta.::es u the need of a 
Camp Vac~tion ~chool of ~eligious ~ducation for the Junior and 
Prin.ary children of a polyg t community. his is ta.Ken up under 
four heads : The gene nl characteristics of the Junior and ri~ar 
children ; the need of the children for a camp vacation school of 
religious education; the need of the community for camp vacation 
school of eligious education ; and the need of the church for a 
camp vacation school of religious education. 
It is shown that the childrel'l have many possibilities 
for development but they have so many needs tr2t it is onl the 
occasional child that is able to develop to normalcy . In our o in 
lives we realize the need of proper exercise , social adju tment,rnd 
religious training . nan we see these children with no place to 
play , no ideal for play , no social and religious ideals cominf into 
their lives, we reLlize there is a serious roblem to be olved • 
. a see here that the community and the church need to do somethinf 
s ecial to care Ior the boys and girls entructed to thei_ care . 
The children w~ll be more val,able if they are roperly trained; 
the church has a responsibility to the children as well as the 
people of the church who come offering their se vices . 
The third part of this t~sis deals with the establish-
ment of ~ Camp acation School of 3eligious ~ducation for rimary 
and Junior Children of a Polyg t Community . This is developed 
( 0) 
under three hases : ~stablishing the camp , planning for the 
buildings and planning for the 61Uipment . l 1his kind of a _propo -
sition can be carried out . There may be some expense in con_ection 
with it , but people are willing to support a worthy enterprise . 
The fourth part of this ttesis takes up the Organization 
and Administration of a Camp Vacation School of Religious Zducation 
for Primary and Junior Children of a ~olyg~t Cownunlty . t r ates 
this plan with the program of the local chliTCh and shows that the 
results that come from the camp may be used very advantageously 
in the year's pr_ogram of the church . The various worke:r.s and their 
duties as well as considerations .~n selecting the workers are em-
phssized. ..e discuss here the selection of the children as '•Jell 
as the duration of the camp school term . 
The fifth part of the thesis takes up the program of E 
ca.m vacation school of :.-..eligious ...... ducation for primary and junior 
I 
children of a polyg~ t comnunity . he aim is to put into the minds 
o the children some Christian Ideals . or this progra.m I ave 
included : Christian patriotism , Honesty , ourage , Service , G_~&.titude t 
Kindness,.Lo-ve,and . hc..t it means to oe 2 hristian . o~ith some mod -
ifications, the camp life as it worked out at outh __ thol, uassa-
chusetts,has been used as a basis for the program. rhe social , 
h sical and religious program h~ s been treated together as this 
would pe the normal way for the lif'e of the children to work out 
at camp . 
** 
